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CHAPTER 1: INCRODUCTION

Specifically defined, this is a study,of the educational effecti-veness of home-

room classes that.are homogeneous in,terms of scholastic ability, as,compared with

heterogeneous classes; in a wider sense, it deals with the educational implications

of scholastic homogenization and heterogenization, that is,' with the implications

of separationstu,As of varied level; of learning-relevant personal resources,

Neak" and "strong", as compared to their mixing. This, on the assumption that the

intellective composition of actual}learning'groups, classes and not neceSsarily

schools, determines to a large extent the quality of the student's learning environ-

ment

. The realization of the demand for "education for all", first on the elementary,

later poit-elementary, and eventually higher education level, pOsed'a dilemma foy

4eeducation systems: how to ensure an adequate scholastic level in stud4nt popu-
A

lotions that are heterogeneous boP in social composition and in vholastic ability,

while lso maintaining learning frameworks which, in educational climate and social

structure, fit the ideals of a democratic society, which calls not only for equality

of educational opportunities, but strtves also for equality of results. The educa-
i

tional systems trylp adjust to this dilemma in three ways: by means of didactic

manipulations -0(deve1opment of suitable methods of instruction; by pedagogical mani-

pulations - maneuvering the definition of educational goals and content; and by

organizational manipulaIions - adaptations and alterhations in the learning tracks

and student composition

It is difficult to say that the efforts invested in theory, research, and

experimentatioa of teaching methods have borne a solution of this dilemma The\

psychology of learning and educational experience, eyen when aided by sophisticated

technology, and despite intensive development of new learning programs and methods

of instruction, have not yet succeeded to bring about the real revolution in learning

which would meet the needs of heterogeneous student populations.

A more promising avenue was found in curricular manipulations, with changes in

the definition of ihe educational goals end contents, principally'in lowering the

academic profile of the school, in extanding its educational goals and making its

frameworks more flexible Accordingly, a model of school was developed, which
*

assignes no less importance to the,expressive multilateral development of the

0'
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student than to his intellective development, and views achievement in the social,

V'ocational and cultural realM, and self-expression in these realms,as equal tn''value
,

.to scholastic achievements.- Such a sChool is meant to propose a wide variety of,,

educational electives, mostly left.to the student's choice.

,Howeyer, realization of this model, unless accompanied by far-reaching indivi-
. .

dualization of studies, was perceived as involving a.high.price in terms of the

level of traditional achievements. Manyeducationarsystems.were not prepared to

'pay such a price; betause of anxiety about tile achievement of the students, espe-

cially the tallented ones, various steps werie taken towards homogeneous separation

accordini twscholastic ability (vertical'S4paratton) or according to scholastic
I .

interests (horizontal separation) and in fW,.in the post-elementary schools,

according to both, ability and intereSt. kt the level of the system encompassing

the single school, separation is found in allocation of studencts to different types

,lof schools, such as academic, vocational,
41medern'', comprehensive. At the level of

the school, there appear several forms of structuring classes by ability level where

the student learns a considerable pdrt of his curriculum within a permanent group,

such as "Streams", "voupingS", "tracks" or "trends".

An additional pattern of homogenebus Separation on the system's level is the

,
"natural" separation between "weak" and "strong" students populations which i§ a

result of the neighborhood school and the demarkation of residential areas according

to ethnic and class lines. TO'the extent that this pattern exists, i blunts the

sting of theidilemma of heterogeneity and reduces the pressure for homogenization

at the school level.,

As part of the democratizatioh of education, accelerated after World War II and

more so since the early 1960's; themeaning of the right to education and the con-

cept of equality of educational opportunities was radpally changed. The demand foK
,

equal public inputs to variouls learning frameworks"wai reklaced by a demand for'

equality in access to the various tracks, and then a demand for equal educational

results, at first for those of equal ability, and eventpally also for those with

differing ability Coleman; 1968). This conversion is associated with an increasing
P

awareness of the association between the social and intellective composition of the

learning grogp and.the,scholastic outcomes, and is based pn the concept that.the

composition Of students constitutes a primary learning resource for the individual

student, both in itself and as.a factor determining the curriculum and the objectives

7
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- includinethe degrees received,- of 'the learning institution 6,1 track.

Herein is Ihe basis for the demand. to eliminate h'omogianeous seParation at the
4pL

level of the system. This demand brought educational reforms in Europe, desegrega-

tion in the United States, and the,middle school reform in Israel, However, even

when-political pressure for democratization of education has eliminated sepration

at the system level and established integrated and comprehensive schools,.separation
,

has continued within the school, whether-in an overt form as "groupings" and "strearg"

by ability or less otviously., as "tracks" and "treads" supposedly,' by interest.

Threatening the qbals of integrating various.populations and various tracks in.the

'framework of one school, this contradicts the trends of educational and social

equality which are the modypting power behind the processes of integration,

There has always been a political and pduCationalisdebate related to homogeneous

separation and heterogeneous. integration. It has continued for decades, and its

fervor has ,continuouslyjncreased,-parallel to the above-mentioned change in the

concept'of equality, of educational opportunities: The debate is two-dimensional:

first, it relates to the needs and objectives of the wide social system, and the

educational system at its various levels, Here, distinction may be made between the

pedagogic-didactic emphasis and the social emPhasis, The second dimension focusses

on the needs of the student in terms of both affective and cognitive implications.

The debate deals with methods of selection and their efficiency; with scholastic

emotional and social outcomes of separation and ?ntegration in the school ,and within

the peer group; with the effects on the student's social status as 4n adult; and

with the implications on the educational institution and on society in general (Yates,

1966; Franseth and Kourg, 1966; Husen and Boalt, 1967; NEA, 1968; Heathers, 1969;

Sorenson, 1970; Simon,"1970;'Fcndley and Britan, 1971; Schafer and Olexa, 1971;

Esposito, 1973; Messinger, 1973(1965)04cDermott, 1976; Rosenbaum, 1976),

Those who support separation point to the educational benefit that stems from

the possibility of matching insteuction and study. in terms, of content, level', pace

anemethod to differential ability and needs of various learning groups. They also

olaim that separation frees weak students from the pressures of unfair competition,

attenuates their inferiority, allows them a feeling of achievement, improves their ,

self-image, increases their interest in studies, end thus also Increases their

achievements, , In the end, claim the supporers of separation, it can Contribute.to

better extraction of personal ability and more efficient'exploitatton of the "ability
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Pool" exsisting in society! .

In contrast,thpse who-oppose separation attack educational selection at its

veny base, charging that it is ineffidient,and 'discriminatory, beca e it does not

giv,e due-consideratioh to theamulti-dtimensionaliity'of human intellect nd its dynamic*

development, and is not apOeciative enough of the role of-non-cognitiVe factors jn

Pr
learning. Particularly they attack +orced selection as inconsistent with democratic

values 'and undermining the students' right of choice. The9 'maintain that'separation

emphasizes quantitative learning achieVements at the'expense of wider educational

goals, and prevents experience in heterogeneqpi'social frameworks whfch ire a trim
2'

reflection of adult-soc.iety.
A

ThOse who support integration claigthat weak students.benefit from learning

together with strong students; the absence of the fatter-impoverishes the curricUlum,

6 .

study-relevant interaction and interest in it, lowers the level of'teacher demands

and of student ambition, and-damages the learning efforts of the average and weak,
. e

students, reducing their achievements. 'They point out that seParatiOn.attaches a

stigma to the'students in the "low" tracks; this label is likely to influence the .

dttitude of teachers toward the students; the relationshiPs,with their peers, and

their self-image, so that both their educational achievement and their social status

are likely to be lowered. "At the same time, separation infltes the self-image of

the students in the "high" tracks. In the end, they claim, the initial educational

gap between the homogeneous levlis is not simply maintained, it is rather expanded

in time, and equality of educational opportdnities in the "low" tracks is damaged.

At the individual leve), the chance to extract personal ability, and,tertainly the

chance to raise it, are reduced, and student "life chances" are impaired; at the

societal leve), extraction of the national "ability pool"'4is prevented: At last,

those who oppose separation stress its contribution_to social segregation, not only

according to intellective skill, but also along ethnic and cliss lines.

With respect to scholastic behavior,and achievements, tpis is asymmetrical

systemof irgumants pro- and con- separation in which two sets of factors can be

distinguished.. Cognitive-normative factors injclude: curriculuml methods,.normis and

standards, educational demands, quality'of scholastic interaction in the class and

its information pool. With regard to this set, although "matching" is,considered

advantageous for all, strong and weak, impoverishment of the learning environment

' for the weak.and enrichment of it for the strong is also involved. The second set

4
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is the set of affective-com arative factors,* which are likely to be affected by the

social tomposition of the learning enviTonment: anxiety,%ense of achievement; feeling

of deprivation,'Identification, alienation, self-image. With regard to this dimension,

there are references to "liberation" as opposed to "pressure", to positive feeling as
.

.1.

opposed to negative, especially in relation to those of lower ability,

Becadse of the.sylmetry of these Contradictory claims, they can be formulated as

dilemmas,. In the realm ryf the cognitive dimension, the educational profit derived

from matching the curriculum, the instruction, and the norm to differehtial. abilities,

is associated with the price of impoverishment"of the learning envircinment for weaker

students (as opposed 'to-enrichment for the strqnger) in the very same elements that

' are "fitted", especiallyin the content quality, and perhaps also in the,motivaional

qualityof the scholastic interaction ill the class; The empirical, qüestion which

therefore arises with regard to this dimension is that ofithe relative Elect of the

didactic fit oh.the one hand, and Of impoverfshment of-the intellecttie and social
I

composition, also.involvidg 14overishment,of curricdfUm, on the other, in the affec-
,. .

tive.dimension, the educational profit.is.an easing of pressures for the weak; thit'

relief occurs in the narrow social framework of the classroom, and may involve the..

price of stigmatic, social and institOtional labelling, sighificant in the wider

- social contexts in the school and outside of it. The empirical question-here is the-

comparjson of the strength,of the positive emotional effect, "liberation", in the

narrow conte xt, as opposed to the negative, stigmatic, frustrating anis/ discriminating

effect in the wider contexts, Of course, the balance of profit and loss in the cog-

nitive dimension is likely to influence the balance in the affeCtive aimension and

,
the converse: positive emotional balance is likely to improve the baTance of achieve-

ments; a positive balance.of achievements is likely to improve emotional balance

--Here an additional, more comprehensive empirical question arises: the question of

relative strength of cognitive factors on the one hand, and affective factors on the

other, in their effect on scholastic behavior and achievements following sepa Ilion

or integration

It is no wonder that an educational issue, so controversial and sensitive both

socially and politically, has been dealt with extensively in research. Chapter 2 of

//'

* The concepts "normative" and "comparative" are applied according to the djstinction

made by Kelley (1952) between-the two functiols of the reference groups. A detailed

discussion of thi's is found in chapter 3 belovh,
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thiswork ii'devoted o the,analySis.of thesestudies. 'Here it should,be noted

onlithat the extenSive research did ndt contribute much.to the resolution of the

:abate on this tissue, and in practice, sekaratiOn2ahd-6tegratiOn in educational

:systems are still b;sed very little on reseakhjindings.' Perhapsthe failure to

reach ma.e unequtyocal conclusfont.should.dot be.assdcfated with.flaws.in the
. . M 8

research, but rather.with the weakness of thetreatmentvariabje itself.. There is

muclitevidence thaimanipuldtion in the studIpt:body,Composition = separatiOn between

.qweak" and "strong" or- theirintegration 0- as sucht Wye a minimal effect on scholas-

tic outcomes,.and similarly to many other of the sahool.variables, explains only a.,
.h

portion of the 'variance in adievements. ,However, the research analysis also indi-

cates the possibility that the failure to achieve clearer conclusions may be due to

the,lack of a4more theoretical approach and--6 the absence of a.sUitable research.'

paradigm-for the stgdy'of the entirety. of the phenomena.of separation and4integration.

.

Such a paAdigm is proposed in'the summary of the research survey'in chapter. 2,.

paragraph 8. It is 6aied on three as;umptiuns: (ar) that the sOc.W composition

.

.

and .particularly the intellective composition - of the learning group, as such and
,

as.cOnne cted with other educational and social groups relevint td the student., deter-

1

mines to a great extent the qual ity of the leibling environment fOr him; (b) that

homogeneous separation constitutes enr,ichment of the'learning environment for.studentS

with high personal resouftes (the "itrong" ones)-and its impoverishment for'the poor-

resourced (the "weak" ones), and, conversely, integration.Conttitutes enrichment for

`t>

the weak and imOoverishment for the strong; and (c)'that students of Nu-led levels

of personal resources will respond differentially.to the changes in-quality of environ-:,

ment, whether enrichmerit or impoverishment. "Pius a more comprehensive view of the

research issue is provided, .Instead of asking if heterogeneity is preferable to

homoOneity, it is asked what iskthe influence of enrichment or impoverishment

the envtronment on those of varied jevels ofscholastic resources. The'paradigm:also

directs attenfion to deiailed investigailon of possibleinteractiOn between personal
\

resource/level and socio-learning envixonment quaiiiy in effecting saiplastic outcomes.

The interaciiorf, and not the main effects, becomes the Focus Of 'research, enabling a

'very-precise examination of the educatiOnal costs and profits involved in separation

and integration for the various abilfty groups. It is this focus on the interaction ,

between personal resource leveland,socio-learntng environment quality, which

distinguishes the present study from.many fine studies carried out preAusly.
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The present, work may-also be justified by the effort to depart from the applied

approach of educational evaluation or meaiuring, which generally guides research in *

. thjs.field,:and in the attempt to draw its hypotheses from a theo1et4cal discussion

the possible effects of separation and integration in various dimensions of the

socio-learning environment. Chapter 3 is^devoted to this discussion.

This work concentrates mainly on tHe scholastic implications of separation' and

integration. The'importance of scholastic achievements as opposed to other educational

output's of-the school is essentially a 4pestion of,valuft'orientation. Nevertheless,

at long as we refer to the current School, with Current expectations of society fram

it and current orientation of educational policy-makers, scholastic achievements are'

the dominant output of th school nd the main considePation behind panipulations in

student-body composition. Scholastic achievements, 'and the certiftCates reflecting
. .

themi are perceived as.a major resaurce in the meritocratic society and as an impor-

tent condition for advancement of weak population.. They are alsb associatecrwith

sotial prestige, which, determines to a great extent the sOcial -status, both'within

the peer group and in-the adult society. .In the light of these factors, schola§tiq

achievements necessarily become a focal point of research on the effects of separation

and integration.-
, .

The association between educational separation and integration (quality of the

socio-learning environment), and sclidlastit achieveirents was examined in two.models1.

:first,' a narrow model, with control on sex, class level, and pre-treatmeni

achievements; laterr in a wider model, including affective variables - schOlastic

motivation, schola,stic self-image, educational aspirations, and locus of control -

each variable sepprately. These variables were included in the analysis in order to

check if the pattern of differences of achievements arising in analysis without affec-

tive variables is maintained when they areincluded, and also in order to eiimine the

balances of profit and loss in the cognitiye area and.in the more emotional realm.

The empirical Inxestigation is pr'esenied'in. chapters. 5 and 6. These chapters

summerize two separate studies. The first,,which,served also as a basis for 16/ Ph,D.

thesis (Dar, 1980) Was carried Otit in a sample of the Kibbutz movement Iligh schaols

(thereafter the "Kibbytz Studyl. The student popUlation in this sample,.although

iieterogeneous intelleCtively, is quite homogeneous in socio-economic and cultural

terms: It is actuaflythis hoMogeneity which m'a'kes the saMple suitable for study of

the significance of separation and integration with regard to the factor of scholastic
0

s

Ma

I )
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ability on its own. However, it is likely fo arouse.doubts as.to the generalizibility

of the findings to.more heterogeneous pOpulationl. Therefore a second study was

carried out. This study is mainly a re-analysis of.existing data collected in an all-

Israeli, heterogeneous 'sample, which served the...study of the.educational reform in

Israel known as the "Middle School Study" (Chen, Levi and Adler, 1978) (thereafter the

"Middle School Study").

The two sfudies differ not only in their samples' composition but also in their

designs. The design of the Kibbutz Study was quasi-experimental, cOmparing two treat-.

merits: heterogeneous homeroom classes versus homogeneous homeroom classes; the latter

divided into cCuility levels. In the Middle School Stmdy an effect of a continuous

treatment variable was investigated: the class intellective composition, expressed

by the class mean of objective academic achievements.

Beyond these differences, there is a substantial similarity between the two

,studies - in the latent treatment variable, in the analysis model and in the technique
.

applied to detect the interaction between the treatment and the Personal resources

level: The designs of both studies are discussed in chapter 4.

A generous grant by the Ford Foundation made this work possible. I am especially

endebted to the Foundation's Scie-ntific.Advisory Committee for its requesi to repli-

cate my original Kibbutz Study by extending it to a different data-base with a more

general sample.

Mrs. Nura Resh who collaborated in the writing of this work, played an importartt

role in designing the general outline. Her contribution to the analysis of the

middle school data and in summarizing its findings were particularly indispensibTe.

Many individuals contyibuted to this work. In particular I would like to exPress

my appreciation to the following: Prof. Chaim Adler who guided my Ph.D. thesis, has

encouraged me to do this work. He and the staff of the Institute for Innovation in

Education, which he directs at the Hebrew University, were very helpful throughout

this endeavor. Professors M. Chen, A: Levi and Ch. Adler made the Middle School

Study's data available for the re-analysis. Moshe Cohen provided a skillful computer-work,.

Mss. C. Wilshak, E. Moysera and T. Berkovitz helped in translating and editing and

Miss L. Leiba typed neatly'the manuscript.
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CHAPTER 2: EDUCATIONAL SEPARATION AND MIXING AND SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENTS:

HEYEYAND ANALKIME_REaVAGH

It eems that no educational question has aroused more interest than the.

questiWof homogenization-(separation or segregation) versus heterogenization

(mping:Or integration) The hundreds of researdhes devoted to this topic from

the early=m0 s on indicate the importanCe of the problem and the acerbity'of the

controversyr4no less than the failure of research to resolve.it. in.any case, the'

tremendous anibunt of scholarship oblig& the researcher who attempts to enter this

densely investigated field tto make an in-depth analysis of earlier research.
_

This chapter commences by presenting the changes that have occurred in research

orientation (pier the 60 years. It continues by reviewing selected surveys of the

research published between the.end of the 1920's and the beginning of the 1970's.

The major part of the review will be devoted to a detailed discussion of,27 of the

most important research,projects, conducted in the 1960's and 1970s in,the United

States,-England, Sweden and Israel. The chapter ends with a summary of the findings

and attempts to draw conclusions with regard to substance and methodology.

2.1 "PERIODS" IN RESEARCH.: FROM SEGREGATION RESEARCH

TO THE STUDY OF EDUCATIONAL INTEGRATION

Upc and downs can be distinguished in the scope of research activity. In 1932,

Bilett wrote that no program, method or means designed to reach the individual

through class instruction has evoked more controversy during the past ten years

than homogeneous ability grouping (Goldberg, Passow and Justman, 1966, p. 1). In

the 1950 edition of the Encyclopedia of.Educational Research, Otto (1950, p. 378)

noted that interest in grouping has declined betWeen 1935 and 1950. Ten years later,

in the third edition of the sage encyclopedia, Goodlad (1960, p 233) wrote that

this was the most disputed aspect of class organization. In the 1969 edition

of the encyclopedia, Heathers (p, 568) suggested that grouping has been exhausted

as a research topic and would give way to research on the question of individualized

instruction, It seems that Heathers arrived at this conclusion through a very

narrow definition of homogenization, or by ignoring the considerable quantity of

research on comprehensiveness and integration in education which had 44-cleared from

the mid-1960's on.

11
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One can identify several "periods" in the research. .From the mid-1920's to

the mid-1930's, research was carried out primarily in the United States and fooused

on the elementary school. The frame of reference in this'period was primarily

pedagogic-didactic, with the independent variable being homogeneous separation

within the saiool, and the.dependent variable5 generalTy being limited to the

cognitive-scholastic variables only. The fact that mast of the research was conducted .

in the United States is explained by-the lack of selection in U.S. schools and the

relative heterogeneity of the student population (immigrants, blacks), which naturally

suggested solutions of homogeneous grouping. This tendency was further nurtured

by the.development of intelligence tests and by the 6rscientific movement" in American

education. Thezesearch was des,igned to assess the efficiency of such solutions in

the face of progressivist criticism, sudb as that of Dewey and his followers '

(McDermott, 1976, chap. 2). In contrast, the duality of the educational systems

in Europe between the wars, the relative homogeneity of the European populations

and a high degree of conservatism in educational thought, reduced the centrality of

the discussion on homogeneous segregation until after World War II (Simon, 1970).

The decline in the scope of research on grouping in the United States from the'

1930's on can be explained primarily by the findings, which did not substantiate

the benefits of homogeneous segregation, even if they did not belie it. A reorieb-
.

tation in educational thought, which tended to give greater recognition to the

influence of the social environment, to the injustice of educational selection based

on culture-bound tests, and to the importance of the many-sided develcpment of the

students' personality,,played its part as well (Davis, 1948; Otto, 195C; McDermott,

1976, chap. 3). World War II of course also reduced research activity:

Second period in research may be distinguished from the mid-1950's to the latter

part of the 1960's. While the first period was characterized by small-scale

experimental studies, much of which raises methodological doubts, the second period

is distinguished by large-scale, sophisficated and well-controlled researcheS

encompassing whole educational systems and dealing with a wide range of dependent

variables, both cognitive and affective. Research is no longer restricted to the

United States; important studies were conducted in Sweden and England, with pronounced

differences in-orientation between Europe and the United States. Bath in Europe and

the United Stites, however, research progressed beyond the bounds of the pedagogic-

didactic emphasises 61d was guided by a wider social conceptual framework. In the

--`
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United States, two parallel research directions emerged. The first, more typical

of the early years of this period, had a more meritocratic orientation and was

influenCed by the feeling that the United States was beginning to lu behind in the

international scientific race. This orientation stressed questions dealing with .

the efficienci of educational segregation, while the second orientation - more

typical of the later years of the period 7 had a more democratic direction inflOenced

principally by the civil rights movement of the sixties and by the legal and political

decisions about the abolition of racial segregation in schools.

In EurOpe, which was in the midst' of educational reforms during this period,

the emphasis was placed on the question of the efficiency of educational integration.

In Sweden and in England, Aich according to Turner (1960) have educational systems

characterized by sponsored mobility, research developed in tandem with the call to

abolish the dual school .system, with selective pre-academic schools on the one hand

and "popular" terminal schools on the other. This duality was perceived as detrimental

to the equality of educational opportunity and causing a "waste of talent", especially

among the lower social strata who tend to be discriminated against in the selection

for secondary education (Husen% 1960; Douglas, 1964, chap. 5; Adler, 1969; FOrd,

1969). In this context should also be seen the British research On streaming, a

method which has been criticized as.creating unequal educational opportunities within

the school (Jackson, 1964; Simon, 1970),

Paradoxically, it is in the United States, with an educational "contest mobi.lity",

that the claim of "wasted talent" is raised as a criticism of the non-selectivity in

the American school, as a possible cause of mediocrity and technological inferiority.

Research on grouping in the United States therefore appears to be motivated bY the
P

concern to. make full use Of the talented (Passow, 1971; McDermott, 1976, p. 216 ff).

Nevertheless, from the early sixties on there is a growing tendency in the United
,

States also to adopt the concept of social equality in tfie eddcational discussion

and research, reflecting, as in Europe, the greater demand for'educational equality

not only with respect to the opportunities available bUt also with respect to

results obta.ined Class and ethnic discrimination in the educational system arid

its part in social mobility and principally - questions of desegregation and

integration - became key issues. _Nevertheless, the research in the United States

continued to be mainly influenced by didactic considerations, which prevented a

potentially fruitful synthesis between the educational-psycholpgical and the

sociological aspects in this research field, 11,
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A synthesis of this sort is first apparent in the work of Coleman, Campbell

et al. (1966) on equality of opportunity in American education and in the public

a'nd academic debate which followed, g debate Which focused On the effects of various

educational "inputs" and "outputs", especially scholastic attainments in a complex

system. In this research orientation, principally concerned with the ef"fects of

educational integration, homogenization (or its counterpart, heterogenization)

appears as two independent variables. One is "student composition", the ratio

between those rich and those relatively poor'in educational resources at the school

level, and at a later stage also at the classroom level (UCCR, 1967; McPartland,

1969; Cohen, Pettigrew and Reilly, 1972). The second variable appears in theyorm

of a question: whether grouping or tracking:in the school have a'global effect on

all pupils. The two variables also appear in research on educational integration

in'Israel (Litwin, 1971; Minkowitz, Davis and Bashi, 1977):

A more sociological perspctive in research has appeared in recent years in

studies on curriculum tracking in U.S. high schools, largely as a consequence of

the Coleman report and related research (Mosteller and Moynihan, 1972), which found

that the"greater part of the variance in student achievement lies within rather than

between schools'. This direction, which hdd its origins in the works of McPartland

(1969), Schaffer and Olexa (1971), and was continued by Haynes (1974), Rosenbaum

(1975), Alexander and McDill (1976) and others, focuses on mapping the educational

and,social effects associated with differential student access to educational resources

and in different utilization of such resources within the school due to the creation

of different socio-learning environments in the differenftracks.*

2.2 WHAT DO THE RESEARCH REVIEWS TELL?

It is hardly surprising that such a quantity of research also gave rise to a

yast number Of research reviews. From the reviews that appeared between 1929 and'

1934 (Rock, 1929;.Miller and Otto, 1930; Turney, 1931; Billet, 1932; Wyndham, 1934)

it appears ttiat there is no statistically consistent or.educationally meaningful

difference between homogeneous and heterogeneous learning groups, althoUgh there

seems to be some slight advantage to grouping, especially for students with IQ below

90, when accompanied by suitable adaptation of cUrricula and methods of instruction

* This direction first 'appeared in Hargreaves study (1967) on streams as socio-

.
learningrenvironments in a British-secondary school.

1.7
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(GOldberg. et al., 1966, pp. 3-6).

In the 1936 yearbook of the American Society for Educational Research, which

was devoted to the issue of grouping, Cornell Summarized the research as follows:

,"The results of ability grouping seem to depend less upon the fact
of grouping itself than upon the philosophy behind the grouping, the
amuracy with which grouping is made for the purposes intended,,the
differentiations in content, method, and'speed and the technique of

the teacher, as well as upon mOre general environmental influences.
Experimental studies have in general been too piecemeal to afford a
true evaluation of the results, but when attitudes, methods and
curricula are.well-adapted to further adjustment of the school to

the child, results,both objective and subjecti , seem favorable to

grouping."

(Goldberg et al 1966, p. 6).

In the 1941 edi:tioh of the Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Otto (p. 440)

states that it is dffficult to derive any conclusions from the findings which had

accumulated, but he nevertheless discerns a trend indidatig that homogeneous grouping

is beneficial, when accompanied by adjustment of standards, contents and tea hing

methods. He finds that the largest advantage is derived by the low-ability students,

than by the average one:, and there is no benefit in homogenization for the high-

ability students.*

Ekstrom (1961) reviewed 33 experimental studies on grouping performed between

the 1920s and 1959 and found that 13 reported an advantage to grouping, 15 found

no difference or even indications that it was detrimental, and 5 gave mixed results.

She also concluded that no consistent pattern appears in the effectiveness of grouping

in relation to age, ability, subject of study and teaching methods, However, there

are indicattuns tha, grouping is advantageous when attempts,are made to advance

claSses of high-ability students.

In the 1960 edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Goodled (p. 224)

presents the following summary: (1) grouping shows a tendency to be beneficial with

low-abifity students; high ability students derive benefit from grouping only when

* Otto's conclusion, that the low-ability students derive the most benefit from

grouping, is not corroborated in Hartill's (1936) well-controlled research.

Hartill found that: (a) in the population as a whole there was no difference
between homogeneous and heterogeneous groups, (b) for high-ability students

the heterogeneous framework Was more beneficial, (c) for average students the

homogbnepys framework was more beneficial, and (d) for the low-ability students

there wno difference between the two frameworks (Borg, 1965, p. 11),

.13-
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it was accompaniedby an accelerated and.enriOed study program. (2) Differentiation

in teaching within 'the class contributes.more,to chievements than grouping does.

The review made by Eash (1961) aiready hints at the s6cial,orientation of more

recent research: he points out that grouping at a youngage Oves children

higher social class an advantage in the allocation to higher grpups, without '\\N

'actually improving their scholastic achievements, and he emphasizes thdt grouping
,

may be detrimental to social integration and reduce the equality of opportunity in

education.

In contradiction to the earlier reviews, from reviewing 28 of the later studies,

Eash finds indications that grouping is detrimental to the weak and average students,

in that they are dep'rived of thg intellectual stimulation provided by the talented

students. In contrast, the talented do notluffer in a heterogeneous framework,

at least nota't the primary school level. From the little evidence available on

the influence of grouping at the high school level, one cannot conclude that it

contributes to the improliement of educational achievements.,,

The conclusion which-therefore emerges from the reviews of research conducted

to the end of the 1950's is that research failed to,reveal a consistent and significant
-0.

advantage to grouping, as well as it did not find a disadvantage in a heterogeneous

framework. From the vast quantity of non-significant differences there is indication

for a slight advantage tegrouping if it is accompanied by adaptation of curricula

and teaching methods. The indication that grouping is relatively advantageous for

the weaker students, which was apparent in.the research of the 1930s, disappeared

in the research of the 1950's. The conclusion is far from being unequivocal and it

is no wonder that it satisfied neither policy-makers nor researchers, particularly

in the light of the fast-growing public debate on the question of segregation in the

1950's. The conflicting findings and most of the non-significant differences Were

attributed to methodological defects. It is therefore.interesting to i-eview the

methodological conclusions that the researchers of the 19601s derived.from their

reviews of earlier research before they began to replicate it on a large scale.

Synthesis of the conclUsions of Borg (1965; pp. 19-20), Passow (in Goldbeu

et al , 1966, Pp. 17-21) and Drews (1963, pp. 28-37), brings out the following points:

* The studies diifer with regard to the class-grades studied, the scope of:the

curriculum examitned, and che quality of the dependent4l/ariable (effects) measured.
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* The samples in many studies are too.small and do,not represent a "normal"

population,,

There=are considerable differences in the degree of control for intervening

variables; particularly family background as well as curriculum, teaching methods

arid teachers' quality and,attitudes.

* The studies differ in their duration. The shorter experimental studies are

particularly problematic as they are prone to the Hawthorne effect.

,* There are differences in the research tools and measurement techniques

employed.

* Different criteria are employed in the allocation to the different groups:

-intelligence, achievement tests, teacher-assigned grades. In many cases, the selection
6

.categories are crude and it is difficult to Oefine the meaning of "homogeneity".

-

* Many studies made an attempt to investigate the possible treatment (homogeneity/

heterogeneity) - aptitude interaction, that is, the possible different effects on

different ability levels.

* Only a few drive hypotheses from any theory-with regard to the socio-learning

situation in the class and She social interaction taking place in it:

In the second-half,of Ithe 1960's several important public agencies sponsored a

\
thorough comprehensive analysis of the research on segregation and homogenization at

the school level (grouping, tracking), with the objective of reaching a valid and

reliable synthesis ai a basis for educational policy-making.

In a survey conducted for the United States Department of Education on "Groupirig

as Connected viith Student Learning", Franseth and Kourg (1966, p. 63) conclude that

existing research permit only tentative conclusions. Relying on Goldberg et'al.

(1966) they, point out that achievements are better in learning groups with a wider

ability range, but that differences in achievemehts between classes should apparently

be attributed to factors other than homogeneity/heterogeneity per se.

In the proceedings,of,the UNESCO conference on grouping including 50 abstracts

of studies presented,, it is stated that the "Research is abundant but incohclusive

and that one can finoirsupport for any claim for segregation or against it. The pletora

of conflicting and non-significant findings' stems, according to the reviewer, from

undue regard for an important dimension - the intensity of the separation as well as

20
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the ignoring of teachers' attitudes to it" (Yates, 1966, pp. 132-133).*

, The survey prepared by Rim (NEW, 1968) for the National Educational Association

of America focuses on 50 studies published between 1950 and 1968, of which 42'deal

with educational.achievements. Twenty-three deal with grades 1 to 6, 23 with grades

7 to 12, and 4 with grade school .and high school together The effects identified

according to three learning-ability levels are summarized below:

Percentage of Studies in w ic

Learning Number of the Effect was ,

Ability Studies
Positive

Negative
Mixed

or NeUtral

High 18 39.1 37.0 23,9

Middle 11 3.3, 30,3 36,4

Low 12 30:8 43.6 25.6

Source: NEA (1968), p. 42.

-Rim concluded that the findings were inconsistent and inconclusive; that factors

other than grouping per se explain the differences in the test results between the-

homogeneous and heterogeneous groups; and thPt homogenization tends to succeed only

when accompanied by changes in objectiVes, curriculum, and in teaching methods, In

any case, despite the great popularity of grouping amcng teachers and principals,

its efficiency has not yei been established by research (pp. 42-44).

heathers (1969), reviewing research from 1959 on in the fourth edition of the

Encyclopedia of Educational Research, finds no consistent effect when compartsons

are made between homogenized and heterogenized aggregates. This is true both with

and without adaptation of teaching and curriculum. But there is much proof of

segregation having a differential effect for different levels Of learning ability,

Lq! Eash (1961), Heathers claims that while research conducted before 1955 indicated

some asirntage to grouping for able students, and particularlY for the weak students,

more recentstudies tend to indicate that-grouping is detrimental to the weak students,

while mixed results are obtained with regard to the able ones, Either way, there

is, an indication of a tendency for the achievements variance to increa§e in aggregates

* The concept of "intensit
in section 2.8.

the context of educational homogenization is discussed
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in which homogenization has been applied (pp. 565,566).*

; Similarly, Barker-Lunn (1970), summarizing U.S. and British studies, reaches

the conclusion that-the findings are inconsistent and inconclusive, probably because

factors other than grouping, principally the teacher factor, account for the

differences (p. 9).

The lilost recent, and perhaps the most important, of the comprehensive research

reviews was written by'Esposito fOr a task-force established in order to asses "the .

status, the results, and the alternatives" with regard to homogeneoussgrouping

(Findley and Bryan, 1971). Esposito's summary can well serv6s a good summary of

the present overview stirvey of research rleviews dealing with the influence of 1

homogenizatton-onAcholastic achievements.. In short:

"Briefly, we find that ability grouping as defined above shows no

consistent positive value for helping students generally, or particular'

groups of students-, td learn better. Taking all 5tudies into account,

the balance of findings-is chiefly of no strong effect either favorable

or unfavorable. Among the studies showing significatit effects, the

slight preponderance of evidence showing the practice favorable for

the learning of'high ability students is more than offset by evidence

ofunfavorable effects on the learning of average and low ability

groups, particularly the latter. There is no appreciable differente

in he effects at elementary and secondary school levels. Finally,

those instances of special benefit under ability grouping have generally

involved substantial.modification of materials and methods, which may

well be the influentiO factors wholly apart from grouping." (p. 54)

1

We now turn to a detailed analysis of 27 of the more important sudies of

homogeneous separation published in the 1960's,a/nd 1970s, with the object of

obtaining inf9rmation at first hand and deriving conclusions beyond those of the

earlier revieWers. We shall deal with the studies according to the countries in

which they are conducted - the United States, England, Sweden, and'Israel - a division

,which seems appropriate in the light of the different educational systems in the

"* Findley and firyan,(1971, p. 30) propose a structural explanation for the reversal

in the research findings in the increase of the holding power of the school, which

increases the proportion of members of the weaker groups in society, in the student

population in general and in the "lower" groups or tracks in particular. This

explanation is, of course, more applicable to education at the high school level

rather than at grade school. One must remember that the more recent research

caught the American educational system in a,period in-which great emphasis was

place8 on scholastic achievements. With such an emphasis, normative as'pects of

the.environment might acquire undue importance and it is more than likely that

pressure to achieve will be greater in heterogeneous frameworks than in 'low"

homogeneous frameworks,

$1)
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different countrlies.

2.3 STUDIES OF HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING IN THE UNITED STATES, 1957-1969

Most of the research on homogenization in the United States in-this period

deals with the effect of reducing the range of learning ability in the class on the

scholastic aalievements of students of different ability levels. Some of them also

consider the effect of changes in the curriculum to be associated with homogenization.

Despite the great variety'and flexibility in nomogeneCus grouping practices in,U.S.

schools, the majority of these studies deal with relatively non-intensive homogenization.

Wilcox (1963) investigated a sample of 1135 eighth graders who had attended 16

non-urban j6ior high schools. in New York State for at least two years. The degree

of homogenization, measured by the variance in scholastic ability in the concrete

learning groups withn the school, was used as the independent variable according to

which the schools were placed on a three-categories scale. The unit of analysis chosen ,

was the individual student. ,Achievements were assessed ,cross-sectionally and Submitted

to an.analysis of variance: () between schools; (b) between three groups of schools,

according to the degree of homogenization, and (c) between the three groups of schools,

by degree of homogenization and by level of scholastic ability.

It was found that for students with an IQ of 105 or above, where no changes were

made in the curriculum, grouping had a significant positive influence on achievements

in science and, mathematics, had no,influence on achi6ements in social studies, and

had a significant negative influence on achievements in English. Among students with

a lower IQ, no siginificant differences were found between the three levels of

homogenization. Similarly, there appeared to be no significant influence on the

level of Critical thinking.

The problem with this research is that the "treatment" variable (the degree of

homogenizatioh) was defined by aggregating at the school level, without paying
,

*attention to the actual learning framework - the class.

Milman and Johnson (1964) studied how the variance within the class influences

achieyements in English and mathematics at different levels of scholastic ability.

Progress scores from grade 7 to.grade 8 for 8000.students in 327 classes in 28 schools

in the State of New York were analyzed in nine cells, after the classes had been

scored at three,level'S of homogerfeity foi. three ability levels, accokling to the

CI 0
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standard deviation and means of the first measurement. The unit of analysis was

the class rather. than'the individual.

No clear link was found between achievements and the degree of homogeneity in

the class at the three ability levels; except for a slight positive influence to

narrowing the range on high ability level in mathematics.

In this research too, the independent variable was the degree of homogeneity

in the class, defined by the standard deviation of the scores in some achievement

test without regard to thetype of organizational activity that brought about the

narrowing of the ability rangef, nor to possible side-effects that such an activity

may have on scholastic attainments. In other words, attention was paid only to one

dimension of homogenization - the wfdth of the range of ability in the class - without'

any attempt to consider any of its other dimensions.

The most thorough and sophisticated of the studies of grouping in the United

States in this period is that of Goldberg, Passow.and Yustman (1966). This research,

conducted in 1957-1958, was designed to ascertain whether the educational attainment'

of students of different scholastic.ability is influencedG(a) by the presence or

absence of gifted or backward studeniS in the class; (b) by the width of the range

of ability in the class, or (c) by the relative position of the ability group within

the range.

About 3000 fifth graders from 45 schools in the City of'NeW York were organized

into 86 classes in 15 types of,ability ranges which comprised all the sequential

aggregates of 5 IQ levelse(A = 130 or more, B = 120 to 129, C = 110 to 119, D = 100

to 109, E = 99 or less). The types included mixes with one IQ level (5), two (4).

three (3), four (2), and five (1). Acievements in arithmetic, science, language and

social studies were-assessed in a total of seven tests administered It the beginning

of grade 5 and at the end of gradeA, and the progress between the two measurements

was calculated (pp. 23-32).. The Conclusion of the research, may be summarized as

follows:

1. The presence of extreme ability groups. The effect of extreme groups.,

talented or slow,.on the achievements of other ability groups is positive or

inconsistent. In no subject did the presence of.slow learners have a consistent

retarding infjuercce'On any of the other ability levels (pp. 42-44).

2. The effect of the range width. As a rule, heterogeneous patterns were found

to be preferential for all ability groups with the exception ofothe gifted, although

differences in achievements were generally small (pp. 45-50).

r. 4
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3. Position within the range. The effect of position within the range was

assessed by defining five states within the range: "alone",""loweritie (with one or

two lower levels), "elevatifig" (with one or NO higher levels), '"Equilibrium"" (in

the middle of a range with 3 or:5 levels), and "broad" (a combination of fou'r or

five levels, but not in equili6rium). The relative position.within the range was

found to have only, a few significant Rffects and the researchers concluded that:
.

,

"Position appeared to be less important than range in pioducing consistent
effecti on achievement. The broad positions, both in the positional
analysis and in the range analysis, emerged as slightly. 4$p consistently
superior td all other arrangements." (p. 71)

Interestingly, the variance in achievements between classes within grouping

types.was found to be no less than the varfance between grouping types, and the

researchers concluded that "fOr most of the pupils, specific classroom membership

influenced achievement at least as much as did the grouping pattern in which the

class was located" (p. 61). They explained this fact by the influence of the teachers:

"The effects of the teachers on the work of the class were at least as'potent as thL

effects of the pupil's intelligence, the ability range in the classroom, or the

position.held within the range" (p. 71).

In their conclusions the researchers state,that the effect of grouping per se

is minimal with respect to all the variables investigated. Certainly, no sqpport

was found for the claim that narrowing the range of ,ability imprbves achievements;fl

on the contrary, a wider range was found to be beneficial:

71The main conclusion of this research is that narrowing the ability
range itself without adaptations of curriculum to the different ability
levels cannot enhance scholastic achievement for any group of students."

(p. 161)

This research was designed to achieve maximum maneuverability in ability ranges.

Constructing cthses for such a sophisticated specification of this variable naturally

blurred any possible effect due to "levels", that is, classes whose students were

unequivocally identified by their hierarchical position in the school cohtext.

However, among the 15 types (86 classes) created, there were S (19 classes) which

from the point of 'View of ability may be considered high level, 5 types,(18 classes)

which may be considered low level, and 3 types (15 classes) at intermediate level,

but an identification of this type remains theoretical as 1 g as the class is not

ranked in a stratified order within a particular school.

4.
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The research'by Drews (1963) is distinctive for the following results: It-focuses

on the(effects.of homogeneous grouOing in one subjea -.English as a native language

(the researcher does no't reporl whethengrouping.was practiCed in other subjects too);

it deals with'a relatiyely.high grade - grade 9; the teacher as a factor is well

controlled ,fOr; teaching methods and study material are adapted to class structure
/

and ability.level; and classroom observation is used in addition to standard tests

for assesing schol'astic achievements.

A total of 432 9th,gradIrs from four schoals-in the same city in-Michigan were'

sort,/by random stratified (abilitY) sampling; classified by,IQ tests, reading

comprehension, and verbal compeehension to three levels (low, 19%) aVerage IQ 86:

medlum, 58%, average IQ 100; thigh, 23%i average IQ 135), and divided randomly into

English classes.that were heterogeneous (including all three levels) and to low,

medium and high-a6ility homOgeneous classes (pp. 57-62).

The teacher as a factor was controlled for by using the teachers defined as

"good" by the principals of the four,schools; each teacher taught one heteeogeneous

and twa homogeneout aasses,,and received detailed supervision. Similarly, ,in both

cases the teaching material was adapted to the level of the class. Tests of reading

scomprehension, verbal expression and critical thinking, suited to each ability level,

were administered at the beginning and end of the year (pp. 73-82). Using a T-test,

the results of the first and secon&tests wee compared for identical groups by Sex ,

and ability level: Not one significant difference was found between the two treatments

(pp. 88-192). 2,

The researcher did not rest at assesiing achieYemenp by standard tests and added

in-clasg observation. For each ability fevel she assessed participation in the

.Jdiscussion, vocabulary, and tfi'e mean number of words usedin eachdcontribution-to the'

discussion. In the homogeneous classes there was a greater equality between the

leveis-in,the degree of participation, while in the heterogeneous classes the lower

level students participated to a much lesser degree. N6 difference was found betweeh

the treatments in the vocabulary of the.participants from the three different levels.

High-level andlow-level students in the homogeneous classes used more Wo-rds in the,

average contribution to the discussion than they did in heterogeneous classes1 the
0

opposite was the case for the intermediate level (pp.,,111-136).

in evaluating this well-isontrolled research, attention-should be paid 'to sthe

fact that it deals with grouping in one sui?ject only. It seems that Drews exceeded
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.
the bounds permitted by the data, in including on the basis of the explorative

.observation, without support from test results, that homogeneous grouping increased

the performance of all three ability levels, particularly the highest and the

lowes1 (p. 230).

Borg's (1965) research, conducted in Yutahletween 1958 and 1962, is also among

the most comprehensive studies conducted in this field. It was designed,to pssess

the effect of two forms of grouping at the grade school, junior-high and high school

levels:'(a) grouping by ability to three levels with'curriculum adaptation by

acceleration of learning in the4highg_g_group_and_xeducing th pace in therTomst

group, and (b) random allocation with curriculum adaptation through individual enrichment.

In one of two adjacent districtt in which schools comparable in regards to size, 1

expenditure per student, teader composition, socioeconomic environment; and curriculum,
, .

ability grouping was introduced together with acceleration of the pace of learning;
,

while in.the other district the method of random allocation_plus enrichment, was

continued to be employed. From 4000 students in 5 sub-samples - grades 4, 6, 7, 8,

and 9 - data was collected oier a 4-year period, so that the data in fact covered the

entfre range of grades 4 to 12. Co-variance analysis was used to calculate yearly

progre5s, as well as overall progress between the first year and the fourth. The

comparison was made for each sub-sample within level between treatments and beiween

levels within treatments (pp.4 1-10)..

Boig hypothesized that:.(a4' the talented would achieve more under grouping because

the pace would.be fitted to their ability and because of the challenge and stimulating

competition that such classes would generate; (b) average students would derive no

benefit from grouping, since the curriculum in heterogeneous classes is in any case

aimed at this group and because they.derive benefit from the presence of the talented

students, and (c) slow students would suffer from grouping, since heterogeneous classes

'are more demanding of them (pp. 22-23).

In grades 4-6. Of 54 comparisons of achievements in mathematics, science,

language, reading comprehension, anCi overall average, 28 significant differences were

found; in 19 of these the advantage lay with homogeneous grouping and.in 5 cases with

the heterogedeous. Of the 19 jn which homogenization was found to be advantageous,

15 occurred in the first year, and Borg attributes this to the Hawthorn effect associated

with the introduction of.grouping by ability in schools where classes -had-preVioUSTY

been heterogeneous. The advantages associated with homogenization did in fact
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subsequently disappear. In analysis by level, homogeneous grouping Was found to

offer some advantages in high level classes, and a slight advantage was associated

with heterogeneous classes at the low level. As hypothesized, no clear tendency

was apparent at the'int&mediate level.
,

In'grades 7-9. 33 comparisoni were made in mathematics and 27 in science. In

mathematics 5 of the differences favored the homogeneity and 5 favored the heterogeneity;

23 differences were non-significant. In science, 5 differences favored homogeneity.,__

1-favored-hetero-genetty, ihd-2i were non-significant. Analysis by levels revealed

a tendency in favor of homogeneous grouping in mathematics for the highest level and

in science for the intermediate level. For the lowest level, heterogeneity tended

to be better both in mathematics and in science.

In grades 10 to 12. 30.comparisons were made, 15 in mathematics and 15 in science,

of which only 4 were significant, all in mathematics, and all in favor of the homogeneous

group. Borg had.difficulty attributing these differences to treatments, because the

multiplicity of electives in mathematics and science, in both districts in senior-high

level created such differentiation that the researchers lost control of the treatment

variables (p. 31).

All the significant differences found over the four years of research are summarized

in the table below.

Summary of significant differences,in academic achievements (%)
between homogeneous and heterogene6us classes. -All comparisons

Ability
Level

Nu er of
,

Comparisons

Significant .

Advantages
to Homo eneit

SigniTTE3n1
Advantages

to Hetero eneit

Non-significant
differences

Total 138 24% 9% 67%

High 46 35% 4%' 61%

Middle 46 28% . 11% 61%

Low 46 9% 13% 7.8%

The very high rate of non-significant results - as much as.67% of all comparisons,

and 78% of those at the high school level - is particularly noticeable. There is

indication of a tendency favoring homogeneity in the first year, apparently attributable

:to the effect of experimentation as it disappears thereafter. Analis by ability

group revealed that the advantages of homogeneity were concentrated largely in the

r,
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upper ability level and completely disappeared in the "lower level, in which there

"was even indication of a slight advantage to heterogeneity.

florg concluded that the decision-whether or not to group by ability or.random

, allocation should be based on criteria other than scholastic achievements:

- The study by Marascuilo and McSweeney (1972), conducted in the 8th .a.nd 9th

wades of public_schools in Berkeley, California, focused on the effec
't

of grouping

on the'achievements in one subject; in this case - social studies. The schools were

racially heterogeneous, but the four ability level trackings in English, social

studies, science and mathematics, created classes which tended to be racially

hom9enpous.

Some 600 8th graders, who were supposed to learn in th three highest tracks,

were allocated to six top-track classes, seven second-track classes, three third-
, -

track classes on the one hand, and four heterogeneous classes on the other hand.

Teachers were allocated so that each would teach one heterogeneous class and three

liomogeneous classes, one in each track.
*it

Toward the end of the 8th grade two tests in social studies were administered.

No difference was found-between the treatments in the first test; in the second test

there was an advantage to ihe,low ability group in the heterogeneous classes.

At the end of the 9th grade two tests were again administered. In the upper

ability level no ciifference was identified between the treatments, while for the

average and weak students the heterogeneous framework was markedly better, The'

findings thus indicated that heterogeneity is preferable for students of average

or less-than-average ability.

Summary Of the American studies

The substantive conclusion common to most of the United States: research surveyed

is that reducing the range of ability per..se does not have any real or consistent

effect on scholastic achievements - at least, not in grades 5 to 9. This conclusion

is based,first and foremost on the great number of non-significant differences that

emerged from the comparisons and it stands aiso in studies that combined in their

design narrowing the range with adaptation of the curriculum. It is siOificant

that in the two most comprehensive studies in this group the overall conclusions

are conflicting: while Goldberg and her colleagues found a tendency favoring heterogeneity,



Borg found a weaker indication in favor of homogeneity.

AnaTysis by ability groups reveals a weak tendency to favor homogeneous grouping

° feyr #ose of high ability, based principally on achievements in mathematics and

science. In.contrast, there is indication that a broader range of ability is

desirable in a wider range of subjects for those of low ability. The obvious

zonclusion is.that manipulating the,Tange of scholastic ability in the class has

a weak effect in the U.S. situaion. Deftning the treatment by the "width of the

ability range" alone, stems to a-great 6-tent from the structure of learning ihthe

Anierican school, in which the home-room class plays a minor role as a learning unit

and most of the learning is taking place in several clecq sub-divisions. This

structure creates a great degree of flexibility in homogenization and seems to weaken

tts effect on the overall quality of the learning environment and its psychological

importance for the individual student. Indeed, a differential effect for the different

scholastic ability groups was indicated in these studies in whjch the homogenization

created socio-learning structures which were more rigid and apparently with a stronger

impact. We shall return to this point in reviewing the research on tracking in the

comprehensive high school in the United States (section 2.7).
.

It is therefore Of interea to analyze studies in educational systems where
., t

homogenization Ktterns are more rigid, as in Englahd and Sweden. Those studies

also rerally control more specifically for students' socio-economic background,

the absence of which may have introduced a "noise" fictOr in_the American studies.

2.4 S UDIES OF STREAMING IN ENGLAND, 1960-1973

Tt!e British- method of streaming - creating two or more levels of parallel classes

that constitute the learning framework for the greater part of the curriculum - wat

common in most British primary and secondary schools until recent years.* This method

creates a very intense type of homogenization with regard to the extent of Separation

betweeh 'learning groups for large parts of the curriculum. Thus, creating socio-

.

learninF envirOnments of very different qualities which constitute different

socializing miliew (Hargreaves, 1967; Himmelwite and Swift, 1969). In this situation,

which Offers from the more flexible homogenization of the American sdhool, the other

dimensions of homogeneous separation - in additton to the width of range of_ability -

* On the history of itreaMing, the present situation, and'the pulsTic polemic on the
_

subject up to 1960, see Simon (1970). On streaming in the context of the development

of the tomprehensive school in Britain, see Benn and Simon (1972, pp. 217 ff.).
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are likely to be giv4n a more pronounced expression.

Daniels (141) examined the progres of 500 students over four years of junior

schoof (grades 2 to 5) in,two pairs of.schooli, one with streaming and one without.

the schools were matched for IQ and achievements tn reading, English and arithmetic.

It was found that in the absence of streaming, the mean achievements in the four
-

,-crtteria tested increased significantly, while the variance of achievements was

slightly reduced% Daniels concluded that the advantage in ability and achievement

in the absence of streaming, together with the reduction of the variance, are mainly

due to the progress made by the weaker students, while the achievement of the

stronger students were unaffected. The comparison between the research groups was

aggregational with no analysis by levels pf scholastic ability.

Douglas (1964) tested, with reference to the question of "loss of ability",

how streaming affected,the correlation between background variables of environment

and family, and the success in the,selection for secondarif education (the 11+).

The sample comprised.491 pupils under the age of 8 who attended school with 2 streams

until they took the 11+, 62% were in-the A stream (the higher stream) and.38% in

the B stream (the lower ptream). At age 8 (1954) and age 11 (1957) tests of verbal

and non-verbal skills, reading, vocabulary, and arithmetic were administered and

progress was assessed. The ability of the A stream students was found to improve

on the'average by 0.71 in the three years, while that of the B stream deteriorated

*by 0.49 (on a scale with mean 50 and standard deviation 10). In the A stream there

was also a 17% reduction in the distribution of scores around the mean relative to

the distribution at age 8. Douglas concluded that in the A stream there was a

tendency for the gap between the good students.and the weaker students to narrow,

while in the B stream there was no such change.

This improvement in the A stream and deterioration in the B stream weie also

present in a comparison by six ability sub-groups. The improvement in.the A:stream

was inversely related to ability level while the deterioration in the B stream' was

directly related to ability. Douglas therefore concluded that the A stream gives

particular encouragement to the weaker students while the B stream i5 particularly

detrimental to the more talented (pp. 141-147).

The abilities of both working-class children and middle-class children improved

between the ages Of 8 and 11 in the A stream, but the former improved more. In the

B stream the ability of the middle-class children improved, but that of the working-

,.
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class children deteriorated. Hence, Douglas found streaming to have a stronger

effect on working-class children reinforcing the social selection which underlies

the practice of streaming.

Thu teacher's attitudes to streaming was tested along with other educational

.attitudes as an intervening variable in the:largest of tbe studies on grouping,

conducted by Barker-Lunn (1970). The aim was to assess the influence of streaming

on the personality and social and cognitive development of junior school pupils

(grades 2 to 5). In the domain of scholastic achievements the researchere'nquired.

whether streaming influenced (a) the average achievement in the three R's; (b) the

progress of gifted, average, nd slow pupils, and (c) the achievement of working-.

class children.

The research was conducted in two principal stages:

1. A-cross-sectional comparison of all four years of junior school in 41

matched pairs of schools, with and without streaming, in a sample of 15,000,pupils.

2. A 4-year follow-up-study,of 5,500 students from age 7+ to age 10+ in 36

of the above pairs of schools.

In the cross7sectional st'udy, which also served as a pilot for the follow-up

study, it was found that schools differ not only in their method of organization

but in the educational approaches of the teaching staff. In the streamed schools,

the pattern was more conservative, favoring streaming, selection and corporal

punishment; emphasizing discipline, manners, and cleanliness; giving attention to

the gifted pupil, and making extensive use of traditional teaching methods, learning

by rote and tests. In the schools without streaming a more progressive approach was

common: teachers were more tolerant of noise and bad manners; opposed'coi.poral

punishment, selection and streaming, and emphasizing self-expression, experience

and Aiscovery.

The second finding was that in direct comparison between the two school types,

the mean achievements in schools with streaming was higher by about ope-third of

the standard deviation, Two explanations were proposed. One, that the standardized

.tests reflected the more traditional definition of teaching objectives as practiced

in the schools with streaming, which emphasize learning by rote; the second, that

despite the matching of schools in the sample procedure, the streamed schools had

more pupils of higher social class (Barker-Lunn, 1967). Consequently, before the

-
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follow-up stage the resdarch objective was reformulated as "evaluating the effects

of schools of different organizational,types with regard to teachers' attitudes and

opinions, teaching methods, and ways of grouping within the class". At the same

time, tests designed to assess the objectives of more "progressive" teaching methods,

such as understanding, imagination, and creativity were also incorporated (Barker-Lunn,

1970, pp. 16-18).

At the follow-up stage, the matched schools were divided into two identical

samples. .Tests were administered in reading, English and mathematics at the end of

each year, and from the second year, numerical perception, verbal and non-verbal_

reasoning were tested as well. All in all, seven tests were admin'istered, to each

sample in different versions. The versions received by the different samples kre

switched in the third year of the follow-up. Co-variance analysis was used to assess prog-

ress from year to year, as well as progress from the first year (7) to the final year

(104.). The seven tests generated a total of 23 progress scores for each student, of

which 16 were progress scores from year to year and seven assessed the progregs from

the first year to the last. Comparison was made for each sample separately in 18

cells obtained by three levels of ability, three levels of social class, and sex;

a total.of 828 comparisons.

There were three main findings:

1. Of the 828 comparisons, only 13.4% of the differences were significant.

2. The significant advantages were split almost evenly between the streamed and the

unstreamed schools.

3. In the first sample, 44 of the. 50 significant advantageS were to the non-

streaming school, while in the second sample, which was identical, 52 of the 61

significant advantages we're to the streaming school.

These results imply that the difference between the samples, due to non-

controllable variables, is greater than the difference between treatments. Barker-Lunn

rejects the possibility that differences in the versions of the tests may explain

this finding, for there was no change in the pattern of advantages in the third year

when the versions were.exchanged. She is of the opinion that the advantage to

streaming in the second sample and to non-streaming in the first sample was the

result of dffferences in sample composition, and draws the conclusion that there is

no difference in the mean achievement of children of similar capability in schools

33
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with or without streaming (pp. 57-62). We shall return to this conclusion, but first

we consider the findings with regard to the influence of teachers' type.

As already mentioned, the two school types are differentiated not only by

organizational Pattern but also by the philosophy and educational-behavior of the

"typical" teacher. .Moreover, while it is possible to identify a typical behavior

for teachers in streamed schools (teacher type 2) and in non-streamed schools (teacher

type I), b.havior may be independent of the way in which the school is organized. The

degive of fit between the teacher's type and the organizational pattern Of the school

was markedly greater in the streamed school (83% of type 2 teachers), than in the

non-streamed (only 52% of type I teachers). It was hypothesized that the lack of

fit between the organizational type and teacher type in the non-streamed schools

cOuld blir the effect of the absence of streaming in these schools as type 2 teachers,

even when they teach in schools without streaming, treat the class as 1 it were !

streamed (pp. 26-56).

In order to assess the influence of teacher type, the progress of three groups

was compared: (a) students in non-str'eamed schools with type I teachers; (b) students

in'non-streamed schools with type 2 teaChers, and (c) stUdents ip streamed schools.

Scholastic ability and socioeconomic status were controlled. The pattern of findings

from the general analysis repeated itself: in the first sample, most'of the significant

advantages to non-streaming were split almost evenly between stuaents learning with

type I teachers and students learning with type 2 teachers; in the stcond sample,

most of the significant advantages were to streaming (pp. 63-65). Barker-Lunn

concludes that:

"Factors'other than teacher-type.and type of school organizetion must
account for the different results obtained from the two samples. This

study confirms the work of American researchers in their conclusions
that,the method of grouping used is irrelevant to learning. It must

be concludea from this study, too, that type of organization, even with
the 'right type' of teacher (i.e. in terms of value-structure), makes

d tlerence to academic progress as measured by objective tests." .

4

It is worth noting that the research design permitted the assessment not only

of the effect of the interaction between organizational patterns and teacher types,

but al
Is

o the relation between teacher type and learfling efficiency regardless of the

way_in_which_the_school is organized. And Barketkunn finds that no relationship

exists between the teacher's attitudes, values, his teaching methods and the type

3
.
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of lesson prefered by him and between his effectiveness as measured by his pupils'

achievements (p. 66).
( ,

It is surprising that so comprehensive a study did not make more thorough analysis

of the differential,effect In the different streams. The degree of overlap in the

ability level in the different streams (pp. 89-91) would spem-to require analysis by

streams (and pseudo-streams in the non-streaming schools) while controlling for

ability.

Indication of the existence of a differential effect emerges from the comparison

of the size of the variance in achievements in the two treatments. Only in 59 of the

288 COmparisons was the variance\greater in the non-streamed schools; in all othey

comparisons the variance was greater in the streamed schools. Barker-Lunn considered

this result supportive to a certain degree of Daniels and Douglas' conclusion that

segregating students: by ability increases the differences between' them.*

Barker-Lunn is not prepared to conclude that the increase in the Variance can

be attributed to the fact that the more gifted students in the streamed schools

achieved more than their counterparts inAhe non-streamed schools (p. 67), but perhaps

the wider dispersion of scores in the streamed schools can be explained by the fact

that the weaker students achieved less? We saw fit to check this out. Simple analysis

of the number of significant differences in achievements by three ability groups gives

the following picture (see table 5.1 pp. 60-61):

.* Ackland (1973) reanalyzed the data and found that the variance was greater in the

streams! schools even at the time of the first meaSurement, and did not grow

consistently in subsequent years. lie therefore does not agree that streaming

increases the aggregate variance of achievements. In comparing class means for the

upper and lower streams he also found th.at the discrepancy between the two remained

the same throughout the period of 'follow-up. But in regression analysis of achievement

at the end of the priod (1976) on the achievement and stream level at the start.(1960
he found that the stream to which the student was assigned had a significant effect .

on his scores at the end of the priod even when initial achievements were controlled

difference in stream was foun0 to be related to a 2 to 10-point difference in tests

over tbe three year period.
1 5
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Ability
Total Significant % Advantages

Comparisons Advantages to Streaming to%4=rnin
Overall Advantage
to Streaming*

Above average 276 36 47:3 52.7 7 2.7

Average 276 44 . 65.9 34.1 +15.9

Below average 276 31 38.7
$

61.3 -11.3-

Total 1 828 111 52.3 47.7 J- 2.3

* Relative to random distribution, in which the,advintages would have been 50% to

- streaming and 50% to non-streaming.

If we assume that the greater part of the students of above average ability are

in the upper stream in the streamed iChools, it could be claimed that placing them

in the upper stream does not improve theft' achievements. On the other hand, if we

assume that the majority of the students of below average ability are in the lower

stream, we could claim that placing them in the lower stream reduces their acfiievements.

The greatest rate of advantage and streaming is recorded for groups of average ability,

but it is impossible to conclude anything about the differential effect on this group

in the different streams so long as nothing is known about their distribution among

the streams. Since the numerical relationship between the upper stream and the lower

stream is approximately 1:2, one may assume that a greater proportion of the average
,

students were in the higher stream and a smaller proportion in the lower stream. If

this is the case, it is fairly certain that there is an "uplifting" effect on the

average students in the upper stream, and this could explain the general 'advantage

of the streamed schools relative to those non-streamed.

In order to be more certain that we are in fact dealing with trends and not

1 with a random\distribution of the significant advantages obtained
&Om one-eighth

of the total number of comparisons, we repeated the simple analysis but.including

the non-significant differences too. We restricted ourselves to assessing the

progress score attained from the begin ing of the period of.observation to its

conclusion (7 scores per student), and t \differences exceeding one point (on a

scale of meaiurement with a mean of 10). the following table Presents this analysis

(see table MI 'pp: 357-380):

4
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Ability
Total -Significant % Advantages fA6anfages Overall Advantage

Comparisons Advantages to Streaming to non-Streaming to Streaming*

Above .average 84 59 50.9 49.1 + 0.9

Average 84 52 60 ,0 40.0 +10.0

Below average 84 66 4.9 65.1 -15.1

Total 252 177 47.5 52.5 - 2.5

* Relative to random distribution, in which the advantages would have been 50% to

streating and 50% to non-streaming.

Comparison of the two analyses reveals that the slight advantage to streaming

in the earlier analysis gave way to a slight advantage to non-streaming; that the .

small difference in favor of non-streaming for the group with above average ability

disappeared; that.the advantage of streaming for the group of average ability was

reduced, while the advantage in favor of non-streaming for the lower group increased

slightly; but the'trends dtscerned in the earlier analysis appeared in this,analysis

too.

Like Douglas, Barker-Lunn found a relative improvement in the reading achievements

of middle-class children and a relative deterioration for working-class children.

Unlike Douglas, however, Barker-Lunn does not find sufficient evidence to link this

with streaming, despite the fact that there appears to be a tendency to discriminate

against working-class children in placing them in the upper streams (relative to

. their measured ability). A negative effect of low social class was found both in

schools with streaming and schools without streaming; and the researcher explained

this by the low level of intellectual stiMulation in the lower class social environment

and in lower teacher expectations of working-class children - factors which operate

in both,types of schools (pp. 68-69).

Ferri (1971Y:followed a sub-group of Barker-Lunn's sample in the first two years

of secondary school (from 10+ to 12+) in order to assess (a)' whether presence of

streaming at the elementaryschool level has a temporary or lasting effect on

achievements in the first stage of the secondary school, and (b) whether presence

of streaming in the first two years of secondary schooling influences scholastic

achievements.

The sub-sample comprised 1700 students from 14 primary streamed schools and 14

non-streamed schools in which the majority of the teachers were type 1 teachers

(opposed to streaming). Those students continued their,schooling in 83 secondary

,
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schools distributed as follows: 62% in secondary modern schools; 23% in comprehensive

schools, and 15% inqrammar schools. At the end of the second year of secondary

school (12+), tests were administered in mathematical comprehension and problems

solving, verbal reasoning and English. Progress over the two-year period was

assesged using co-variadce analysis (pp. 14-17).

Two analyses were made:

1. The scholastic progress between the ages of 10+ and 12+ of students who

came from primary schoolS with and without streaming. The comparison was made, as

in Barker-Lunn, in 18 "cells" (three ability groups x 3 class groups x 2 sexes).

72 results were'obtainedfor the 4 tests. Only 7 significant differences.were

found, all indicating an advantage to primary schooling without streaming, all for

boys of average or below alprage ability, 6 of the 7 being in mathematics.(p. 21).

Ferri concluded that there was no difference in scholastic progress for siudents

of identical ability and social class whether they learned in schools with streaming

or without (p. 72). This seems too conclmsive.

Here too we tried to discover the tendency through analysis of all the differences

by ability level, Signiftcant as well as non-significant (according to-table A5,

pp. 71-86):

I Adva,tage
to Previous to Previous
Streamin non-Streamin

uverall,Aavantage
'to Previously
non-Streamin *

Ability
T l

Advani357-7-Advantage
. ota

Comparisons
xceeding
the Point

Above average 24- 16 43.7 56.3 + 6.3

Average 24 15 15.5 84.5 +34.5

Below average 24' 19 26.6 73.4 +23.4

Total 72 50 35.1 64.9 +14.9
,losrliorormrporIrralM....111P

* Relative to random distribution, in which advantages would have been 50% to

streaming an4 50% to non-streaming.

There seems to be an indication for a slight positive influence of a non-

streamed past in the primary school on the achievements after two years in the

secondary school, gspecially for the average and below average students.

taweakness of this analysis lies in thejack of control of homogenization

in the secondary school. In investigating the effects of four years of streaming

or non-streaming at the primary school one must assume that these could be canceled

71 0
LI 0
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out or reinforced by the effects of two years of streaMing or non-streaming at

secondary schoOl level. The problem of controlling the 'homogenizatibn factor in

the secondary school was even more severe in the second analysis in this,research.

2. Scholastic progressfietween the ages of 10+%and 12+ of students attending

secondary schools with and without streaming. Here the researcher faced,a problem

in i&htifying schools as streamed or non-streamed, since the distinction between

the two organizational forms is blurred at the secondary level by banding and

setting in mathematics and English in most-of the non-streamed schbols. Sthools

with setting in mathematics and English were considered as non-streamed schoolt,

on the assumption that the educationaT approach prevailing in such schOols would

be one of not streaming. Thus caution is'required in interpreting the results

obtained from tests heav.ily loaded with mathematics arid English.

The analysis was limited to secondary modern schools and grammar schools only.

-All in alli-40 comparisons.were made: 8 at grammar schools (4 tests x 2 sexes) and
1

32 in secondary modern schools (4 tests x 2,sexes x 2 ability groups x 2 class

groups). Only- 5 significant differences were found, 4 indicating an advantage to

not streaming and One indicating an advantage to streaming. Ferri concluded that

there was no evidence that scholastic achivements in the first of two years of

secondary schooling are affected by the organizational policy adopted within the

schools (pp. 2243).

Like its predecessor, this analysis also suffers from insufficient control of
,

the treatm6t variable. The fact that schools defined as not streaming had grouping
1

in subjects heavily represented in the tests administered; cdceled out one of the

important dimensions of the treatment. Again, as.in Barker-Lunn's study, the analysis
.0

suffers from insufficient attention to the possible differential effects in the

different ttreamg.

At the beginning of the 1970's, Newbold (1977) investigated a federative

regional system of four secondary comprehensive schools which was created by merging

one grammar school with three 'new modeim" schools. In this,system each school

enjoyed administrative independence but Pere was uniformity in curriculum, teaching

staffs, and student bodies. In two schobl, wjth 550 students, teaching took place

in a heterogeneous framework and in two, with 330 students, there was streaming at

.three levels.

39
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Seven standardized tests (verbal and non-verbal reasoning, mathematics,

English, physics, biology, and French) and a composition designed to test creattVY\

were administered at the end of the first year (age 12) and some of them' at the

end of the second year too. The data were adjusted fOr difference's between the

groups,in the verbal reasoning scorq,obtiined at the entry to school. In additton

to.global comparison, analysis was mad& by three ability levels - the actual levels

in the streamed schools and hypothetic levels in the non-streamed schools.

Variance,between the schools was found tO be greater than'Variance between

treatments. Considerable variance was also found between'classes of identical

ability'leve)s, and there,were also'differences_associated with the school Of

origin regardless of the treatment.

Heterogeneity was found to be advantageous for all students in creativity and

for the low ability leVel in mathematics and English. An indication was found of

an advantage.to homogeneity in-biology.

In the streamed schools, the achievement test scores showed a wider distriqutiOn

around the mean, while in the non-streamed schools the Creativity scores were more

widely distributed.
fa.

The researcher concluded: it was proved that the variance in scholastic

achievements found at the end.of.the first two years is generallynot connected

to differences in grouping methods.-
I .

It should be noted that the socioeconomic background was not controlled on the

assumption of social equivalence between the two treatments.

Summary of-the British Research,

Although the British research of streaming studied a system of more rigid and

intense homogenization than in the United Statet with better control of the students'-

soeioeconomic backgrobnd, it did not achieve more speCific results with regard to

the effect of the treatment variable on scholastic achievements.

Comparison of a streaming aggregate anq non-streaming aggregate revealed in ,

.
advantage to not streaming jn the study by Daniels, while both DOUgfas and barker-Lunn's

cross-sectional studies showed an advantage to streaming. Barker-Lunnss longitudinal

study-1 the,most comprehensive and:thorough of_all the non,exprimental studies_Of

grouping, found some advantage tostreaming in one of the two apparently identical
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samples, while the second showed an advantage to not.streaming. These contradictory

findings raise doubts about the researchers success to control the intervening

variables, particularly the socioeconomic composition of the samples.

. The most interesting finding, which wis characteristic of ali the British

studies analyzed, is fhat the disperssion of the scores around the mean increased

more over time with streaming than without, whether because streaming tended to

'increase the disperssion or because the lack of streaming tended to reduce it.

This fincOng suggests that different rates of progress are attained in the different

streag, in comparison w4th groups df parallel learning ability in schools without

streaming. Daniels considered this to be evidence of the widening of the gap'between

the upper and lower streams in the streamed schools,'or the narrolOng of the gap

between-those of high and low ability in the non-streamed schools. But this inter-

pretation is not based on,detailed examination. Indeed, Douglas also found that

the gap between the higher and the lower stream increased; but his concluSion was

based.on cdmparison between the streams in a streamed schoOl and yos not confirmed

in comparison with groups of parallel schOlastic ability in no -streamed schools.

Barker-tunn's follow-up study revealed a tendency to confirm t is in the finding'

that two-thirds of the significant differences in the below average ability 'group
, ,

show amadvantage to non-streaming. This can be interpreted as a tendency to .a.L.

negative effect in homogeneous classes at the loWer:levelc It is regrettable that
/

the most thorough of the studies of grouping in Eng/l, and did not go into this point

deeply and missed the opportunity that streaming provided to assess the effect of

rigid and "intense" homogenization at the primary/school level. The tendency which

was found at the primary level recurred at the secondary level in Newbold's research,

where the wider distribution of scores where streaming was practiced, was largely
/

explained by a tendency to a shortfall in achievepents by the lower ability group.
*/

2.5 RESEARCH ON THE'SWEDISH EDUCATIONAL REORM 1955-1963

The decision of the Swedish parliament about a gradual transition from various

school types to a nine-grade comprehensive school, opened the way to research related

to the.question of homogenization versus'heterogenization at the educational system

and the school levels (Husen and Boalt, A967).
1

Marklund (1962) tested the effectstof class size and homogeneity-On achievements

in grade 6 of the elementary school. Trsts in reading, writing, arithmetic,'English,
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history.,.geography, and science were administered to a country-wide sample (2600

students in 150 classes) and to the city of Stockholm sample (1230 students in 39

classes). Achievements were calculated by co-variance analysis with 0. Teacher

factor and the students socioeconomid background were controlled (p. 199). The

classes were sorted intO tfiree groups of varying degrees of homogeneity according

to the standard deviation of the IQ test, with class size held constant.

Of the 12 comparisons of the national sample; 2 showed an advantage to* the more

homogeneous classes and 3 showed an advantage to the more heterogeneous; 7 produced

Pon-significant results. Of the 54 comparisons jn the Stockholm sample, 8 showed

an advantage to greater homogeneity, 2 to greater heterogeneity, and 44 showed no

significant differences. Also, no meaningful differences were found when comparison

was made, in the Stockholm sample, in each of thethree IQ groups (low, medium and

high). Of the 122 comparisons made, 23 showed an advantage to more homogeneous

classes, 13 to more heterogeneous classes, while 86 comparisons did not produce

significant differences. Marklund concluded that there is no correlation between

class-homogeneity and pupils' achieevements (p. 205). The same conclusion was made

for the relationship between class size and achievements.

In an effort to interpret the findings, Marklund claims that assumptions with

regard-to a positive re.lationship between'narrowing the range of ability in the

class and.reducing its size on the ope hand, and achievements on the other, are

based on an over-estimation of the teacher's role and an under-estimation of the

student's motivation. He is of the opinion that instead of investigating the effects

of size and homogeneity per se, it would be better'to test now these affect teaching

methods and students' learninvrocesses. He'does not argue that class-size and its

homogeneity are of no importance, but as resources for academic achievement they

must be cons'idered as secondary to other, more fundamental factors (p. 209).

From the point of view of Understanding the effects of homOgenization,the

disadvantage of this research, like that of Millman and Johnson in the United States,

lies in its definition of the "treatment" by the variance of class IQ scores without

assessing their homogeneity or heterogeneity as a result of any organizat)onal

activity. Although a one-dimensional definition such as this is legitimate with

regard to drawing conclusions about the effect of the homogeneity/heterogeneity

variable per_ se, it does not permit control of the context factors and other dimensions

of organizational segregation which may reinforce or counteract the effect of the

A
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width of the range of scholastic ability.

So far, we have discussed research dealing with intraschool grouping;.we have

not dealt with interschool grouping, despite'the fact that segregating students by

ability between schools is similar in principle to segregation by levels or tracks

within the school. From this view-point, research comparing selective schools with

comprehensive schools may be relevant to the present discussion. In England there

has been no small nymber of.studies in this field (for example, Elder (1965), Fot:d

(1969); and Griffin (1969)), but drawing conclusions from it with regard to the effects

of homogenization/heterogenization is problematic for at least tdo reasons:

1. Most British comprehensive schools employ streaming (Ben and Simon, 1972,

pp. 217 ff.), and, since the comprehensives separate levels, streamS, or tracks, the

degree of homogenization in the classroom is unlikely to be less than that in the ,

classrooms of the selective schools used for comparison. In this case, heterogeneity

at the school level and homogeneity at the class level are likely to counterbalance

each other, making it difficult to distinguish differences between the treatments,

or to know how to explain them.*-

2. The prestige of the British grammar school exceeds that of the comprehensive

school and it is reasoriable to assume that students and their parents will make an

effort to ensure attendance at the more prestigious school. Sfnce grammar-school

entry is competitive, the comparable student population in the coMprehensive school

is likely to.be lower on socioeconomic background variables.

Svensson (1962) attempted to assess the long-term effects of early selection

(after grade 4) as compared with later selection (after grade 6) into pre-academic

tracks and ordinary or "practical" tracks. The decision taken by the city of

Stockholm in 1954 to try three types of educational segregation, each in a different

part of the city with registration of students restricted to their area of residence,

o(
reduced the probability of error due to pre-selection from which the English research

on comprehensives' suffer.

1. In the north of the city the traditional method was continued: early

separation on a competitive basis (after grade 4) to a five-year pre-gymnasium track,

and an ordinary four-year track continuing at elementary school.

* A similar problem arises when a school defined as heterogeneous because it does

not create classes by ability level, uses partial grouping within classes or

between them.

13
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2. In the south of the city, selection was postponed until after grade 6,

at the end of which there was separation into a three-ye-ar pre-gymnasium track,

attached to the high school or the elementary school; and a regular two-year track,

continuing at the elementary school.

3. A second form of late separation was adopted in the south of the city in

nine-year comprehensive schooTs.which from grade 7 had partiaf-tracking into academiC

or practical tracks, according to student preference, a process completed only in

grade 9.

These forms of separation created nine types of classes in three educational

environments:

a. Heterogeneous environment - in the comprehensive schools, gradei 5 and 6 only;

b. "A "select plus" environment: the three and five-year pre-gymnasium classes

as well as the "theoretical" track in the comprehensive school;

c. A "select minus" environment: the two and three-year regular classes and

the practical track of the comprehensive school.

This permitted the following Comparisons:

1. In the first stage (grIgi 5 and 6): between the three edut.ational environments

- heterogeneous, "enriched", and "imPoveriShed" - on all students and for three socio-

economic groups.

2. At a later stage: comparison of the effect of the timing of homogenization

within each of the environments, the enriched one and the impoverished.

3. Comparison of the effect of full, selective segregation with partial, elective

segregation as in the comprehensive school - again in each of the two educational

environments separately.

The "before" measurement was made among 11,000 students in all ?rade 4 cthses

in Stockholm, fter which four measurements were made in large samples dravn from

this population: in grade 6, in grade 7, in grade 8 and in grade-9, in the last to

the "select plus" classes only. In all, 7 tests in various subjects were administered

in the first ireasurement ("before"), 10 in the second and third measurements, and 11

in the fourth (pp. 53-88). The progress in the different class types was calculated

by co-variance analysis with IQ in grade 4, and analyzed for three socioeconomic

levels (pp. 105-115).
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The findings:

In grade 6, progress was compared for three class types: "select plus" (enriched)

and "select minus"(impoverished) segregated in grade 5, and heterogeneous classes,

controlling fot S,E.S. jhe "enriched" classes had a consistent advantabe on the

heterogeneous, while heterogeneous classes had an advantage - which was smaller -
,

on the "impoverished".

As we have already seen, the measurements-in grades 7, 8, and 9 permitted tol

test both the implication of early:versus late selection, and the implication of

full selective separation versus partial, elective separation in the comprehensive.

:Most of the comparisons did not produce significant differences and Svensson

V*4concluded that: ,

a. In the long run there is no difference for the "select plus" students whether

they have learned in one type of class or another. A certain advantage at'the

beginning (7th grade) for students who were separated earlier disappeared later in

8thland 9th grades.

b. Also for the "seleceminus" students the timing of separation did not make

any difference.

c. Locating "select minus" classes in high scliools or locating "select"plus"

and "select minus" classes in grade schools or comprehensives had no effect on the

achievements of students of identical scholastic ability and family background.

This research came closer than others to ,the conceptualization of the treatment

variable in terms of the quality of the educational environment. But its "disadvantage"

lies in its focusing on the effect of the timing of separation and not on the effect

of homogenization per,se. It would seem that this focus explains why the comparisons

from grade 7 on were withim the "select plus" and the "select minus", in each

context separately. These comparisons reduced the range of the variance within

treatments and,precluded the possibility of finding effects of the different

educational environments.

For this reason, the measurement in grade 6 was central - the measurement-in

which the homogeneous,types,("enriched" and "impoverished") separated in grade 4

were compared with the heterogeneous types. However, the comparison was not made

,between homogeneous types ("high" on the one hand and "low" on the other) and parallel

4 5
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ability groups in heterogeneous classes; or at least, between the two homogeneous

-types as a single aggregate versus the heterogeneous types. Instead, "low"

homogeneous classes ("select minus") were Compared with heterogeneous, and

heterogeneous groups were compared With"high" homogeneous grOups ("select plus").

These groups were clearly distinct in level of.scho)dstic.ability, the principal

factor in explaining scholastic achievement. Control of the ability variable by

co-variance analysis was insufficient in.this case (Elashoff, 1969). Cowparison

by ability subgroups would have permitted the deriVation 6f clearer, conclusions.

.
It is particularly interesting to compare the "theoretical" and "practical"

'tracks in the comprehensive school with other "select plus" and "select minus"

types: in the partial and elective separation of the "theoretical" track in the

compeehensive school, scholastic progress was no less than with full, selectiVe

segregation; in the partial and elective segregation of the "peactical" track.in

the cOmOrehensive, better progress was achieved than in the,full, selective segregation.

Sjostrand (1967) reports on research conducted in the experimental comprehensive

schooj in grades 7 and 8. According to their.choice of German (as a second foreign

langua0) or a practical subject, 250 students from three schools-in one town in

South Sweden were classified.as "theoretical" or "practical". A siginificant .

difference in fQ scores and sChool achievements between the two groups testified

to thefl existence of two Aifferent*levels of learning ability.

In matching by ability, half of the "theoreticals" were allocated.to homogeneous

.home-rooM classes ("select plus") while half of *them, togecher with half of the

"practicals", weee allodated to heterogeneous classes. The rest of the "practicals"

were also designated to homogeneous classes ("select minus"). In the homogeneOu's

classes the. majority ofthe curriculum Was taught in the home-room classes; in the

.heterogeneous classes 50%'of the'durriculum (including: Swedish, history, citizenship,

geography, and biology) wa
Is

taught in home-room classes while one-third was taught,

with grouping at iwo levels (German versus a practical subject, En§lish; mathematics,

physics, and chemistry)..

The "theoreticals" on.the one*hand and the :13racticals" on the other were found

to be equivalent'in the twb treatment groups (homogeneous and heterogeneous classes)

in IQ, age., S.M., and sex distribution. During the period.of the experiment, each

teaCher taiight in both treatment groups and teaching methods were coordinated by

special instruction.

ta.1
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At the end of grade 7 (the first year of the experiment) and at the end of

grade 8, the following tests were administered: mathematics, English and German

("grouping" subjecXs); Swedish, history, geography and biology (subjects taught in

the home-room classes). In the second year Of the experiment the test's were repeated

on a second isample (7-b). T-values of comparisons between the average achievement

in the homogeneous an& heterogeneous home-room classes, by levels ("theoretical"

and "!practical") and by the grouping subjects and.home-room class subjects are shown

below (from the tables on p. 11; the higher the t-value, the greater the difference

between the treatments. Plus = an advantage to homogeneity, minus = an advantage to

heterogeneity):

High Level

("Theoreticals")

Low Level

("Practicals")

"Grouping" 7-a + 2.28* + 0.18

subjects
7-b + 1.50 - 0.17.

8-a + 0.80 - 1.79

"non-grpuping" 7-a + 1.87 - 0.23

subjects 7-b + 2.26* - 0.21

8-a + 1.27 + 0.15

* p 4.05

There is indication of advantage to homogeneous home-room classes for students

of higher ability, both in grouping subjects and in non-grouping subjects; the

difference is more significant in grade 7, and weakens in grade 8. On the other-
__

hand, there is indication of an advantage, much weaker, for heterogeneous home-room

classes for students of lesser ability. There is no difference by subjects, despite

the fact that the "grouping" subjects were taught in homogeneous frameworks in both

treatments. It can be concluded from this that a generalized homogenization effect

Operates differentially along the ability scales: the "Iiighs" tend to benefit from

homogenization while the "lows" tend (less) to suffer from it.

Summary of the Swedish Research

While the independent variable in the research carried out by Marklund, as in

several of the U.S. studies, is defined solely in terms of the width of the range

of scholastic ability, in the studies carried out by Svensson and Sjostrand, as in

the English studies, the definition fs more multi-dimensional. With regard.to the

question of comprehensiveness,, the definition of the independent variable here-
.
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approaches, although not definitively, the conceptualization of the treatment as

the quality of the overall learning environment, largely determined by the composition

of the student group with regard to characteristcs relevant to learning success -

first and foremost scholastic'ability.

If we conceive that ,(a) "select plus" classes, (b) heterogeneous classes,

(c) "select minus" ciasses as a ranked Order of the learning environment qu'alities,

we may conclude that an "enrichee en
lv

ironment ("select plus" for those of higher .

ability, heterogeneous for those of lesser ability) tends to some degree'to advance

scholastiè attainments. In both studies, the influence of "enrichment" is very small,

bUt'is greater for those of higher ability. In any case, for those of lower ability

:there seems to be some advantage in a heterogeneous rather than.a homogeneous ("select'

minus") environment.

2:6 ,STUDIES OF.CURRICULAR TRACKING IN U.S. HIGH SCHOOLS

A pronounced sociological perspective and a more theoretical_approach to

homogenization research began to be noticeable in studies of curriculum tracking in

U.S. high schools, largely as a result of the .accumulation of evidence that differenceS

in scholastic achievements between schools were smaller than those within schools

(Jenki et al., 1972, p. 106). The tracking may produce differences among students

in their acceSs to and.utilization of the educatiOnal resources provided by the school

and to amplify the differences between educational environments withn the school by

combining differences:in curricular qualiiy with differences in the'quality of the

student body (Heyns, 1974; Kerchoff, 1976).

If one considers homogenization and heterogenization of students' composition

as manipulations of the quality of-the classroom socio-learning environment, curriculum

tracking in the high school may be considered as an intense form of homogenization.

The track encloses the major pah.laf the student's curriculum learned by him in an

almost fixed homogeneous learning group. Moreover, the separation by scholastic

ability is accompanied by a clear distinction in learning content, not only by its

level, but also by its quality and purpose. Particularly significant is the distinction

between terminal tracks,, vocational tracks, paravocational or "general" tracks, and .

academic tracks preparing the student for college entrance. The overlapping between

separation by scholastic ability level and separation by content of study, both linked

to ethnic and class divisions within the student population, could increase the
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differentiation between the tracks as socio-learning environments and as distinct
/

socialization contexts. It also facilitates their hierarchical ordering on a clelkar

prestige s,:ale.

Schaffer and Olexa (1971) investigated the effect of college praparatory and

tracks among 1157 students in two mid-West high schools, one in a workihg-class

neighborhood and the other in a middle-class neighborhood.. Grade point average (GPA)

in all the principal courses over the six semesters of grades'10 to 12 served as the

dependent variable. Sex, father's occupation, IQ and GPA in the 9th grade were used

as cdntrols,- all dicKotomized.*

Tracks and achievements were found to be positively correlated even when the

aboye variables were.held canstant. Furthermore, the'relative effect of tracking was

found ta be stronger than that of any of the control variables.

The,seemingly unequivalent results should be treated with caution because of the

absence of comparison with an untracked system. Without such comprison it is difficult

to attribute a causalseffect to tracking because of the possibility that placement in

tracks was also done along dimensions that were not controlled - chiefly, motivational

dimensions. This problem is common to all the studies of tracking reviewed below,

but it is more pronounced in the present research because of three points: the use

of relative scores (GPA) as the dependent variable, the overlapping between the,

school factor and socio-economic factors in only two sdhools, and the use of only

dichotomized controls.

Rosenbaum's (1975) study overcame some of the problems associated with Schaffer

ancr.Olexa's study. He investigated the affect of track (two levels of college

preparatory tracks and three levels of non-academic tracks) on changes in IQ from

grade 8 to 10* among 457 students in the only comprehensive school in a small eastern

town, racially and socioeconomically homogeneous (upper-working and lower-middle-

class whites).

Global analysiyhowed a_certain decline in IQ between grades 8 and 10, but

analysis by track revealed a differential effect: a slight increase in the academic

tracks and a slight decrease in the non-acedemic tracks.**

*' Control was achieved through test-factor standardization (Rosenberg, 1962), which

, is analogous to the.partial correlation. .

** This is despite the trend af regression to the mean. The increases and decreases

about 2-4 IQ points.
.:

i
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,1

In a regression of 10th grade score on the 8th grade score and on track level,

track explained 5% of the variance in scores. Sex, S.E.S., teachers' evaluations

and scores in verbal and mathematical achievement tests contribut00 an additional

4%.to the explanation and reduced the explanatory power of the track.by only 1%2

The track, appeared as the best predictor.(6 = .27).of the variance in IQ at grade

10 not explained by IQ in grade 8 (If= .71). _

The improvement in scores and the increased variance in the upper tracks was
. -

paralleled by a decline in scores'and a reduction,in variance in the lower tracks.

This was taken as indiCation that the two track types, the academic and the non-

academic, constitute different socialization environments. The academic tracks

contribute to a differentiation in the cognitive development leading to an elevation

of IQ on the group leVel. The opposite occurred in the non-acadeMic tracks :-

homogenization of the cognitive development apparently leading to decline in the

group IQ-level. .

It should be noted that here too there is no comparison with a non-tracked

system, and the only dependent variable is IQ.

Rosenbaum was not satisfied by merely ideqifying the existence of a correlation

between tracking qAd scholastic achievementS and went on:toseek for process variables,

that may determine or mediate this relationship. The studies by Alexander and McDill

'constitute another important step in thisvdirection.

Alexander and McDill (1976) investigated the effects of tracking in a lar9e

sample of 18 comprehensive schools (3700 subjects between 1964 and 1965). The sample

was selected so as to give maximum variance in socio-educational climates and in

students' demographic 4nd social background. Scholastic achievements - GPA and score

in Mathematics test in the final year - were analyzed cross-sectionally in a model

that also included:

* Background data: the family's socio-economic status, the student's sex and

cabacity for abstract reasoning.

* Study track: college praparatory or otherwise.

* Data on the student's three best friends: socio-economic background, capacity

for abstract reasoning and educational expectations.

* The student's learning attitudes: his'educational expectations, academic

self-image and intellectual orientation.
.
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In regression analysis, the model explained 23% of the variance in GPA and 48%

of the achievement in mathematics.* Tr...:1( appeared as the best predictor of

achievement even better than capacity for abstract reasoning and much better than

socio-economic background. Once the student's pre-curricular background data had

explained their pirt, track added 6% to the explained variance in GPA and 13% to

theexplained variance in mathematics. The data on best friends (which may be

considered a component of "track") added no more than a further 2% in each of the
1 .

variables. Their addition detracted very little from the explanatory power of the

track.

Another important point that emerges from the analysis is that track is a major

determinant of the student's best friends with regard to their socio-economic background,

level of abstract reasoning, and educational expectations. The track emerges as the

\\best predictor.of the composition of the student's friends adding (after the student's

%
ckground data, sex and capacity for abstract reasoning were considered) a further,

2
\
to the explanation of the variance in his friends' educational expectations; 2.5%

to tne explanation of the variance in their level of abstract reasoning, and 10% to
\ 1

the eXplanation of their socio-economic composition.

It wopld thus seem that tracking has a significant effect on scholastic achievements
I \ T

,and on atOtudes relevant to learning and to achievements,.even when thestudent.'s
,

I

background, ex and capacity for abstract reasoning are controlled, with part of the
,

I

effect being accounted for by the socio-learning characteristics of his closest friends. ,

1

,

Once again, it is emphasized that these' conclusions were derived without any

comparison with a non-tracked system and without analysis of the dependent variable

prior to the initiation of tracking. This reduces the validity of the claim of
/

causality because of\the possibility of pre-selection: it can be argued that the

scholas4ic advantage attributed to learning in the college preparatory track

characterized the students prior to tracking as well, and that they drive from variables

- principally, from motivational variables - not controlled in the research.

In a further study, Alexander, Cook and McDill (1978) tried to overcome part of

this problem. In a sample of 1600 students who.studied in 10 comprehensive schools

between 1965 and 1968, they controlled the outcome variables by a longitudinal design

and analysis in the following coMplex model:

* To neutralize the variance between schools, all variables were measured as deviations
from the school mean.
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Father's
Education

Mother's
Education

7ather's
Occupation

Acquisition
Score fur
-71:e of

e1ling Unit

Sex

%ace

Ability
-1 1965 -41.

(grade 9)-

Achievement
1965

Curriailum
Plans 1965

Educational
Expectations

1965

Peers' College
Plans 1965

Father's
Encoura&ment
for College

1965

Mother's
Encouragement
for College

1965

Ir ir

Curriculum
Enrollment

pp. 1967

Achievement
.1967

(grade 11)

Peers' College
Plans 1967

Father's.
Encouragement
for College

1967
-

Mother's
Encouragement
for College

1967

,34
(grade-12)

Achievement Senior
P/SAT Verbal Score

Achievement Senior
P/SAT Math Score

Educational.
Expectations
Senicr Year

Application to a
College Senior Year

Acteptance by a
College Senior Year

Senior Classliank

.ariables are blocked for simplicity of presentation. Th model is fully recursive; all prior
,ariables directly affect all later ones. Variables within blocks are not assumed to be causally
related; their structural disturbances are assumed to be correlated due to the omission of variables

- which would simultaneously affect all oE them._ See text for a brief justification of the temporal
---s:pecification of the model, especially as concerning "curriculum placement."

Figure L Structural Model of Curriculum Placement Influences in the Adolescent Educational At.amment Process'
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\,

.

In a regression of acievements* in,grade 11 on.socio-ecanomic background. race,

sex, and five output variables as measured in the class pridr ia gurriCular tracking
.

. ,

(learning ability, achievements, curriculum.plans, college.plans, peers':college .
plans, and parental encourageMent for college), the model explained 78t of the

variance in achievements. The Addition of track as determined in grade 10 added

only 1% to the varianced explained, but taking into account the strong control this

must nevertheless be'conSidered a contribution. In any event, track appeared as

the tnird predictor of tie achievements (B = .126), after achievetents in grade 9

(B .595)
(a
nd scholasttc ability = .208).

Track contributed practically nothing to the explanation of achievements in the

verbal test in grade 12. Its contributi o the exPlanation of achievement in

.mathematics is more significant: to total of 60%texplained by the model without

.tracking it added 2%, and with the 11th grade results it added 4%. Together with

11th grade results, track added a further 2.5% to the explained:variance in GPA,

of which 16% was explained without tracking.

The track appeared as the best predictor of plans for college, of registration

for college and of the actual attendance of.cbllege.

The analysis therefore indicates that curricular tracking has a significant

effect op educational outcomes. The net effect of track on scholasttc achieveMents

one year and two years after tracking is fairly weak; the,effect is Much stronger

on pl'ans for col)ege and on their realization It should be noted that these results

were.obtained under very strict control of intervening and mediating factors including

socio-economic-cultural-background, sex, scholastic ability And achievements, as well

as academic.plans and normative-environmental pressures (friends and parents) as

measured'in the year prior to tracking.

Summary of the Research on Tracking

The studies of curricular tracking indicate a clear, positive, if very moderate

correl4tion between tracking (college preparatory or otherwise) and scholastic

'achievements measured by grade point average (GPA), IQ (in Rosenimum's study) and

achievements, particu1ar:1y in mathematics. .The correlation exists even when socia:

economic background; sex, and IQ are controlled for, but in the absence of cimparison'

with a non-tracking system it is difficult to atiribute causal effect to tracking

*:The, meatio six STEP scores (Sequential:rests of Educational Progress).

A
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because of the possibility of pre-selectiqn, particularly motivational. Alexander,

Cook and McDill's model does much to overcome this difficulty, but with their tight
,

- perhaps too tight - control of pre:curricular variables, collinear with the

outcome.variables, they risk underestimatiOn of the treatment effect.

Tracking has a stronger effett on 'plans for higher education and on the degree

to which they are realized than on scholastic achievemenM in the high school itself.

This suggests differential socialization in the different tracks, apparently mediated

also by the social composition of the learning group. In this context Rosenbaum's

finding with regard to the increase in the variance in the academic tracks and the

reduction in variance in the non-academic tracks, is particularly interesting.

With the exception of Rosenbaum, there has been no specific investigation of

the possibility of differential effect in the different tracks, or the possibility

that students of different scholastic ability may show differential sen. .L..vity to

the quafity of scholastic environment. Presenting the effect of track in terms of

a linear regression expresses the gap in achievements between the two types of track,

but it does not permit estimation of the size of the effect in each track separately.

An estiMate of this type is hard to obtain without comparing the tracks with their

scholastic ability conterparts in a heterogeneOus setting or, at least, by stratifying

the tracked sample by scholastic ability and comparing the effect of"tracking in the

different ability groups.

\ :In any event, comparison of the results of curriculum tracking research in U.S.

high schools with research on grouping in U.S. elementary schools 12.3 above), reveals

a much clearer,effect to the treatment variable in the former. This is apparently

because curriculum tracking creates socio-learning structures that are much more

distinct in terms of quality of learning environment than are the partial groupings

,of the elementary school which are based principally on distinAion of level and not

necessarily of content or purpose.

2.7 GROUPING AND EDUCATIONAL INTEGRATION IN ISRAEL, 1968-1978
F

The efforts made by the,Israeli educational system to reduce the gap in

educational achievements between the culturally deprived, most of them of Afro-

Asian Jrigin (AA - in fact, the Arab countries), and those from better homes, most

of them of European or American origin (EA), have also included Manipulation of the
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composition of the student population.* This refers to thecreation of homogeneous

learning frameworks by means of grouping in a.number of subjects from grade 6 on,

on the one hand, and the creation of ethnically heterogeneous frameworks - referred

to as integration - on the other.

The establishment of the grouping system came about almost at the sue time, whgn

the pressure for integration in the educational system has increased. This pressure

resulted in the parliament decision (1968) to reform the system by creating integrative

middle-schools for prades 7-9. For this reason, research dealing with grouping per,se

is less common in Israel and the educational research in the 1970's focused on'the

educational outcomes of integration.

Because of the high correlation (.40-.50) between ethnic origin and schOlastic

ability (Ortar, 1967; Litwin, 1971), the two treatments may be seen as a manipulation

of the quality of the scholastic environment as determined by the intellective

compoSition of the learning group.

n n 1 n. l 1A'7$1
Kebearch on yroupi

ne n
ny,

4 already mentioned, grouping in grades 6 to 8 of the Israeli primary school-had

its origins in measures taken by the Ministry of Education to halp the culturally

disadvantaged. Between 1964 and 1966, the Ministry recommended grouping only in

schools defined as culturally disadvantaged, and from 1966 oh it was extended to the

better schodls as well. In a sample of 8th graders at the end of the 1960's, 54% were

found to e learning in grouped classes (Litwin, 1971). sA recently published study

reports t at grouping is now practiced in all the junior high schools (grades 7 to 9)

establishe as part of the reform of the Israeli school system aimed to achieve ethnic

.integrati4(Chefl, Levy and Adler, 1978, p. 93).

From t e outset, greSuping was based on two principles: (a) heterogeneous classes

constitute .t1le basis for social activities, and learning most subjects; (b) the

allocation of students to the different ability levels is done separately Zor Hebrew,

English and, arithmetic, in order to permit each child to study each subject at the

* In analyzing the results of the 8th grade "SEKER" (a government selection test for
secondary education) over 13 consecutive years, Ortar (1967) found a gap of one'
standard,deviation between students oF AA background and those of EA background.
In a series of standardized achievement tests, Minkovich, Davies and Bashi (1977)
found a gap of .80 of a standard deviation between the two populations at 6th grade

(p. 215),. Chen, Levy and Adler (1978, p. 84) report a difference that corresponds
to two years of schooling in the achievements of the two groups in basic skills at

the end

()

f the 9th grade.

,
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level sOtable for him and to allow mobility between fevels for each subject.

separate)y (Yaroh, 1970, p. 68). Even though it was found that 50% of all students

study the three subjects at the same level (Ministry of Education, 1965, pp. 5-9;

Chen, Levy and Adler, 1978, p. 92), it is clear that the type,of homogenization under

ditcussion is of relatively low intensity.*

Guttman, Gur, Kaniel and Well (1972) analyzed, in a two-year study the effect of

grouping on scholastic achievement and other variables. They hypothesized.that

grouped students would. make a greater academic progress than those learning in

heterogeneous classes', since (a) grouping reduces the range 'of ability, thus permitting

a uniform rate of learning, and (b) grouping with mobility between the levels raises

the motivation for studying and ingreases competition (pp. 13, 36).

Their sample was 110 classes at grades 6 and 7 (3,200 students) in three class

sizes from 20 "good" schools and 18 culturally disadvantaged schools. Half of the

classes were grouped to three ability levels in Hebrew, EngliSh and mathematics,

while in the ,otner naif these subjects were taught heLeruyehtuubly. The balools

selected were Such as to ensure a proportional representation with regard to school

type (religious versus non-religious), settlement type (urban versus rural), age of

settlement (veteran versus new) and the school's average Seker grade. To permit

comparison by level, teachers of Hebrew,'English and arithmetic in the non-grouped

classes, were asked to divide the class ino three hypothetical levelt (p. 21).

At the beginning and end of every year, n arithmetic test and four Hebrew tests

(language, reading comprehension, similarities, opposites) were administered

(pp. 22=26), and the following analyses performed:

* Ustng a T-test, differences between treatments' were assessed for each sub-sample

in each period, in each test separately, as well as in the overall score for all five

tests. Not one sin le si nificant difference was found.
NN

N,

* Using part correlation;* progress in the arithmetic score andthe average

Hebrew score was tested for the first year (grade 6), the second year (g,zde 7), and

the overall period. The comparison was made for each level separately, in "good"

schools and in culturally disadvantaged schools (table 7, p. 37).

* Gutman et al. (1972, p, 471) report on a mobilityyate of 7,9% between levels of

grouping -.3,3% ascending and 4.6% descending. Research on junior highs reports a

mobility rate of approximately 30% (Chen, Levy and Adler, 1978, p. 30). :

** Analogous to co-variance analysis,
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In Hebrew, only 3 significant correlations were found (out of 18), all in favor

of grouping, one in the lowest ability level in the "good" schools and two in the

highest level in the culturally disadvantaged schools.

In arithmetic, only 2 significant correlations were found.(of the 18), one in

favor of grouping at the lowest level in the "good" schools and one in favor of a

heterogeneous.framework at the middle level in the culturally disadvantaged schools.

Significant differences were found only in 5 out of the 36 comparisons, and it

is hard to identify a clear trend indicating advantage for either method: in Hebrew

there was indication of a slight advantage to grouping (11 of the 18 comparisons),

while in arithmetic there was indication of a slight advantage to a heterogeneous

framework (11 of the 18 comparisons).

The research concluded that no conclusion can be made about the advantage of

either grouped or haerogeneous learning frameworks with regard to scholastic

achievements. However, one must rememlqer that this study lacked rigorous control

of home environment variables, beyond the control permitted by the distinction between

"good" schools and culturally disadvantaged schools.

2.7.2 Studies of educational integration

Research.on ethnic integration in education may throw light on the question of

homogenization/heterogenization of learning frameworks, since they deal with the

results of mixing populations varying in their scholastic resources. Such mixing

may enrich the overall quality of the scholastic environment for students of the

weaker population while impoverishing it for the songer students. From this point

of view, ethnic segregation in education is analogous to learning in homogeneous

frameworks, and desegregation is analogous to learning in heterogeneous frameworks,

provided that integration between schools is not canceled out by homo_nization

within them.

Studies of integration are of two main kinds: (a) those that assess the effects

of "natural" integration, or segregation, within neighborhood schools whose composition

reflects the composition of the residential area; (b) studies assesing the effect

of planned integration in order to create schools more heterogeneous than the

residential areas in which they are situated. A classic example of the first type

is provi d by Coleman et al.'s (1966) study of equality of opportunity in American

eduOlation; Gerard and Miller's (1975) study of desegregation in Riverside, California,
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is a good example of the second type.*

Most studies of integration belong to the first category. Their main dfsadvantage

lies in the fact that "natural" integration is selective. It is, usually, the stronger

members of the weaker ethnic group that find their way to classes with the stronger

ethnic group majority.** For this reason any attempt to relate the superior achievements

of members of the weaker group to the socio-learning environment is fraught with danger

because achievements inay well be a reflection of the personal resources that the

students brought with them to the school. The researchers tried to compe4ate for

this by controlling students' socio-economic charafteristics, in an attempt to arrive

at the unique effect of the cultural (ethnic) composition, but in doing,solthey ran

the danger.of blurring the overall effect of the quality of the learning evironment

which was the purpose of integration.

The EEOSJColeman et al., 1966) was a land-mark in this field. Widely reanalyzed

(Mbstteler and Moynihan, 1972), it has also stimulated much independent research which

followed. Concerning the effect of desegregation, its main findings were: (a) that

the achievement of black students increased with the proportion of white students in

the r. iool, and (b) that minority children were mare affected by environmental factors

(peers and teachers) than white children. The reanalyses generally confirmed these

conclusions.

During the 1970's a number of compreheniive reviews of the research on desegregation

in the U.S. were published. It will be redundant to repeat such a review here and it

seems sufficient only to restate concisely their main points.

All the reviewers are concerned with the methodological difficulties posed by 7

isuch.research and bothered by the methodological inadequacy of many of these studies.

While St. John (1975) urges for longitudinal quasi-experimental designs, well controlled

both foi the population's background variables and for the school's variables in pre-

, and post-desegregation situations, the latter review by Bradley and Bradley (1977)

* A more detailed typology of research on educational integration and the associated

methodological problems is.to be found in St. John (1975), pp. 8-19.

** Thus, for example, the average level of parental education - a variable strongly

correlated with scholastic achievements - for Israeli students of oriental origin

(grades 1 to 6) learning in classes in which students of western origin are in the

majority is 9.9 years, versus 7.7 years in classes where the majority are orientals.

The parental education of western students in classes in which they are in the

majority s 129 years on the average, and 10.5 in classes where they are in the

minority (Minkovich, Davies and Bashi, 1977, p. 359).
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reveals the inadequacies of most longitudinal designs, as well. The vast research

has not provided definitive and clear-cut findings as to the desegregation effect

on educational outcomes, bringing reviewers to widely different conclusions.

Spady (1973) tends to confirm Coleman's study and its reanalyses' concluSionS'

about the positive effect of.school and class composition on Fats' scholastic

achievements. Spady finds that the racial composition of class and school influences

the achievement of-blacks, independent of the socio-economic status of the,Ifamily

and the school, in a non-additi:/e manner: the achievement of a black student is

likely to rise when the school and class in which he studies have a white,majority;

when these whites are middle-class; when he has social contacts with whites; and

when his own social class is relatively high.

In summarizing the most comprehensive survey of desegregation stuOes in the

United States, St. John (1975) concludes that the data coilected so far is insufficient -

to determine a causal relationship between the racial composition Of tile school and

scholastic achievements, and that more than ten years of intensive research have not

yet produced definitive findings, other than one clear tendency: only rarely does

desegregation reduce, the scholastic achievement of either white or black children

(p. 36).

While the review of research by Gerard and Miller tend to support the findings

about the positive effect of desegregation on blacks' achievements, their own research

did not confirm those findings and even show a tendency of widening the gap in

achievements between whites and blacks. Bradley and Bradley (1977), who reviewed

longitudinal studies only, rev9l also the inconclusiveness of the research, although

a simple summary of the table of research findings shows that*out of 26 studies

reviewed, 20 show a positive effect of desegregation on blacks' achievement, 4 show

no%change, and in 2,cases the outcome was negative. Of 4 studies that were concerned

with'the achievement gap, 3 point Ito no change and in one case there was a tendency

towards closing the gap.

What can be learned from the research in Israel?

The first large-scale survey of the effect of "natural" educational integration

in Israel was made by Litwin (1971) in a sample of 8th graders in 48 Jerusalem schools.

Using muftip;e regression,analysis, he teste'd how home and school variables influenced

scholastic achievement (the "Seker" test) of the 8th graders in 1966. The cluster of
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home variables included the ethnic origin of the student's father (Asian-African versus
. .

European-American), the father's-education (elementary or less versus secondary),

family size, and school type (gecular versus religious). The cluster of school

variables included attributes of the school's student population, in the form of

means for father's origin and education, and family size; attributes of the teaching

staff - education and years of experience; the average number of students per class;

the quality of the school building; and whether or not the school had grouping and

an extended school day.

The model explained 30% of the variance in the achievements of the group of EA

and Israeli origin, and only 12% among those of AA origin. The major part of the

variance was explained by home variables - father's ethnic origin and his education,

and family size. But, the student body composition - the percentage of fathers with

high school education and the percentage of fathers of ER and Israeli origin - had

also a small but significant.positive effect, which was stronger on students of EA

and 'Israeli. origin. Other variables from the school cluster added very little to

the explanation of the variance, in other words, improviny Lilt quality of tha learning

environment by-increasing in the school the percentage of students of EA or Israeli

origin who have fathers with post-elementary education (two correlated variables),

may cause a slight improvement in sCholastic achievements.

Although this study does indicate the possible effect of the social composition

of the learning environment on achievements, this indication is only general, siqce

(a) the analysis was made with the school level rather than the class level data;

(b) the possible interactjon between the quality of the learning environment and

level of personal resources was never tested.

Another study of the effect of "natural" racial integration on scholastic

achievements was made by Levy and Chen (1974) as part of a longitudinal research

(1968-1970) in grades 4-6 in a national sample of 100 classes from 69 elementary

schools. The variables relevant to scholastic achievements were divided into four

1. Background variables: father's country of origin, father's occupation,

number of children in the.family.

2. School variables: percentage of students of AA origin in the class.

3. Attitudinal variables: parental interest, learning activity in the Will!,
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self-esteem, occupational aspirations, regularity, of sChool attendance, ancLattitudes

to learning.

4. Earlier.achievements: test scores in grade 4.

A step-wise multiple regression was run, in the order of the four clusters as

given above. The model as a whole explained about 47% of the variance in achievements

in-the different tests. Socio-economic background variables accounted for 26%, the

ethnic composition'of the class added_a further 3.5%, attitudes added 8.8%, and .

earlier achievements,as a last step, added 11%. The contribution of ethnic cbmposition

in explaining the variance was less in reading and Bible study, subjects which it would

seem are less influenced by specific learning situations, and more in arithmetic,

science, geography and English, which it would seem are more influenced by the school

(Coleman, 1975). .

In all, ethnic composition made a small but non-flegligible contribution to the

explanation of-the variance. It will be noted that this result was obtained ifter

the background variables had contributed their part to the explanation, and with a

high correlation (r = .69) between the individual background variables and the ethnic

composition of thec,class. This is a typical incidence of multicollinearity (Gordon,

1968; Coleman, 1975), which makes it very difficult to attribute effects definitively

.and uniquely to variables which are highly correlated. The method of analysis adopted,

in effect excludes the socio-economic composition of the Class from the estimate of

its overall quality as a learning environment, even though, it would seem to be an

important component of this quality.

These data were analyzed further by Levy (1977), focusing on the effect of class

composition. In a multiple step-wise regression of achievements in standard tests

in seven subject in grade 6 on achievements in grade"4 (step 1 in the regression),

on the ethnic composition of the class (step 2), and on the ''ize Of the Op in

achievements between the two ethnic groups (step 3), the two\indexes of heterogeneity

in the class added between 1% and 4% to the explained variance. This was after

achievements in grade 4 had explained 33% of the variance amogst those of AA origin

and 45% amongst those of EA origin. The researcher concludedlthat the degree Of

heterogeneity is not a significant fac4tor in determining the s\tudent's progress.

This conclusion seems too strong for at least three reasons:
\

1. it is based on an analysis which included only classes in which the percentage
r
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of students of AA origin was. not less than 20 and not more than 80. Thus, 63% of

those of AA'origin 4nd 35% of those of EA origin were,eliminated from the analysis.

In consequence, the analysis also excluded the most enriched learning environments -

classes in which 80% or more of the 'students we're of EA origin - a's well as the most

deprived classes, With 80% or more of AN origin. All in-all, more than one-third

of the classes in the sample were excluded from the analysis. Clearly, reducing

the range of the variance of the'independent.variable limits the possiblexontribution

to the explanation of the variance in achievements. In any.case, the classes in which

the effects should have been strongest were extluded from the analyis.

2. 'Since the main point of educational integration is the quality of the socio-

learning environment, it is not enough to consider integration solely in terms of

ethnic composition; other dimensions of,the social composition of the class must also

be taken into consideration.

3. As in Litwin's study, no specific attempt was made to test the interaction

between the quality of the learning environment (the social composition of the class)

and the level of students uers6ual fespurces (te'st scoces in fourth grade). While

4th grade test scores served as controls, no attempt was made to check the possible

differential effect of the quality of the learning environment, on different levels

of personal resources, in Order to ascertain which students are likely to benefit

from integration 4nd which are likely to suffer from it.

Minkovich, Davies and Bashi (1977), in their comprehensive study of educational

achievements in the Israeli primary school (grades 1, 4 and 6), also tested the effect

of "natural" ethnic integration on achievements (chap. 17.2). As expected, they found

the achievements of students from both ethnic groups to be correlated with the percentage

of students of EA origin in the class. The correlation was stronger in grades 4 and

6 than in grade 1, apd for those of AA origin than those of EA origin. Amongst 6th

graders whose parents had nine years of schooling or more, the difference between the

mean achievement inclasses where 0 to 30% were of AA origin and classes in which 71%

to 100%, were of AA origin was 7.9% amongst those of AA origin arid 4.4% amongst those

of EA origin (on a scale with mean 50 and standard de'sliation 10). The researchers

had d4ficulty in reaching conclusions about the effect of integration since the

differences in achievements are consistently accompanied ,by differences in two

background attributes strongly connected with student achievements - parents'

education and family size (p. 361). They therefore tried to control these backgrOund

, 63
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variables tv)ostep multiple regression.

In the first step, five socioleconomic characteristics of the learning group

were entered into the regression-in-the-form of class aggregates of father's
I

education, family size, housing density, first or secOnd generation in Israel, and,

father's occupation. .The ethnic composition of the class was introduced in the

second step. It was found (in grade 6) that the five variables Of socio-economic

composition of the Class explained 45% of the variance in achi6ement in language

among the EA students, and 36% among the AA students. The ethnic composition of

the class added virtually nothing in explaining the variance, and the researchers,

concluded that "data on the ethnic composition of the class do not,improve the

prediction of mean class achievements - once data on other variables of class

composition had been utilized" (p. 361). They further concluded that "integration,

ass performed in the school, does not generally affect students' achievements" (p. 364).
,

In the light of the analysis performed,'the second conclusion is far-reaching.

In an attempt to eitimate an ethnic-cultural effect net of its socio-economic

dimensiunb, these dimensions were introduce'l .s a firct ctap in thrl ronroccinn and

as class aggregates. It is therefore not surprising that once the effect of the

socio-economic composition of the clasniad been taken into consideration, very little

remained to beexpfained by ethnic composition. But, the socio-economic dimension is

indeed an important diMension
4

of what is called the "ethnic gap", and may be a

principal component in the set of factors determining the scholastic gap between the

ethnic groups. -

From the point of view of educational integration - an intervent.ion designed to

enrich the quality of the scholastic environment for:the weaker group - what is

interesting is noi ethnic origin as a "net" cultural factor, but the overall family

background of the student and his peers Ss a comp)ex cultural-social-economic variable

which may determine both the level of the personal scholastic resources that the

student brings with him to school and the overall-quality of the scholastic environment

in his class. ,As ,ong as.no attempt is made to cOntrol for the learning ability of

the individual (as in this research), it is impossible to claim that the quality of

the learning group, as expressed in the ethnic composition of the class as a complex

variable including both socio-economic dimensions afid cultural elements, has no effeft

on achievements.

In this research, as in the two earlier studies, no specific attempt was made

6,4
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tatest the interaction between the level of personal resources (the socio-economic

and cultural background of the student) and the social quality of the learning

environment (the class socio-economic, and cultural composition), despite a tehdency

revealed (in grades 4 and 6) to greatersensitivity to the'quality of the socio-

learning environment amongst students'of AA origin.

Smilanski and Shfatya (1977) oerCome some of the problems arising from the

analyses of Levy and Chen, and of Minkovich, Davies and Bashi by returning to the

analytical framework previously used by Litwin, making a clear distinction between

data on students' attributes and the social composition of the class. Their study,

conducted.in 1970-1971, was designed to assess the effect of "natural" integration

on achievements by including a range of classes, varying from balanced integration

to ;irtually complete isolation of the disadvantaged. The samp1.e4nol4ided-1894 AA
1

students and 476 EA students from 96 first and second grade classes.*

To identify the effect that the quality of the learning environment in-the class

has on achievements, a step-wise multiple regression was run, for grade 1 and for

grade 2 separately, with three nf wariahlac intrndurd in +ha fnlinwing

order:

1. Personal background variables: father's education (six levels).

2. The social composition of the class: percentage of EA origin, percentage of

fathers with post-elementary education, number of students in ihe class.

3. Teacher variables: years cf experience, size of teacher's family.

The model explained 25.6% of the variance in achievements in reading comprehension

in grade 1, and 18% in grade 2. In grade 1, background variables contributed 21.6%\\

in explaining the variance, and social composition variables added 5.6%. Teaciler

variables added not more than 0.2% to the previous cluSters. In grade 2, background

,ariables accounted for 14.4%, social composition accounted for a further 2.9%, and

. \

teacher variables added a further 07%.** Analysis by ethnic origin showed a similar

pattern for both ethnic groups. Analysis by ethnic origin and father's education

* It will be noted that the EA students comprised only 25% of tne s-ample, which would

seem to reduce the variance in the independent variable and its phdicted effect.

** The ethnic composition in grade 1 appears to be the second strongest predictor of

scholastic achievement, after father's education and before the ethnic origin;

in the second grade, the percentage of fathers with post-elementary education

appears as the best predictor.
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revealed a tendeniy tb differential sensitivity to the quality of the learning
I

environment. 'Children of educated parents in both ethnic groups were.only little

affected by class cotsition, while children whose faihers were of AA origin with

little education werelmerkedly affected.

Thus Once again,
I

es in the studies by Litwin and by Levy and,Chen, the contribution
-of.class composition in explaining the variance was small but significant. It should

be noted that the subject under discussion is reading comprehension - a skill considered

to be less correlated ),/ith specific learning situatipn than other, more defined subjects\

are.

\ Arazi and Amir's (1977) cross-sectional study investigated intelligence, reading
V

comprehension and arithmetic in a saniple of 340 4th graders from villages in the south

of the country studying in 10 regional public-religious high schools, half of which

were integrated and half of which served_a disadvantaged population only. The

libtogeneous schools were selected such that their population would match those of

the disadvantaged Children in the heterogeneous sChools with regard to hrrtc origin,

parcnts' oar of immigratinn, And cncin-ornnnmicictAtim

The test revealed a significant advantage for the disadvantaged in heterogeneous

schools in IQ (based principally on advantage in sub-tests in arithmetic and spatial

perception) and in arithmetic; there was no real difference in reading comprehension.*

Interef.tion was als o. found between. the type of children and IQ 1.vel with regartl to

achievements in arithmetic: there was significant advantage to a heterogeneous

environment in the groups with high IQ (above 96) and loW, IQ (below 80 end no

difference in the group with intermediate IQ.

The recearch thus indicatet a 'general advantage to a riber educational environment

(heterogeneous) for disadvantaged children with regard to non-verbal'intelligence and

arithmetic, but ribt in language. The lack of greater detail about the control of

intervening variables, particUlerly kholastic ability, makes it difficult to establish

the validity of the findings. The research.design also prevents any estimate of the

gain and loss balance for the "highs" in the heterogeneous'classes.

The Nachalot Project in Jerusalem, which is a planned integration of pupils from

deprived and middle-class neighborhoods', taught in "activ.ity" methods, prOvided an

* The advantage.to integration in mathematics but not in reading appears in a number
of AmeFican studies as well (St. John, 1975, p. 37).
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opportunity for studying the results of such a planned integration in a quasi-
. .

experimental design. The longitudinal 6-years study, followed-up students from 1st to

6th grade,swtth new cohorts coming in each year (Klein and Eshel, 1980). Ii evaluated

educational outcomes (achievements, self-image and social ,contacts) for middle-class

and disadvantaged* students-in integrated and rion-integrated classeS'with regular

'(frontal),and "activity" teaching strategies.

Classes Mtddle-class DiSadvantagel

Integrated - actiVity 749 335

Integrated - regular .701 333

Homogeneous - activity 107* 377

Homogeneous - regular 667 '284

* Two classes only, which were followed in 1974 and 1975.

Students' achievements were tested in mathematics and reading comprehension. The

comparisons of achievements in integrated versushomogeneous classes suggest that overall

'there was no difference in.the disadvantgged achievements and the achievements 'Of

middle-class students in integrated Casses were slightly lower.

When the teaching method was also considered, the findings for the disadvantaged

suggest the following order of achtevements: integrated - activity >integrated =

homogeneous >homogeneous - activity, both in mathenliatics and reading. The differences

in.mathematics were significant and reached about ore Standard deviation (13 points)

between the two extreffe groups, while in reading it is only about a third of standard

deviation. These differences are_maintained along/time, altdough they become smaller.

For middleaclass students the pattern of differencles iS similar. In all settings,

those Who learned in integrated -'activity:classeS had the highest achievements,

although the differences were not as great as for the disadvantaged.

* Students were defined as disadvantaged when their fathers had no more than 8 years of

schooling and blue-collar occupational status and whose families were originated from

the Asian-African count.ries.
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If the researc.hers 4ndeed succeeded in maintaining proper control over students'

background and personality variables and,teaching variables, the conclusion that

emerges is that there is a clear advantage to heterog neous - activity classes both

for the middle,claSs and-disadvantaged studenls.

Thejunior high school study by Chen, Levy and Adler (19 8) is-the mOst

comprehensive of the studies dealing directly with the results of educational

integration and,is the only one conducteca t the post-elementary level on a large-

scale, comparative baSis. The study encdi d 74 classes in stAte schools and 38

classes in state religious schools in 19 jurS.pr high schools, with control samples,

as similar as possible, of 7th and 8th graders from primary schools and 9th graders

from high school: in a longitudinal stidicOnducted between 1971 and 1973 (pp. 22-28).

A central purpose of the reform in the educational system in Israel - essentially,

the creaticin of junior high schools as a Separate organizational-educational unit for

grades 7 to 9 7 was to increase the contact between thedifferent ethnic groups at

school, in file hope that this would contribute to "reducing the gap between the

children of the nation in tile level of-education and the chances of being integrated

into an advanced society and gconomy" (Knesset, Rimalt Report, 1971, p. 248). This

hope was founded on the beliefthat'contact between the ethnic groups would contribute

to the improvement Of the quality,of the overall schoThstic environmeht for the weakpr

group without harming the stronger group. The junior highs did indeed increase the

ethnic heterogeneity relative to the elementary school: (a) the percentage of

integratiVe classes increased; (b) the percentage of 'students learning in integrative

classes increased; (c) he percentage of variance in achievements within the school

increased; (d) the socio-economic differential between the ethnic groups within the

classes increased. Even so, 12 of the 19 junior high schools in the sample were

defined as homogeneous with respect,to level of achievement (according to two tests

in grade 7 and two in grade 8); in 8 of the 12 the percentage of 5tudents of AA

origin was less than 30 or more than 80. In all, more than 40% of the students
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in junior highs studied in ethnically segregated classes (Chen, Levy and Adler,

1978, pp. 43-47). Moreover (and most important!), the heterogenjzation achiev

at the school level was to a great extent canceled out by the homogenization

the effective learning unit. Nat only was there grouping in all schools, v

from three subjects in grade 7 (1/3 of the time spent in class) to 5 or 6

in grade 9 (2/3 of the time spent in class), but in half of the junior highs,in the

sample, there was homogenization of the home-room classes in addition to grouping

(pp. 47-48).* And the researchers point out: "The achievements of desegregation as

they emerge from the composition of the school are somewhat lessened by the students

being'sorted to homogeneous home-room classes and ability grouping among clsses"

(p. 89). This raises doubts about the validity of the definition of the independent

.variablei or the "treatment': in this study. In any event, there is doubt as to

whether integration in the jkiior high sthool caused a significant change in the

quality of the scholastic environment for those from the weaker ethnic grovp in terms
\,

of the tqcial composition of the effective learning unit. This doubt derives from
,

.
the ethnic composition of the ability groups in mathematics, English and Hebrew -

an overwhelming majority of EA origin in the top level and a high proportion of AA

origin in levels C and D.** Ethnic composition of home-room classes in junior highs

where these were homogenized is not specified, but it can be assumed that here too

there was a similar pattern.

The findings of the,study 5hou1d be evaluated with these reservations n mind.

In a global comparison of scholastic achievements in junior highs with the 8th grade

in elementary school and the 9th grade of high school, a slight and insignificant

advantage was found to being in the 8th grade in primary school, both from comparing
--.

raw means and adjUsted means through a co-variance analysis (with S.E.S. and previous

achievements). A similar pattern was also obtained from comparison within each ethnic

group. Comparison of progress in achievements throughout the follow-up period also

failed to reveal any real difference between the two frameworks, whether in a global

comparison or for the two ethnic groups separately. All that can be said about these

* Some 13% of the students in the junior highs learned in special classes "slow",

"practical", or "special education" classes.

** In the most integrative junior highS (between 41% and 55% of AA origin), 18.2% of

AA origin were in the A group for mathematics, as compared with 45.6% EA origin

(table G-2), When progress from grade 7 to grade 9 was compared at the different

levels of grouping (using co-variance analysis with the initial achievements and

socio-economic background) a clear advantage was found to learning in the higher

ability groups (table C-4). .\,
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,findings ,is that the junior high did not lead to an improvement in scholastic

achievements. This conclusion cannot be extended to integration per_ se, for the

junior high failed to achieve real integration in the effective learning unit.

In anjf eyent, its scholastic effects.were never tested specifically.

An approximation of a specific test of the effect 0-1 integration was obtained

from co-Yariance analysis of 84 grade achievements with S.E.S. variables and 7th,

grade achievements controllethi This analysis revealed'a weak positive but significant

relationShip: between achievements -and the percentage of EA Students in the class.

A similar pattern was found ifin a separate analysis for the AA group (pp. 96-97).

In a step-wiSe regression that explained 64% of the variance of a mean achievement

tests, background variablesiexplained 33%, achievements in 7th grade explained 30%,

while the ethnic composition of the class accounted for only 1% of the variance

,(Chen, Levy and Kfir, 1977i ,p. 112). Once again, it should be remembered that it.is

the ethnic composition of :the home-room class and /not necessarily the composition of

the effective learning un-ilt, Whi-Ch is considered. Attention should also be paid to

the fact that the effect 14.1 class composition is considered after the effect of

(a) background variables, iand (b) achievements in the pr,6ious year, have been taken

into account. These stro g controls may have led to underestimation of the effect

of class composition.
.1

Suminary of the Israeli studies

The,study of ability gr\ouping made by Guttman and his colleagues is yet another

study that failed to isolate\ significant and consistent effect on scholastic

achievements of manipulations with the width,of the ability range. It must be

remembered that such manipulat\ons are made with reference to parts of the curriculum

only, that is - when student coiTosition of :learning groups for the different subjects

is non-identical and without creting clear, "rigid" socio-learning frameworks that

determine kdifferent qualities of the overall learning environment.

The studies of educational i tegration in Israel reveal a positive if weak

correlation between the percentage\of EA students in the class and scholastic

achievements as measured by standavld tests. The trend is more marked in arithmetic

and other subjects that can be rela ed to specific learning situations within the

schools, ar\d l7ss marked in language\and reading comprehension. The correlation is

generally fpund when analyses are made separately for the different ethnic groups,
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with-no clear evidence of.differential sensitivity to integration for either ethnic

grouP, The weak positive correlation between achievements and the ethnic composition

exists even under control of the students' skio-economic background.

The effect of the ethnic composition of the class is clearest in studies conducted

in a quasi-experimental design (Campbell and Stanley, 1963), that is, in studies where

,a clear comparison was made between an "experimental" treatment group, heterogeneous

or mixed, and a homogeneous or segregative control group, even if the allocation of

the subjects to the research groups was not random. This was the case in Klein and

Eshel's study of,planned integration in the Nachalot, and in Arazi and Amir's study

of regional schools in rural areas.

The other six studies reviewed were studies of "natural" integra,tion; five of them

relied on multiple regression to estimate the effect of class composition with the

student's socio-economic ackground held constant. In none of the tests did the

,composition of the class add more than 4% to the explanation of the variance'in

achievements, over and above the 20% to 30% generally explained by background variables;

in most cases the ethnic composition contributed even less, and in some its contribution

approached zero.

The effect of class composition in the studies of "natural" integration appears

strongest when integration was conceptualized in terms of the social composition of

the class, including bolth ethnic composition and socio-economic composition. This was

the case in Litwin's (1971) and Smilanski and Shfatya's (1977) studies. While these

studies controlled toe students personal,background data - father's ethnic origin

and education, and family size - the regression also included class aggregates of

these same variables as attributes of the social composition of the class. Using a

step-wise regressibn in which the variables of class composition are entered as a

second step, it is possible to obtain a minimum estimate of the effect of class

composition,

Other researchers, attempting to estimate the class ethnic-cultural effect, not

only introduced the class composition into the regression after letting personal

background data (both ethnic and socio-economic) contribute all it could, but also

failed to include the socio-economic dimension as a component of the social composition

of the class, satisfying themselves with the c.hnic factor alone. This type-of
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analysis underestimates the effect of class composition. The lowest estimate of the

effect was obtained by Minkovich et al., who used class aggregates of five socio-

economic characteristics in the regression prior to introducing ethnic composition.

We therefore tend to conclude that several of the studies of integration in

Israel (as well as the desegregtion studies,in the United States) suffer from poor

conceptualization of the effect of integration. If integration is seen as a mixture

designed to enrich the quality of the scholastic learning environment for the weaker

group, the effect of the ethnic group as a cyltural factor net of socio-economic

components is less important, since these components determine at least part of the

ethnic differential in learning.Televant resources. From thi,s point of view, the .

overall social and cultural family background of the student and of his classmateS,

are more impoi-tant as factors likely to determine both the level of personal resources

that the student brings.with him to school as well as the quality of the socio-learning

environment within it. The problem of control in integration research should thus

focus on partitioning the effect of the class context from the effect of personal

characteristics, and not on separating between the ethnic-cultural dimension and the

socio-economic dimension.

Another point that arises is the question of the interaction between the level

of personal resources and the level of the learning environment in affecting achievements

which has received aluost no specific attention, In other words, the possibility of

differentialsensitivity to the effect of integration among students of diffe'rent

levels of personal resources has never been properly tested.

It is unfortunate that the study of junior highs which was supposedto be devoted

specifically to the study of the effects of integration, in fact furnishes very little

information about its outcome with regard to scholastic achievements, partly because

of the problem of conceptualization discussed above, and partly because of the latk

of control of the treatment variable at the level of the effective learning unit.

2.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

,In,addition to summarizing surveys of the studies made before the 1960's, 27 studies

made in four countries were surveyed, These studies constitute only a sample of the

vast research efforts implemented in the 1960's and the 1970's.. In selecting the

studies tO be included in the review, a number of considerations were taken into

account. First, included were only studies,dealing with "normal" student populations,
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and omitted those dealing exclusively with gifted or extremely weak students. Second,

an attempt was made to present a range of research emphases and designs. Third, only

studies which were considered to be sophisticated and methodologically sound were

selected. Lastly, an attemptwas made to include the majority of the studies whose

research population was an entire educational system.

The studies surveyed fall into four groups from the point of view of the "treatment"

or independent variable:

* studies of groibing in primary schools (United States and Israel);

* studies of tracking or ",streaming" in elementary schools and hunior high

schools (England and'Sweden);

* studies of.curriculum tracking in high schools (United States);

* studies of ethnic integration in elementary schools and junior high schools

(Israel, and references to surveys of the desegregation research in the U.S.).

The.groups may be ranked on a scale of degree and flexibility of homogeniiation,

according to three criteria:*

1. The proportion of the curriculum separated according to levels of scholastic

ability relative to the proportion taught in heterogeneous frameworks. A special, if

common, case of this dimension would be the proportion of the curriculum taught in

homogeneous groups as against the proportion taught in heterogeneous home-room classes.

2. The degree of overlapping between differentiation of the 'curriculum by ability

levels and its 'differentiation on the basis of curricular content, i.e. the degree of

overlapping between vertical separation of learning and horizontal separation. The

practical implicati7 of this distinction lies in the differentiation of the learning

tracks not only with qespect to the levd1 of what is taught and,the pace of learning,

but also in the content of learning afld its objectives.

3. The degree to which students' learning of different subjects is dispersed

over different levels and the possibility of mobility, especially upward mobility,

.from level to level. A related aspect is the degree to which the student changes

learning groups in different parts of the curriculum, which is also the degree of

overlap between his different socio-learning environments.

Homogenization is .naidered weak and flexible where (a) the proportion of the

* Some of these dimensions, in a different analytical framework, were proposed by

Sorensen (1970).
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separated curriculum is small; (b) differentiation by ability level is not accompanied

by differentiation in terms Of content or objectives; (c) there is A high rate of

mobility between levels and a considerable propor'tion of students are learning

sifferent subjects in different ability groups. Such a configuration is likely to

blur the definition of the student's status and make it less consistent, thus reducing

the sociOlpsychological.saTience of the distinction between "high" and "low" categories.

A configuration of this type will also reduce the enclosure of the student!s*socio-

learning interaction in exclusive frameworks with regard to their quality as learning

environments.

On the other hand, homogenization is considered "stroing" and rigid when (a) a great-

proportion of the curriculum is separated by ability levels; (b) the differentiation

by Oility is accompania-by differentiation of contents and objectives; (c) there is

a Tow rate of mobility between leveTs and a high proportion of students learn the

majority of the differentiated subjects in the same level or in the same learning

group. Such a configuration will crystalize the pupils' learning status and will

enhance the socio-psychological saliency of the separation according to "highs" and

"lows". It will also cause a high rate of enclosure of the socio-learning interaction

in exclusive frameworks'in term of the quality as learning environments,

According the this, distinction, grouping within the American elementary school'

as well as in Israel, may be seen as tending towards the weaker, more flexible type

of homogenization. The curriculum tracking in American high school as well as the

tracking or "streaming" in the elementary and secondary schools of both Britain and

Sh,den, tend to this stronger, more rigid end of the spectrum. The reality of ethnic

segregation alsO tends clearly toward strong homogenization, at least with regard

to the first and third of the dimensions mentioned above.

A general look at the studies of weak homogenization leads to the conclusion that

"reducing or increasing the-range of scholastic ability in the class, has a very weak

correlation with scholastic achievements measured by standard tests in grades 5 to 8.

This is evidenced bjt the fact that the variance is generally larger both between

classes and between schools than between treatments, by conflicting results in

different studies,.and by the lack of a consistent pattern in different tests within

the same study, and particularly - by the large number of non-significant differences.

This conclusion is supported also by those few studies that tested the effect of

combining a reduction in the range and adaptation of the.syllabus.
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This conclusion is generally also substantiated by analysis according to ability

level, but there is indication of a weak tendency to advantage to grouping for those

of high ability, particularly in mathematics and science, and of aslight advantage

to hetei.ogeneous frameworks for those of lower'ability over a wider range of subjects.

It should be noted that these tendencies emerged with virtually no control of socio-

econpmic background.

The conclusion that reducing the ability range has no consistent, significant

effect on scholastic achievements fits the results of research performed up to the

end of the 1960's. However, while the sumMaries of the earlier studies were based on

research that is not always methodologically sound and whose small scale raises doubts

about the possibility of generaliZation, the conclusions of the more recent research

are based on generally reliable studiet, some of which of a very-large-scale.

The studies of streaming in elementary and junior high, schools in England, and

the studies Of tracking which accompanied the creation of comprehensive schools in

Sweden, dealt with homogeneous segregation which was generally a lot stronger,

particularly in England, than the grouping practices in the United States and in

Israel. They also succeeded in maintaining more control over the socio-economic

-background, and in
Barker-Lunes419201_tharaugh_stu4ys.over the teacher's educational

approach as well. But even these studies did not really provide decisive evidence

of the effect of homogeneous segregation on schoiastic achievements, at any, rate,

not in aggregative comparison. However, they do offer clearer evidence of interaction

between the treatment and the level of scholastic ability.

The English research shows a wider distribution of scholastic achievements around

the mean in homogenized groups. This is substituted by the findings of an international

research on achievements in mathematics conducted by the IEA (Husen, 1967,

pp. 106-191).* This study hints at an improvement of achievements in higher tracks

and a reduction in lower tracks in comparison with the achievements of students of

similar ability in heterogeneous classes, presumably because of the qualitative ranking

of learning environments associated with tracking. The researchers did not test this

important point,specifically, but from a secondary analysis of Barker-Lunn's and

* The Dual Progress Plan studies conducted in the United States also showed that the

introduction of grouping alongside heterogeneous home-room classes in the elementary ,

school did not affect mean achievement but increased the variance because it proved

advantageous for the more talented and detrimental for the weaker students (Heathers,

1967, pp. 185-186).

0.4
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Newbold's findings it would seem that the increase in the variance is affected more

by:the negative effect on those of lower ability (that is, the lower track) than by

thepositive effect on those in the upper ability group.

Conceptualization of the treatment as a ranking of the qualities of the learning

environment is clearer in the Swedish studies by Svensson and Sjostrand, who draw a

comparison, albeit indirectly, between "enriched" homogeneous classes, heterogeneous

classes,, and "impoverished" homogeneous classes. The findings also indicate a ranking

of scholastic outcomes: "select plus" >heterogeneous >"select minus". On the basis

of these findings - although in both studies with weak effects - it seems reasonable

to assume tliat an enriched environment, that is - "select plus" for those of high

learning ability and heterogeneous for those of lesser ability - has the potential

for exerting a positive effect on achievements while an environment of reduced quality

- heterogeneous of those of higher ability and "select minus" for those of lower

ability - may have a negative effect:

The effect,of homogeneous segregation - again weak effect - is shown most clearly

in the.studies of curriculum tacking in American high schools, the strongest

homogenization situation with respect to the three dimensions defined above. These

studies indicate a clear correlation between academic track (c011ege preparatory,.

"general" or vocational) and scholastic achievements, particularly in mathematics;

and more than anything else, with plans for higher education and the degree to which

they are realized. This finding was indeed obtained with strict and sophisticated

control over socio-economic background and the student's academic achievements prior

to tracking, but without comparison with a non-tracking system. Thus, it is hard to

attribute dausal meaning to the relationship, because of the possibility of motivational

pre-selection. An.intdresting point anising from these studies is that the correlation1

between track and scholastic achievement is mediated - even if only partially - by the

social composition.of the learning group. This strengthens the explanation that

tracking creates different socialization environments within the'school.

The studies on educational integration (or desegregation) also assess the effect

in terms of the difference between achievement in homogeneous and heterogeneous

frameworks. Indeed, studies of grouping, streaming, and tracking deal with homogeneity/

heterogeneity of learning ability, while studies of integration deal with ethnic or

racial homogeneity/heterogeneTty; but the high coefficient between ethnic or racial

Agin and learning ability gives th-e-tWO grouPs of studies a common denominator and
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lets the independent variable of both be seen as a manipulation in the quality of the

scholastic environment as determined by the socio-intellective composition of the

learning group. in both cases one is concerned with the effect of segregation versus

mixing between "weak" and "strong", "low" and "high" with respect to learning relevant

resources and scholastic achievements; both cases focus on tpe effect of "the enrichment

(or impoveri,shment) of the sCholastic environment on the high ability or strong students

on the one hand, and on the low ability or weak students on the other.

The studies of educational integration in Israel show a positive, but weak,

correlation between the quality of the learning environment (as expressed in the

percentage of western origin children in the class relative to the,yercentage of

oriental origin children) and achievemehts in the elementary school, particularly in

mathematics. The effect of the composition is much clearer in studies coriducted in'

An experimental type design comparing heterogeneous groups with homogeneous ones. One

of these, the Klein and Esehl's Nachalot study (1980), also indicates differential

sensitivity: the effect of integration is more marked on the weaker students than on

the stronger students - that is, enriching the learning environment has a stronger

effect on the weaker student than reducing its quality has on the stronger students.

There is no Confirmation of this finding in other studies.

Most of the studies in this group deal with "natural" integration and use multiple

regression to assess the effect of integration while controlling for scholastic and

socio-economic data. The analysis of the data, represents two methodological approaches.

One, that was used by Levy wnd Chen (1976) and by Minkovich, Davies and Bashi (1977),

concentrates on the attemA to estimate the net addition to the explained variance

contributed by ethnic composition, after personal scholastic and socio-economic data

and even socio-economic composition had explained their part. Because of the high

collinearity between S.E.S. and ethnic composition, this approach to the analysis

leayes a very little range of variance to be explained by the ethnic composition.

Thus, the researchers conclude (in our opinion - erroneously) that ethnic integration.

has no effect on scholastic achievement, while all that can be said is that the net

ethnic (cultural?) element has no effect beyond that of the socio-economic effect.

Thesecond approach was applied by Litwin (1971) and by Smilanski and Shfatya

(1977). This approach distinguishes between personal variable (ethnic origin and

S.E.S.) and compositional variables (ethnic and socio-economic composition) and tries

to assess the effect of both, intercorrelated, compositional dimensions while controlling
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for the personal variables. The effects are presented not only in terms of addition

to the explainedvariance, but also in terms of regression coefficientiWhich express

part of the indirect effect of composition in addition to its direct effect. This

approach reveals the effect of integration more clearly, wiih the ethnic and/or

socjal composition of the class appearing as a significant predictor of scholastic

achievements, albeit a much weaker predictor than personal background variables.

In any case, the studies on integration in Israel lead io the conclusion that the

quality.of the socio-leaning environment has some positive effect on the achievements

of both groups, although at this stage the specific gain and loss balance for each

Aroup is not known.

From a general overview of the.studies surveyed, it is clear that th'e treatment

with which we are dealing does.not have a massive effect, either negative or positive,

on scholastic achievements as measured by standard tests: in all events,.its effect

is weaker than that of home background and cognitive pre7treatment variables. In

this respect, our independent variable is no different from a broad range of other

variables associated with the school environment which were found to be weak predictors

of the variance of scholastic achievements relative to variables of the home environment

and individual variables.L.(Lavin, 1965; Coleman et 1966; Mayeske et 1969;

Hauser, 1971; Litwin, 1971; Jencks et al., 1972; McDill and Rigsby, 1973; Jencks and

Brown, 19'5; Coleman, 1975; Hauser, Sewell and Allhin, 1976; Minkovich, Davies and

Bashi, 1977; Chen, Levy and-Adler, 1978).*

However, there is also clear indication of a significant effect whose strength is

connected with the intensity of the treatment. The effect approaches zero when the

treatment is limited to narrowing the range of scholastic ability or extending it in

different learning groups for parts of the curriculum. The effect becomes clearer

when the proportion of the curriculum.for which segregation is practices is increased,

differentiation by level and differentia6on'with respect to content and objectives

overlap, and instruction increasingiy occurs in an exclusive social structure with

a clear rank and of defined quality as a socio-learning environment.. -

If the quality of the socio-learning environment of the class affects achievements,

homogenization or mixing cannot possibly have the same effect, either good or bad, for

* The claim about the weakness of the school effect is basedon the assessment of the

effect at school level. testing at the class level generally indicates that the
scholastic environment has a greater influence (see, for example, Madaus, Kellaghan,

Rakow and King, 1969).
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all the students in the group. In any given groupx homogeneous segregation must

result in the enrichment of the learning environment for the members of the group

of higher ability and a reduction in its quality for those of lesser ability.
I 1

Integration, on the,other hand, enriches the environment of the weaker members while

impoverishing that of the stronger members. In any event, some students benefit

from these manipulations while others lose from them. And indted, global comparison
,

of a tracked grodp versus.a group in which no segregation has taken plade, or of an
..

integrated group ve;-sus a segregated groupfrequently shows no differende, since

the advantage for those of higher ability is likely to be canceled out by the

disadvantage for those of lowen ability, and vice versa.

A question.of research and of policy of prime importance is whether the quality_

of ,the learning environment has a symmetric effect on the achievements of those of

higher ability and those of lower ability: whether the two groups benefit to the

saae extent from the enrichment of their scholastic environment and from the reduction

in its quality, or whether they exhibit differential sensitivity to the effects of the

environment. The studies reviewed herd do not provide a clear and unequivocal answer

ontthis"point, for this was not generally:Elle focus of their interest. The studies

of grouping in the United States and the studies of streaming in England indicate,

as a tendency, that the advantage from enriching the's,pholastiCen-vironment for those

of lower ability as-a result of heterogenization, is greater than the disadvantages

for those of higher ability resulting from impoverishing its quality. In other words,

those who are weak in sdlolastic resources te,1 to be more sensitive to the quality

of the.scholastic environment than those whos1e endowment of scholastic resources is
/

/

greater. However, there is no confirmation of this in the Swedish research, and the

studies of curriculum tracking and educational integration shed very littlelight on

this issue. This is undoubtedly one of the important gaps in our knowledge which

must be closed by research.
_

As a general (non-specific) conclusion so far, we can sketch the following

paradigm as a research framework for assessing the full -range of scholastic_ and sociali
_

outcomes of homogeneous separation and educational mixing:

1, -The independent variable or the "treatment" (homogeneity/heterogeneity) should

be conceptualized as the quality (level) of the socio-learning environment resulting

from segregating students with different levels of learning-relevant per'sonal resOurces,

scholastic ability and primarily motivation, into homogeepus classes of "high" and
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"l w" ability or integrating them in heterogeneous classes.*

2. The intensity of the treatment should be regarded as predeteinmined primarily

by the degree of overlap between curriculum segregation by levels (vertical segregation)

and differentiation by content and educatioual objectives (horizontal segregation) and

\--- by tt;e degree of overlap between the different groups within the school in which the

student's studies and social activities take place, and the degree of social and

instititional separation'between them.

3. Homogeneous segregation should,be seen as enriching the socio-learning

\ environment for those rich in pesonal.resources in a given aggregate of students,

, \those who would generally fall into the "high" homogeneous framework, and reducing its

\quality for those low in resources who. would 'generally fall into "low" frameworks.

At the same.time, integration enriches the -environment for those low on resources, who

denerally come from "low" homogeneous frameworks, and reduces its quality.for those

who are rich in resources, who generally come from "high" homogeneous frameworks.

4. The effect ofthe treatment must be aSsessed in.terms of the effect of the

transition from a poor environment to a rich one (or vice versa) for those low in ,

perSonal resources on the one hand, And those rich in resources on the other. That

is,\the focus should be on the possible interaction between the quality of the

scholastic environment and the level of personal resour,es in their effect on

eductional outputs, on the assumption that those with different levels of personal

resources may react differently to influences of the quality ofothe environment.

f

* A resource, as used here, is a prOperty or a mean_that helps the individual to
function and achieve objectives in the social sysfem (-Eisenstadt, 1971, Coleman,

1971). Specifically, we,refer here primarily to scholastic ability and secondly,

to scholastic motivation as the most important personal resources mediating
scholastic and'educational echievements.,'
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CHOTEB 3: THEOREAT1CAL CONSIDEBATIONS AND HYPOTHESE5

The previous chapter attempted to draw conceptual and aethodologial conclusions

from empirical research carried out to date. The primarily applied research was

undertaken in response to questions of educational policy; hypotheses, when

formulated, were derived more from educational reality, teachers' attitudes,

philosophical assumptions, and political views and less from theoretical conside-

rations; the findings were hardly given theoretical interpretation at all. The

lack of theoretical support is conspicuous in the inconclusiveness of the findings,

and there are researchers who blame the absence of a theoretical framework for the

failure of the homogenization research to,provide clear-cut conclusions (lialhoff,

1971; Richer, 1976).

In this chapter we shall discuss educational separation and mixing on the

theoretical level with the intention,of supporting the analytical paradigm proposed

as a general conclusion of the research survey and of reaching operational hypotheses.

The main part of the zhapter will be devoted to defining dilvensions of the quality

of the socio-learning environment, and analyzing_theix_effect on educational
,

outputs.

3.1 DIMENSIONS OF SLE

The concept of "socio-learning environment" (SLE) is the key concept in Vie

proposed analytical paradigm. SiX'dimensions are distinguished in the quality of

SLE; these dimensions can be viewed as procetses mediating educational outputs,

especially scholastic achievements:

(I) the dimension of didactic fit;

'(2) the-quality of scholastic interaction;

(3) the normative dimension;

(4) the comparative dimension ("internal" and "external" comparison);

(5) the symbolic message; and

(6) the future pay-off of-learning.

0

The six dimensions do not represent the entirety of factors that might
_

determine,the quality of the learning environments. Such dimensions as school's

81 /
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level of physical resources, administration and supervision patterns, the "openess"/

"clloseness" in classroom management, teacher's personality,,and didactic techhiques,

are not included in the list which comprises only those dimensions that are likely

to be affected by the manipUlation of the student-body composition in terms of

personal learning resodrces and degree of heterogenization or homogenization, and

on the assumption that these manipulations induce changes in the curriculum.

The knowledge- accumulated in the research on the school effect in general,

and on manipulations of student-Ipody composition in particular is still, in St.
,

John's words'(1975), in a state of "findings in search after theory".* Under such

circumstances, itis impossible even to derive a systemic pattern of the processes'

mediating educational outputs, let alone evaluate their relative importance, All

that can be done is to Ofine possible dimensions of these procetses and to view

them as an eclectrc system of hypotheses, whose validity still Tquires invgstigation

ind proof. Therefore, although the following discussion will 6e mostly theoretical,

we shall attempt to base it as much as possible.on empirical findings.

The dimensions are arranged along two sequences: one of decreasing specificity

of immediatejearning situations in actual learning groups, and another of intreasing

relevance of socially significant factors which encompass the class. The degree

of didactic fit'and the quality of scholastic interaction are direct components4
of the quality of classroom learning; the normative and comparative dimensions

express the motivational value of the as a system of interpersonal relations

determing standards and perceptions of achievement or lack of achievement; the
\\

"external': aspect of the comparative dimensiOn together with the symboljc message

.

and learning pay-off dimensions add the motivational value which is reflected by
-,...

the actual class contexts as a mirror of the present and future status of the

, student in the wider social system.. \
\

" \

3.1.1 The Degree of Didactic Fit

This dismensions deals mainly with the system of teechertstudent relations, and

expresses the degree of suitability o(the curriculum, teachi4 methods and pace

of learning to students' differential learning capabilitieslIts delineation is

based on two asSumptions. The first is that separation creates more homogeneous

groups in termg-of learning capabilities and characteristics tha the orig:nal

* For 0 sociological approach to the study of_the school effect on sch astic
'behavior and achievement, see for example, Boocock (1972;1978), Spady 73),

Richer (1975), Hauser, Sewell and Alvin (19.76),.Hurn (1978).
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groups, while mixing creates more heterogeneous groups. Most homogenization

studies surveyed provide this assumption empirical support. The second assumption

- is that in every class the focus of instruction is influenced by the level and

glistribution of the class scholastic ability. Lundgreh ,(1974, pp. 200-213)

proposed the concept of "steering group", which is used by the teacher as the

criterfon for proceeding from one learning assignment to the next.* This dimension

is the principal didactic claim advocating separation against mixing.

possible effect of separatiod into two learning levels on the didactic fit

to the various ability groups in a heterogeneous aggregate, is presented schematically

in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Relocation of Instructional Foci from Heterogeneous

Situation to Homogeneous Situation

Separated (homdgenedus) Situatioh
1

top,quarter---

second

cut-off
point

third

instructional focus

lowest quarter

Mixed (heterogeneOus) Situation

top quarter

second

third

lowest quarter

4Einstructional focus

It can be seen that in a given range of personal resources, separation, by

.creating two instructional foci is likely to double the percentage of students for

whom the instruction suits their ability, both in high-level clases (the top and

second quarters of the scholastic-ability distrtbution) and in the low-level classes

(the third,and lowest quarters). This change however is experienced more by the

extreme quarters (top and lowest) and less by the middle quarters (second and third).

Thus, separation is likely to increase achievements both in high and low level

classes, especially of students in the highest and lowest quarters of the personal

learning resources distribution.

* According to Lundgren, this group is generally the group of students included

in the 10-25 percentile of the range distribution of scholastic ability in the

class.
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3.1.2 Quality of Scholastic Interaction
!

i
.

Homogenization should'be seen as enriching t e intellective and social
t

1

composition of the learning §roUp for those with high,personal learning resources,
,

who would lenerally fall into high homogeheous clastes, and as impoverishing.for
\ _ -

those Iow-resourced, who would generally 'study in lolcr homogeneous classes; mixing_

)means enrichmpt of the composition for the low-respucced and impoverishment for

the "highs", It is reasonable to
I

assume that enrichme\ nt and impoverishment of
,

the composition would affect the information pool ul tie class, the level of

intellective stimulation, and the quality of scholastkinteraction betweem students

and teachers, and among students thepseives.
\

1

Homogenization is genefally connected to curriculuii,differentiation as. well;

following Young (1973), stratification of students is connected with the stratifi-
. N

cation of curriculum, The "highs" are separated from the\"lows" not only to fit

instructional pae and didactic techniques, but also to fit the instructional

contents in termS of the structure of knowledge and intellective operations required
\

to activate them (Bloom et al., 1956; Gagne, 1968;1970),* ,This is true of groupings

and "streams" in'the primary,school, as well as of tracks in the secondary school.
,

The higher frameworks usually offer more academic curricula', made-up of more abstract
1and complex bodies of knowledge, with,a higher level of generalization; in the lower

frameworks, the curriculum is more "practical", "basic" or "general", and consists
,

of simpler and more concrete bodies of knowledge, on a lower level of generalization.
J

If one agrees that cognitive abilities can be developed, and that this develop-

ment depends not only on methods and techniques but also on oping with bodies of

knowledge, one must agree that the,students assigned tn the iiiigher tracks are given

better opportunities to'develop their intellective abilitiesiand learn intellective

operations than ttudents assigned to the lower tracks, Therefore, in comparison

with a heterogeneous framework; the quality of the curriculimi is an additional

influence to the quality of the intellective-social composition in enriching

scholastic interaction in high-level homogeneous classes and 'impoverishing it in

low-level homogeneous classes.
'

Klein and Ethel (1977) emphasize the importance of imita ion models for weak

students not only as normative role models, but principally aS models for learning

* In comparison with the heterogeneous classes, the,curriculuni is enriched in high-
homogeneous classes and impoverished in the low-homogeneous classes.

t
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,cognitive strategies. They stress that learning of cognitive strategies. is related

;to opportunities to experiment with,them under a variety of conditions in a variety

of situations- -In their opinion, a heterogeneous class has the "potential advantage
_

expressed in the quantity and variety of the interpersonal, social and academic

experiehces which are at the pupil's disOosal for problem sOlving" (p. 21). They

also believe that the poverty of scholastic interadtion among students, makes the

low-level homogeneous class heavily dependent on the teacher's.instructional input;

yet, in such a class this input might decline because "the nature of the mutual

contacts in the class offers the teacher very little enforcements in return for

his efforts" (p. 20).

Keeping homogeneous classes does not necessarily influence instructional

quality in terms of teachers' abilities, their motivation or efforts. However,

there is an established finding that low-level teachers are associated with "low"

classes (Coleman et al., 1966, ch. 2.3; Spady, 1973; Minkovitz, Davis & Bashi, 1977,

; Chen, Levy and Adler, 1978, ch. 5). Also, research indicates that teachers

prefer to teach high rather than low tracks and they are more satisfied working

with the former (Jackson, 1964, ch. 3; Israeli Minisitv of Education and Culture,

1965; Hargreaves, 1967, ch. 5; NEA, 1968, p. 15; Rosenbaum, 1976, ch. 3): Hargreaves

and Rosenbaum note that less talented teachers are allocated to the lower tracks.

Rosenbaum emphasizes that teachers report less investment in their workin non-

academic than in academic tracks.

We should recall here Rosenbaum's (1975) interpretation of the decreased

intelligence level and the reduction of its variance which he found in 1,mot homogeneous

tradks as compared to the increased intelligence level and its variance in high

tracks as an indication of the fiormation of two socialization environments: the

wealth of intellective stimulation in the "high" tracks leads to the differentiation

and improvement of the mental development, while the poverty of stimulation in the

"low" tracks creates homogenization and deceleration of development,(see paragraph'

2 6 above).

3.1.3 The Normative Dimension

This dimeniion of the SLE quality, as well as the comparaiive dimension which

will be discussed below, are delineated using cOncepts taken from the reference

groups theory. A reference group is defined as a group to which the 41dividual
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belongs or aspires to belong and which influences the individual's norms, (attitudes,

values and performance (Merton and Keat, 1950, pp. 50-51):* Kelley (1952)

distinguished between the normative and comparative function of reference groups:

the group as determining behavioral norms and influencing their realization, and

the group, the same or another, as the individual's yardstick for self-r.evaluation

%on a significant status,scale.

'It seemS that Kelley's concept of normative influence can be extended and

viewed as an array, of contextual factors arising in, or created by a group, and

acting on the individual as environmental influences which elicit behavior that

fits the orientations and perspectives of that group (see Shibutani, 1955)., For

learning behavior and scholastic achievement, these factors are likely to be the

peer-group culture embodied in the group and the educational climate developed

within it, as well as the behavioral models it provides, and the networks of

interpersonal relations dithin it which help to link functional norms and role-

models with individual behavior.**

Educational experience shows that there ig.a degree of,conflict between the

aims of the school (particularly ,the secondary school) as a formal framework

for socialization and the behavioral tendencies and norms of students. The

school demands instrumental behavior involving future orientation, delay of

immediate gratification and the buftlen of institutional disCipline; the youth

tend toward expressive behavior, immediate gratification, equality in the

distribution of power between themselves and the teachers, "consumption" as

* The concept of reference group was coined by Hyman (1942) in his work oh

subjective socio-economic status For discussions of the theory and research
of reference groups, see Eisenstadt (1954), Merton (1957, ch. 8.9), Sheriff

and Sheriff (1964), Pettigrew (1976), Schmitt (1972)

**For a different devdopment of Kelley's distinction, see Kemper (1968).
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opposed to "investment" (Shipman, 1975, ch. 5)* The secondary school student is

therefore likely to face an inner conflict rooted in the need to choose between the

role of "student", expressing the stated aims of the school, and the role Of

"teenager", expressing the values of the culture of that age (Sugarman, 1967).

It c'an be ivasonably assumed that the choite and behavioral balance between the

two functional models would be affected by the quality of the school climate and

the degree of the student's involvement in the youth culture.

Coleman (1960), and before him Gordon C1957), pointed out the strong 0

association between the value climate of adolescent society in the American

secondary school and the youth culture as a dittinct sut.-alture, noted for its

non-intellectual emphasis and for its influence on scholastic behavior. He also

pointed out the existence of significant differences among-normative climates in

various schools in terms of support of scholastic goals of the institution and

showed that educational level and full realization of educational ability in the

school respond to this variation through mediaiion of the status'system of the

students'-society.

Sugarman (1966, 1967) and Polk and Pink (1972)" found that the predispositions

to involvement in youth culture - the tendency to prefer the role of "teenager"

to,that of "student" - are aSsociated with students' family background and scholastic

career. A circular pattern was indicated: students'from a non-intellectual back-

ground who do not succeed in their studies tend toward involvement in youth culture

* Two explanations have been suggested for this conflict. The narrower was given

by W. Waller (1965(19321) based on the concept of "school culture" and the asymetri-

cal distribution of power between teachers who try to keap up scholastic effort

by using their authority, and students who, although poweAeSs as individuals,

try to withstand teacherS' pressures and their monopoly ovel re,..!rds distribution

through coalition and joint activities in the informal system that emphasize

expressiveness rather than goal orientation. The wieer explanation, which is

also more controversial, sees the conflict as,a reflection of a more comprehensive

conaict between the adolescent and adult society. This explanation is anchored

in the concept of'"youth,cu ture" as a distinct sub-culture which results from

interweaving, biological prEssures cf adolescence and the pressures for social

independence 4nd equality with the moratorial nature of extended youth in the

5ocial context of prosperity and rapid change. This situation nurses existential-

expressive orientations, which resist future and goal orientations. In a reality

of functional anomy high values are associated with ascriptive attributes which

serve as an immediate trade-off in the market of interpersonal relationships

(Parsons, 1942, 1962; Eisenstadt, 1958; Coleman, 1961). Reservations over the

distinction and degree of contradiction between yolith-culture and the central

culture can be found in 1urner.(194) and Hargreaves (1972, ch. 10).

N
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and alienation from the school:and its scholastic goals. This in turn, reduces

their scholastic achievements. Therefare,'homogeni,:ation according to learning

ability,.Which often reflects past cchnlastic success, may lead to an over-

concentration af those tending toward the "student" role in "high" classes ankl

of those tending toward the "teenage" role in the "low" classes. Accordingly,

homogenization helps create different educational climates.

While Coleman focused on one dimension of the school climate'- the importance

of scholastic excellence in the inner status system of the students - McDill and

his colleagues develOped the concept of the socio-educational climate of the

school, and distinguished a nuMber of specific dimensions of social influence

activated by both students and teachers, in the direction of scholastic excellence

and intellectual curiosity (McDill, Meyers and Rigsby, 1967; McDill, Rigsby and

Meyers, 1969; McDill and Rigsby, 1973). Significant correlations were found

5etween these dimensions and scholastic achievements (mathematics) and college
-

plans, also after controlling for the socio-economicsomposition of the school and

three personal factors - socio-econ^-ic background, intellectual orientation and

scholastic ability of the.students (McDill and Rigsby, 1973, Tables 111-6, III-7).*

In addition to the normative climate of educational frameworks (the school,

the class) as an explaining variable of stcholastic behavior, and particularly of

expectations of higher studies and success in them, a complementary variable haS'

been offered in the processes of interpersonal influence that takes place in the

interaction with friends (Haller and Butterworth, 1960; Herriatt, 1963; Alexander

and Campbell, 1964; Duncan, Haller and Fortes, 1968;'Sewel1, Haller and Ohlendorf,

1970;, Kandel and Lesser, 1970; Bein and Anderson, 1974; Hauser, Sewell And Alwin,

1976; Spenser, 1976; Pico and Carter, 1976).** The normative effect of_the_

students peer'§-= their "iignificant others" - tends to be more efficient than

the influence of the school or even of the class; at any rate, it is likely to

mediate the influence of the wider framework (Marlowe and Gergen, 1969), The

* It should be noted tha:t in a similar research at the college level (Astin, 1968),
the effect of institutional selectivity and its scholastic quality, including
scholastic competitiveness,mithin it, disappeared, after the personal input

variables were controlled for..
.^

** Caution is required in deriving conclusions about scholastic behavior and scho-
lastic achieveffients, from the findings about educational expectations. McDill

and Coleman (1963) found that the aspirations for college studies that were seen

as the realization of the status of an independent adult, occurred side-by-side
with negative orientation towards.scholastic achievements in the high school which

were conceived as symbolizing inferior status of the adolescent.

t
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,chances araalso great that close friends will be preferred as models for iden-

tification and imitation. Again, it must be emphasized that, at least in the

United States, the findings repeatedly indicate the increasing importance in

,adoleScence of friends in comparison with adult agents of socialization (McDill,'

1965). For instance, the influence of friends came out stronger than the influence

of teachers and parents in studies on educational expectations which included the

three classic "significant others" - teachers, parents and friends - in a composite

model of the high school effect (Alexander and Eckland, 1975; Yuchtman (Yaar) and

Samuel, 1975; Picou_and Carter, 1976; Alvin and Otto,.1977). Hauser, Sewelf and

Alvin (1976) showed that friends' influence is at least stronger than the infltence

of teachers. It is especially interesting that the distinction between the definer

and model aspects of friends' influence shows that the modelling influence of

friends is stronger than encouragement from teachers and even parents (Picou and

Carter, 1976).

Campbell and Alexander (1965).suggested a "two-step" model of influence: a

structural effect of ihe collective value system, which determines boundaries of

and predispositions to group behavior, and the effect of interpersonal influence

occurring in the individual's immediate environment which determines his specifff

behavior.* McDill and Rigsby proved, indeed, that the normative-climatic effect

also persists when controlling forpeer-group factors that are likely to play a part

in
1

the processes of interpersonal influence on scholastic behavior (Tables 1-IV,

2-IV),'and showed that apart from tbe.direct interpersonal communication of norms

* Campbell and Alexander found students' educational expectations to be more strongly
related to the status of close friends than to the status of the school. They

concluded that while peer group influence explains the individual's scholastic
orientation, the normatiye context has no infljence beyond interpersonal influences.
This conclusion should be regarded with caution, since there is ample evidence
of quite weak relationships between the socio-economic composition of the school
and educational expectations when personal resources are controlled (Sewell and
Armer, 1966; Hauser, 1971, ch. 7; Nelson, 1972; McDill and Rigsby, 1973, p. 74;
Hauser, Sewell and Alvin, 1976). Socio-economic status of the school population,

does not necessarily ,express its educational climate. Indeed, in a study that

used a direct measure of educational cligete, and controlled for both personal
resources and interpersonal influence, the climatic effect on educational outcomes

was found to persist (McDill,and Rigsby, 1973, p. 104). Both conceptually and

empirically it is difficult to make a clear-cut distinction between the structural-
climatic effect and the interpersonal influence in the peer group (as presented,
for instance, by Spady, 1973). Bath may be seen as contextual effects of normative
ipfluence: in the first, of the wider framework; in the second, of close friends.
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and values, there exist forces in the wider, non-personal, culture of the school

which influence students' behavior (p. 105). However, peer-group influence,

especially their scholastic.achievement, appeared as an independent and significant

effect, greater than the effect of the climate and only little weaker than the

effect of scholastic ability',

An intermediate level of the actual study framework, namely the class, exists

between the level of the school and the level of the peer-group. the desegregatidn

research in the U.S. showed that the effect of SLE is more significant at the class

level than,at the school level (UCCR, 1967; McPortland, 1969; Cohen, Pettigrew and

Riley, 1972); this was alsb shown in a recent study done in Ireland (Madaus,

Kellaghan, Rakowanq andKing, 1979) The existence of a homogeneous normative

climate_is more likely at the class rather than at the school level because of the
, -

more homogeneous social composition and more uniform curriculum. A more uniform+

normative climate, along with greater social cohesiveness, are likely to intensify

normative, influences and pressures towards conformity (KreCh, Crutchfield and

Ballachey, 1962, pp, 512 ff). It is therefore reasonable to assume that the

effect oi the class climate is stronger than that of the school and that the effect

of the climate in homogeneous classes, together with the curricular differentiation

generally accompanying homogenization, is stronger than the effect of the climate

in heterogeneous classes..

The class framework also determines the constraints on peer associations. The

likelihood Of developing friendship ties is influenced not only by the degree of

similarity between the associates, but also by.the propinquity between them

(Hargreaves, 1972, pp. 268 ff). The creation of homogeneous learnirig frameworks

necessarily increases the.interaction withIn categories of scholastic ability and

reduces it between them. Thus, Barker-Lunn (1970, Tabile 10.1) found that in

elementary schools in Eng1and, the rate of choosing friends within the same category

of scholastic ability was higher in streamed than in non-streamed schools, Kandel

and Lesser (1970) found that study track in secondary school, both, in Denmark and

in the United States, was a better predictor of the ,student'i peer-group than his

personal traits. Alexander and McDill (1976) also found that secondary school

tracks determine to a great extent the peer-group quality, in terms of socio-
,

economic background, intellective level and educational expectations (see chapter

2,6 above),
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'It is therefore reasonable to assume that homogenization, as compared with

heterogenization or mixing, would enrich, the ndrmative-learning climate in the

"high" classes and would impoverish it in the "low"' classes; by the same token,

scholastic norms and achievement criteria would rise in "high" classes and decline

in "low" classes. The supply and attractiveness of the "good student" role model

would increase in the "high" classes and would, to a greater extent, decrease, or

even disappear, in the "low" ones. Similarly, the supply and attractiveness of

youth culture models would decrease in "high" classes, and increase in "low" ones.

The chances.of the good students to socially associate with.other good students

and of the weak students to associate with weak students would also increase.

Hargreaves (1967), who studied the "new modern" English.high school, found

this.pattern, although without comparing it with the system of,heterogeneous classes.

He found a clear-cut cultural differentiation between the "high" streams that

excelled in adopting the scholaitic values of the school, and the "low" streams,

that demonstrated rejection of these values. Parallel itb this he found a closedness

of social ties within the streams, which nurtured'the cultural differentiation.

The cultural separation according to streams reflected the socio-economic distri-

bution of thelstudents and was evidently based on previous tendencies brought from

home. Hargreaves,.however, found an intensification add crystallization of the

cultural differentiation which took place between the fi.rst to the last year in

the streamed school (chapter 8). Lacey (1966, 1970) found a sipilar pattern of

value differentiation by streams ln the grammar school, where students' socio-

eultuhl background is much more homogeneous. Also, Cohen (1974) found that in

the English comprehensive school students from "lower" groupings were more estranged

from school than students from_"higher" groupings. Similar'phenomena were'also

traced in American schools in the form of higher rates of estrangement and rebellion

in the non-acaOric tracks (Stinchcombe, 1964, ch., 4; Schafer and Olexa, 1971,

ch. 3; KelVy and Pink, 1973; Kelly, 1976).

3.1 4 The_Comparative Dimension: "Internal" and "External" Comparison

This dimension expresses the role embodied in every frame of reference - "to

serve as or be a standard or comparison point against which the person can evaluate

himself and others" (KelleY, 1952, p. 413)/, and in this to respond to the inner

need of the individual to continuously evaluate his condition and achievement

(SuIs and Miller, 1977).
9 1
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This dimension of the SLE quality determines the student's self-ranking in

comparison withhis'friends, those within the class and outside of it, by locating

himself on status scales relevant for him.
1

At the same tiine, this dimension determines the student's evaluation of the

.degree of justice in his location (See Kemper, 1958), which is likely to be-,'

expressed in a feeling of relative deprivation or gratification (Merton and Kitt,

1950; Merton', 1957, ch. 8; Davis, 1959;. Runciman, 1966, ch. 2). The following

discussion is based on the assumption that the student's self-ranking is not

determined
I

&olely by comparisons within the class, but also by comparisons in the,

wider frames of reference, of the school and of the community. We have called the

former "internal" comparison and the second, mediated to a great extent by the

feeling of belonging to the specific class, we have called "external" comparison.*

The behavioral meaning of the comparative reference is more complex than that

of the normative one, The normative effect of a given reference group is uni-

directional: it is an,environmental pressure that elicits conformist-behavior

according to group norms and behavioral patterns which are prevalent within the

group, or acepted by it, The comparative effect, on the other hand, is likely

to have a two-directional meaning: comparison with better studentsis likely to

stimulate effort to close the gap but it may also frustiate and reduce efforts;

comparison with weaker students may arouse achlevement and advantage feelings,'

thereby encouraging scholastic efforts; however, in the absence of competitive

challenge it may also reduce learning effort because one :is satisfied with a

relative higher achievement: Of course, personality factors may mediate the

selection,of the concrete behavioral alternative.

The theory of relative deprivation, when applied to education, ignores this",

complexity in that it relates only to positive results,of comparison with the

weak and negative results of comparison with the strong. Thus it remains, to a.

great extent, on the emotional and attitudinal level, without examining their,:

behavioral meanings.

Following Davi& (1966), many researchers have used.the concepts of comparative

* There is a link.between this distinction and Runciman's (1966, pp. 38-40)
"egoistic" and "fraternalist" relative-deprivation. The source ornegoistic"
relative deprivation is dissatisfaction with the relative place within the group,
but satisfaction from its social,position; the source of the "fraternalist" depri-
vation is satisfactidn from the in-group placement and dissatisfaction with the
position.Of the group.
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reference an&relative deprivation to explain the effects of the selectivity ofa

student-body composition on educational outputs. Controlling for students'

scholastic ability and their occupational preference at the time of college entrance,

Davis found that the change in preference at graduation from college was related

more to students' achievement rating as measured by their grades in school, than

to the educational quality Of the institution (its degree of selectivity, as

measured by achievement in a national test). Davis concluded that the educational

expectations of the student with a given scholastic ability lessens with the

selectiiity of the educational institution. The explanation offered was based on

the relative deprivation model: the level of the student's exOetations is determined

by his academic self-image as it emerges from/the comparison of I1s grades with his

friends' grades. The chances_to obtain high grades will lessen'as the selectivity

of'the student-body composition increases; this means that selectivity has a

negative influence on educational expectations. <Davis paraphrased that "it is

better to be a big frog in a little pond than a llittle frog in a big pond".

The work of Davis opened the ditcussion of the effect,of the normative reference

ds compared-to that of the comparative reference on the level of educational

expectations. A.series of American stUdieS on'the college level (Wefts and Watley,

1969; Drew and Asti11, 1972) and On the high school level (Meyr, 1970; Nelson, 1972;

Alexander and Eckland, 1975; Alvin. andOtto, 1977-Yround, after controlling'for

personal resources, that the learning ability of the student-body composition has

a direct, though weak, positive effect on the level of educational expectations,

as compared with a stronger negative indirect effect, Opere.ing through the level

of student's grades, which.evidently influences the academic self-image.

These'findings support the "frog pond" argument and the explanation that.

selectivity.of the compbsition produces.a comparative mechanism of relative

deprivation which counter-balances its positive normative effect wherever scholastic

expectations are concerned. This conclusion should not be accept6d withouteser-
,

vations since these studies_examined composition variables" on the school lettel and

not on the class level. There is a possibili* that curricular differentiation,

or homogenization, within the school might obscure the normative effect of selec-

tivity because of the aifference, 'or even contradiction b:tween normative clim4tes

of "high" and "law" tracks. A similar conclusion, howev r, arises from studies in

Europe, the United States and Israel (most of them in elementary schools), which
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examined directly the effect of selectivity on the academic self-image in relation

to educational separation and mixing (Drews, 1963; Wilcox, 1964; Goldberg et al.,

1966; Borg, 1968; Coleman et aL, 1966; Sjostrand, 1967; Barker-Lunn, 1970; St. John,

1971, 1975; ,Bashi, 1977; Oen, Levy and Adler, 1978; Drury, 1980).

Does ihe pattern of negative comparative influence of SLE quality, also counter-
, ,

" balances its positive pormatiye influence on other educational outputs? With regard
./

to racial mixing and segregation in Ve American school Coleman and his colleagues

(1966) found that the l:ligher the rate.of whites in the school, the stronger the.

student's fate control feelings and the lower his self-image-(p 323). While the

second part of the finding is along the same lines as Davis "frog-pond" effect

and cap be explained by the relative deprivation model, the first part implies that

cerfain educational outputs are more easily influenced by normative processes.

The tendencies found by Coleman and his copeagues on the school level weke

alo fOUnd,by St. John (1971) on--the claS's level 4-six-thgrade-Y:--an increase in the

percentage of whites in the class was associated with a lOwering of the scholastic

self-image (of both,whites and blacks) and with an increase in the fate control

feelings (of whites only). The contradicting e'ffects of the class composition on

the,two variables were sharpened when the sOcio-ecOnomic composition was used as

an independent variable instead of racjal composWon. The.sociopecpnomic composition
,

has a negative (comparative) influen6e on the self-image and aposttive (normative)

influence on fate.control, This conclusion arises from a comparis6n of standard

regression coefficients of comparative-influence (school grades) and normative

influence of the class (class' socio-economic composition) on academic self-image,

general self-image and fate control (St, John, 1971, Table 9):

academic
self-iTage

school grades W . .61

,46

S E,S compositionNW

-,15

general fate
_self-imape control

,354

.34 .19

,04 13

.05 ,20

In both ethnic prqups the effect of sthool grades appears as a decreasing

slope a opposed to an increasing slope Ofqhe effect of socio-economic composition,

from academic self-image, through general self-image, to fate control, The three
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variables can be viewed as forming a sequence ordered by the degite.to which they
. 0.

are,bound to the specific class context, both as to the way they are elicited and

as to their behavioral meaning, "Academic self-image' was obtained from the

studertis-evaluation of his success in Coping with specific scholastic tasks in'
. .

the SLE of his class relati, to the success of his class.peers. The scale of

class.grades provides him the most concrete standard for this evaluation \and the
,

, ..

class as,a reference group serves only in its comparative role. "Control" was
.."

,
, ,

obtained by.meWis of questions which required the studentlii evaluate his ability

and chanc toico
.

pe.with varied tasks in varied social environmentsVmainty in the

, Wider s tial 9ontexts which embrace the narrow class context. The classsoale of
. 1. .

.

,

aChiev merits may serve only as a partial standard far thts purpose, both because

,

.of tilt partial relevance of the scholastic achievements scale for other-tasks and
.

.

,

bec9use of the partial relevance of the class environment vis-a-vis other environ- !

me ts. This;reduces the comparative signifitce Qf the social composition of the ?

c ass and is:like:IY to red4ce the suppression of itt normative significance, which

A, .,
. -..,

verates by means.o.iR group norms, behavioral models and group identity.determined

;-- y the levellof the.socIal coOposition.:4"aeneral self:Tmage"lgould be located in

- is case beiween "academic self-igage" and "control": 'This was alsb shown by

o
ashi (19.77), who studied an Israeli-wide sample of fourth ahd sixth grade classes:

.., i

,scholastic sllf7image was negatively associated with clasi composition4ercentage
1 . .

,

of students,lof EurOpedn''and American ohginmithin the class) and positeively

associated with "future self-image" Mqlieyes,he will succeed in'lefe")43 : A,study,_

of the educational reform in Israel on the se'Vehth to ninth grade levels als.o :

l

indicated that scholastic self-ima is negati4e1y associated withthe class
/

co mposWon
i

hile internal, control and future aSliiratièns are positively a ssociat d

with class c Mposition (Chen, Levy and.Adir, 1*, o.' 123). It seems thus thaf'

the comparat ve effect of the quality of scal Ompositioy, as:an effeci,
/

Which' V
e 4

counter-bala ces the normative influence of the coMposi n, i'str:OnOr on ,

...
-..- \

variables dq_ermined unequivocally 6,1,1aciiigh self=compariso with Others in a speciic

A . sdelat tontekt in relation to specific tasks, ahd weaker ons less Context-bound

variables, which are evidently influenced by widee referenc cofit/exts

.
.

. . . -

,
_

The indicati6ns of ihe negattve -comparative effect of mp,(sitionIselectivity
..., .

are restricted to pure- titudinal 9ariables, such as self-ima6e ind-expectations;
.,

however; no s,uch indicatioh"exis regarding behavioral and cognitive
i

variables.
.

'Reducing_se117,!mne:...becauseof improvement in SLE quality.does not necessarily

MA,

2

a
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increase feelings of deprivation which negatively affect learning behavior and

achievements, bUt may represent a more realistic evaluation of scholastic ability

and of chances, of scliblastic success, eipecially for students of poor wsonal

resources (Katz, 1968),*
,

I.

:.

From Coleman's report((196.6)_.and._thont the_studies of separ;tiop and mixing

'which we surveyed we Tind-ap incongruenby between the the effect,of selectivity on

academic self-image'on the 6e hand, and on objective scholastic, achievemen1 on Off .

othe4,: the sel..f-image tends to reduce, achievement:tends to,increase; in other .

wor , the transition from an impoveished SLE to
,

an enriChed SLE may in feet '...

e..

loler the relative achievement in the class and reduce,scl,olastic self-image, At
4,

thetsame time, however, such a transition may increase qUective s4ho1ast1c achievement

and evidently, internal control too. A quite similar conclusion may be inferred. .

I

from the finding that black students who have learnedi in desegregated hi611 schools

,-...f../ are more probable to learn in a m'ajority white college than bl'ack students who'have

learned in segregated high schools, (This finding vias reached with control on '

,

1
,

possible S,E,S, preselection factOrs (Braddock, 1980),)

Here we can propose-two explanations. The first is based on the assumption

that different psycho-sociall systems have different relative effects on scholastic

achievement_on the one hand and on self-image on the other, Selt-image,.an

attitudinil variable of affective dimensions, is more easily influenced by the

comparative reference while scholastic achievement, a definite cogpitive and

behavioral-variable, is :influenced more by the normative reference, If seleftivity

has a positive effect on objective scholastic achieveMent, it can be hypothesized

that the_mitive,Airect normative ,ffect of the quality of SLE on achievement'

is stronger than the negative, indirect comparative effect through self-image.

The second explanation is based on the assumption that the student has two

simultaneous comparative frameSof reference tlie efTects of which are ffmtually

off-sett,ing,**, the "internal" reference' system within the narrow soda? context of

the specific learning group-determines the specific self-image reflected in the'

* An tnteresting relevant finding is that of the reearch of the educational reform

in Israel. It showed,that as the percentage of students of European-American
origin in a class increases, students, including thol,of,Asian and African orhin,
have more reservations about the claim that there exists ethnicdiScrimination'in
Israel, and satisfaction from the class as a social framework is stnengthened
This occurs concomitently with a reduction of he relative self-imagejthell, Levy

and Adler, 1978, p, 119),

**A comprehensive discussion of the conturrenCe of conflicting processes of refevence,

,see Menton, 1957, ch,, 8,
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"academic self-image" variables; the "external" system of reference in the wider

social context which embraces the learning group, determines a more generalized

self-image reflected in such variables as "general self-image", "future self-image",

and "fate control". The :student learning in a rich SLE, which is also more compe-

. titive, compares himself with his classmates. His relative achievements in comparison

with achievements in a poorer SLE may decrease, his scholastic selfAimage may be

reduced, and his sense of relatiVe deprivation is likely to increase. On the otlier

fiand, a.rich SLE has also more prestige and provides a high-status group identity,

and thus the general self-image, the sense of relative gratificatiOn and the feeling

of fate control,'are likely to increase. In the first case, the classmates with

whom the student learns serve as a reference group for him; in the second case, he

compares himself to those who did not have his fortune to study in a "good" class,

Thus two concurrent comparative processes can be observed that may offset one another s

effect on objective scholastic achievements. If the SLE quality has a positive

effect on the scholastic output, it.can be hypothesized that the effect of comparlson

in the wider coniext.is stronger ihan the effect of comparison in the narrow contexr;

and conversely, if the effect is negative, the effect of comparison in the narrow

.context is stronger.

To a great extent this is a question of the relative imp6rtance of the student's

different frames of reference or the degree of class context saliency as compared

with that of wider contexts,(the entire age-group io the school, the age-group

outside of the school, the community therein and also the anticipated role in adult

society),* As the saliency or the spcyho-social releVance of,the wider contexts

increases,the positive-comparative effect of the SLE quallty strengthens, and offsets'

more the negative effect Of the internal comparison. It is reasonable to assume that

saliency of the wider contexts is associated with age and class level. The wider

contexts'of age-group and community become more vis.!ble and more me&rningful with

maturity because of the growth in the scope of social interaction and the widening

of social horizons. These enhance the comprehension of the association between

educational and occupational achievements and the awareness of the social status

system (Kerchoff, 1974, ch. 3)., In general, it can be said that as the structural

and conceptual boundaries of the sper!fic learning context are reduced, the negative

comparative effect (of "internal" comparison) of the SLE quality lessens 'and its

* In the saliency of the frames of reference we distinguish between the structural
dimension and the orientative dimension: their social lasibility and their degree

of iiieaningfulness to the individual (Merton, 1957; Richer, 1976),
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positive comparative effect (of "external" comparison) increases.*

Educational segregation in terms of intellective level,-curriculum and future

pay-off creates, or reflects, what Turner (1969) called the pattern of sponsored

mobility (see also Yuchtman (Yaar) and Samuel, 1975). The reaction of relative

depoivation and negative feeling of students of "lower" tracks in this pattern

are stronger in societies which emphasize social integration and equality, jn

societies with high mobility rates_and low level of status crystallization, as well\

as in societies with an ethos of competitive mobility, which vane education as an

important factor in the individual's "life opportunities" (see Elder, 1965; Ford,

1969). These reactions increase when the educational segregation is more "visible",

that,is, as the intensity of homogenization is greater. In these condittons the

positilte, liberating feeling, which is derived from internal comparison:might be

completely neutralized by a negative feeling of deprivation and stigma derived

from external comparison. In Runciman's (1966) terminology, the c011ective

("fraternalist") relative deprivation may counterAmlance'the personal ("egoistic")

relative gratification. Personality factors are:of course, likely to intervene,

as noted by Adar.(1969, p. 24): "In "lOw" 'groups homogenization means a failure

labelling, irrespective of_the student's relative position in his group. This claim

is pa'alcularlY true allut theaglieltertype: his measures for success or failure

are drived from the wider sociar environment, and are related to its status system

and evaluation standards. In a socially defined 'low" group, success would not be

perceived as a real success but.rather as a fictitious one which is limited by the

artificial and restricted boundaries of the school,"
/.

-;-

* There is at least one analysis showing the influence of saliency of the wider
context and its values on self-evaluation Wand on scholastic expectation of students

in a tracking system, Nachmias (1977), who studied a representative sample of
students in Israeli schools with academic and vocational tracks, found that
students iv the vocational track tended to have lower self-evaluation and placed
less importance on scholastic success than those in academic tracks In the

vocational track, those who placed importance on achievements tended to have
lower self-evaluation and scholastic expectations than their peers in the same

track who considered scholastic success less important. The researcher concluded

that the relation between the track placement on the one hand, and self-evaluation ,

and expectatiors on the other, is mediated for vocational track students by the
relative saliency of the academic track as a frame of reference.

9
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3.1.5 The Symbolic Message* .
. .,

The dimension of the symbolic message is another aspect of the "external"-
, ,

comparative effect discussed in the last section. Its delineation is,based on a

number of interlocked phenomenolOgical assumptions: (1) the characteristics attributed

to the individual in the process of social interaction are given the same behavioral .

meaning as his "real" characteri.tics (Blumer, 1962, 1960; societal definitions of

situations become an integral and real part of the situation and influence the

behavioral outcomv (Merton, 1957); (3) placing a person in a eole tends to arouse

perceptions, activities and patterns of interpersonal relatiOnships which are

congruent witli the expectations of the role-piayer's behavior and the behavior of

others who are his rele-Complementaries (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p, 92).

In the educational context these assumptions imply that: a) societal evaluation

of a student's academic ability,-regardless of the degree to which it reflects his

"true"ability, becomes part of his self-image, social identity and his definition

of the student role, and thus affects his scholastic behavior and achievements;

and b) the societal evaluation of the SLE quality, regardless of the degree to

which it reflects "true" quality, defines roles and'statuses, determines expectations

and horizons and this offsets scholastic-behavioral outputs.'

The assignment of attributes to individuals is the result of the human ability

to organize isolated perceptions of attributes and behaviors which are derived

during social interaction, into generalizations, concepts, patterns, or character

categories. Categorization implies classification of the individual into some group

in which he is referred to in terms of collective attribAes rather than his unique

characteristic; thus the individual is not evaluated according to what he does or

achieves, but rather according to what he is supposed to be by virtue of his

belohging to the group (Hargreaves, 1972, pp. 50 ff). Thus categor3zation is the

basi-S of a spjral psycho-social mechanism whiCh researchers of social deviance

call labelling. The main components of this mechanism are: (a) translation of the

attributal category into a symbolic message (i.e., label) which arouses clear

behavioral expectations of otheris with respect to the individual; (b) "o,cadcasting"

the message to the individual by means,of the social environment significant to him;

(c) the indfiridual's receiving of the message; (d) translation of the label into a \\\

t,A similar use of the expression "symbolic message" has been made by St John (1975,

p. 89) who sees it as an important dimension of desegregation in the American
school.
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clear identification sign of the individual which servds to elicit congruent

behavior toward him; (e) incorporation 6f the label into tfie definition of the

individual's soCial role and self-identity; (0 behavior of the individual in

accordance with the label; (g) loop back to (d) .*

The link between attributal ascription and the resultant behavior is the

individual's expectancy-s0 which is parallel to his role-set. This includes the

expectation of4he "significant others" as well as his expectations from himself

(Finn, 1972). Labelling therefore operates as a definition of-the situation which

determines roles and forms expectations; by mediating the expectancy set through

spiral interaction between the labelled and his labellers, labelling is also

likely to operate as a self-fulfilling prophecy erton,1957, ch. 11; Rist, 1977)."

.The theoretical framework for the "labelling - expectation ffect - seff-

fulfilling prophecy" approach is developed, but its empirical basis, at least in

the educational context, is weak. The research.fodused on the effects of labelling

on educational behavior and achievements through the mediation of teachers' expeclations.

The dramatic findings from the widely-known experiment of Rosenthal and Jacobson

(Pygmalion in the class, 1968) aroused a great deal of methodological criticism
4h

(Thorndike, 1968; Jensen, 1969; Snow, 1969; Elashoff and Snow, 1971. ) Attempts at

replication proauced less dramatiC'results or even hiled to obtain the expected

effec0Evans and Rosenthal, 1969; Claiborn, 1969; Jose 'and Cody, 1971; Fiedler
1 . 7

Cohen and Feeney, 1971; Fleming and Anttonen, 1971; Mendels and Flanders,,1973).

Several conclusions can be drawn from the survey of the extensive research on the,

influence of labelling on teachers' expectations and behavior and on the behavior

and achievements of students (Iinn, 1972; Bropny and Good, 1974; Brown, 1976; Rist,

1977; Boocock, 1978; Hurn, 1978, pp. 145-159; Kashti and Segal, 1979): (a) "planted"

labelling information is liikely to influence teachers' expectations of their students

in short-term experimental situations, but it does not last long in real educationa

situations; (b) labelling information of an ascriptive nature, based on direct

* Theoretical basis for the labelling approach in tile research on social deviance

can be fouAd in Goffman (1959, 1963), Baker (1963, 1964), Schur (1971), Rubington

- and Weinberg (1973), Lemert (1974): Theoretical and empirical
applica ion of the,labelling approach in the study of deviance in the educational
system can be found in Hargreaves, Hester and Mellor (1975). Their work indicates

the clo e association between the labelling theory and the theony of self-

fulfilling prophecy. .
.

0 ..

t. ** For an analysis of the concept of sel '-fulfilling prophecy and tts lack of clarity,

see Wilkins (1976).

IN)
4
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teacher-studentinteraction, and drived from societal stereotypes - sexual, ethnic,
,,.

class, aesthetic (appearance) and moral - may, in certain condition, influence

teachers expectations and even cause discrimination in real educationalsituations;
,

its influence, however, is generally weaker than that of achievement labels, which
_

-. are based on data obtained from objective tests of

It

udents' aptitudes and achievements
,-

and on data on past achievements; (c) ldbelling info Mation affects teachers'

expectations and sometimes their evaluation of students' achievement (grades), but
- Y

.,

there is little proof of its influence on object-hie achievements. These conclusions

.
are based primarily on small-sample studies in elementary schools. However, the last

two conclusions were also derived by Williams (1976) who studied a large sample of

posc-elementary schools in Canada and used sophisticated multi-variate.analysiS.

Finn (1972) claimeththat the study of the expectation effect should not be

restricted to teachers expectations, but should examine the entire eApectancy-set

of the student, which includes the expectations of the additional "significant.others"

and his own expectations. Finn's claim goes along with the findings of studies on

the effect of the school on academic expectations, which included the three classic

"significant others" - teachers, parents and peers - and which showed that the effect
4
' of the.teachers is the weakest of the three (Sewell and Hauser, 1972; Alexander and

Eckland, 1975, a;b,; Yuchtman (Yaar) and Samuel, 1975; Hauser, Sewell and Alvin,

1976;-piko and Carter, 1976; Alvin and Otto, 1977).* On the 0th:1'1-aria, a feasible

assumptionilmight be that differences in the'quality of SLE could result in the

format* of dffferential.expectancycsets.'

The more meaningful and "visible" to the individual and his social environment

the differences in SLE quality (i.e., the "stronger" the homogenization), the more

likely they are to be perceived as organized on a scholastic-prestige scale, the

various, stages of which are associated with_labels of symbolic meaning which serve

as messages arousing expectAions, It possible however to claim.that in heterogeneous

learning frameworks too, scholastic statuses are determined on chievement-prestige

scales of the class.and of the school; this occurs because the informal evaluation

system, supporl.ed by the formal evaluation system (grades), operates4an all-purpose

labelling system (Jackson, 1965; Bloom, 1976, pp. 143-145; Kerchoff, 1976; Boocock,

41978). But homogenizatiOn operates beyond these evaluation systems and in addition

* Williams (1976) even showed that the student's ambition affects teachers' exRectations

more than teachers' expectations affect the student's-ambition.
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to them, it adds the group collective label, which is easily "visible" to the wider

social environment, to the individual label producedby the evaluation systems;

which is visible mainly in the narrow sotial environment of the class. The soctal

environment is likely to absorb better differences.of prestige betweeh classes,

stratified in ability groups, streams and tracks, fhan intra-class differences of

prestige.* The symbolic message of.fhe grade may be uncrystallized'and reversible

because grades vary over time, study subjects and from teacher to teacher; the

symbolic message of homogenization is unequivocal and irreversible and therefore it

strpctures and unifies the environment.'s impressions of the.student. Homogenization

therefore supplies clear definitions of "high" and "low" statuses and roles, which

crystallizes the.various components of the student's expectations set and thus may

limit student's behavioral variation and stabilize it around Iaili'wmpp with "low"

or "high" definition. In this way, an element of ascription is introduced into the

achievement-race in the school, which symbolizes to the student and his role-

1complemeritaries - teachers, parents, peers and various social environments in which

he acts - the boundaries of his ability, performance and chances for achievement.
At'

.0)pecia1 significance are "low" labels stigmas (Goffman, 1963) imiirinted on

those low in personal resources by means of the institutional processes of selection

and allocation. "Because there is a st9nificant difference between the child's

recognition of his limitations through his life experience and the social-

institutional dettmination which assigns to these limitations a permanent label

and redutes thefhope'to overcome them ever" (Messinger,,1973, p. 34). There is

:ample evidence of the stigmatic effecf on theltudents feelings becaUse of

6

assignment to "low" learning tracks (Partridge, 1966; Hargreaves, 1967; Schafer and

Polk, 1967; Barker-Lunn, 1970; Schafer and Olexa, 19i1; Kelly, 1974), This effect

also appeared clearly in the 'essays written by the subjects' in our sample of students

in rgiOnal secondary school in kibbutzim, in which homeroOm classes are formed

This point is highlighted when comparing the effect of the class grade (GPA) with
the effect of the scholastic track (curriculum) on teachers'and parents' ekpec-
tations of the student in American secondary schools. In two of the most -

. sophisticated tests (Alexander and Edkland, 1975; Hauser, Sewell and Alvin,
1976) it is shown that the effect of the scholastic track on these expectations
is greater than the influence of the class grade.
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according to ability levels (Dar, I974).* Various researchers point out that the

stigma.accompariying homogenizatie and currtcular separation isidlekely, in addition

to its inflUence on the internalizatjon ofthe role of "weak studenel to arouse a

feeling oflalienation from the schdol as a relAllious reaction to the,attribution

of low status by the educational system itself (Lacey, 1966; Hargreaves, 1967;

Schafer and Polk, 1967; Polk, 1969; Schafer and Olexa, 1971). This mayrinfluence

the degree of students commitment to the.educational goals of the school ; and, of

course, the kholastic behavior arid ichievement. Unfortunately, there is a dearth

of studies whia tested this point-specifically.**

3.1.6 The,Dimension of the FUture Pay-Off.of Learnin9
-

This dimension of.the SLE qual)ty deals with the objective add perceived cOnti-i-

bution of high school learning to the student's ocupational status and his life
(

,chances. The importance of this dimension lies in the ivide-spread lielief that academic

achievement and level of edueation are vital iesources for the individual's welfare
,

and social advancement. This belief is largely supported by studies Which examined

the role of education in occupational achievement. These studies indicate that the

influence of family background, personal ability and inter--personal influences.on the

incitial'Occupational.status is mediated,.to a great extent, by educational achievement,

and particularly by certification and licensing which serve as entrance tickets to
h

* "In eqery class there are seveolia1
4
children who are ostracized from the social group,,i.

If they are spoken-to, then it is to latigh at them and this rui9s them ... they are

really pathetic .... I think that many of these things were caused by the three

levels in the class" (eleventh-grade student, "low" track). "The formation of the

three classes according to ability levels created three clear-cut "classes" in the

school. The first represents a privileged clasi'for which you need a certain

standard of "brains" and eloquerce-in order. to be affiliated with it, Members of

the last class are always pushed in the,corner and their contact with the,first

,cliass is very limited. This is not a healthy atmosphere, for learnigg" (eleventh-

grade student, "HO" track). "The second level and sometimes the third are really

neglec-Led. The teachers assume that we wom'tcontinue to study after-high school, 4/'

and therefore it's not so important to them that we have more vocational courses

and less academic ones" (tenth-grade student, "low" track).

** An interestirig attempt in this,direction*was made by Schran0(1968, 1970) in ,

prepahtory coUrses for the American airiforce academy_ Ability levels labels were

randomly assigned to five heterogeneouslearning groups, withOut'informing the

teachers about the labellihg method.. The scholastic achievements in groups marked

as high-ability surpassed those of the groups marked as low-dbility. The effect of

the labelling"disappeared in a replication of the experiment when the teachers were

informed about the labelling method. The researcher cOncluded that the teacher has

a critical role in eliciting the labelling effect.

:p
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1

:rf.
mobility tracks (Blau and Duncan, 3967; Duncan, 1968; Himmelweit and Swift, 1969;

,

Sewell, Haller and Ohlendocf, 1970; Spaets', 1970; Sewell antl Hauser, 1972; Kelley,

1973; Alexander and Eckland, 1975 b;-Yuchtman (Year) and Samuel,'1975; Baron, 1970.*

is is directliconnected with the selection and allocation-Processes which

e place in the high school (Parsons, 1959; Kerchoff, 1976). The Americaw"Studies

surveyed in the preVious chapter (see 2.6.), indicatea the existence of a very
a

moderate effect of curricular tracking on scholastic achievement; however, these

t
studies showed a mucht-more significant effect of tracking on the ducational fevel

.: ,

and through it, on the occupational achievement (Jencks et al., 972, pp. 157-158;

Alexander and Eckland, 1975 b; Rosenbaum, 1975, ch. 5; Alexander and McDill, 1976;

Hauser, Seweil.anq Alvin, 1976; Alexander, Cook and McDill, 1978).

0 .41

The net effect clf the curriculum tracking, after controlling for family back-
,

ground and personal ability, indicates the structural constraints on educational

opportunities, inherent in,the tracking system.

Curricular tracking stratifies educational opportuKfties in terms of their

future pay-off through three related mechanisms. TheYirst ivthe.stratification

of knowledge relevant for the future (Young, 1973). The ptincipal distinctions here
0

are between (a) knowledge acquired in college-preparatory tracks and that acquired

. in terminal tracks, and (b) knowledge acquired in learning tracks with clear purposes,

academic or,vocational, and that,provided in "generar, "basic or "practiCal" tracks

with vague purposes. A cross-tabulation of continuity and purpose provideS a classi-

fication framework, the four cells of which express the intensity Qf future-relevance

of the knowledge acquired and its value as a stratifying resource ( 1 - the strongest

intensify).

Continuity .

ittPl-ta-Y, Terminal
.

Purpose

'clear' 1 3

vague 2 4 o'

The knowledge acquired in preparatory tracks is more valued than that acquired

in terminal tracks not only because its higher quality, greater and therefore more

* For a survey of recent research on the influence of eduCation on occupational

status, see Tinto, 1977. -
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prestigitus, intellective requirements, but also because as a resource of higher
4 4 I . .

knowledge it opens the door taomore prestigious occupations. 'The factor of purpose-
_ . . ,

s,

' fulness may play a greater role in the evaluation of terminal than of Preparatory

tracks-since terminal gacks represent the,last scholastic opporiunity before entering

theloccuptitional system.-- l
, &

The future pai-off of the stratificatiop of knowledge is stressed and symbOlized .

by the parallel differentiation in type,of diplomas which serve as a "laissez-pisser".

from:One acadeN *c level to another, particularly betWeen high school and higher
i,

education, and a entrance tickets to rouies Of occupational mobility, particularly

to white-collar occupations. Their value is emphasized in educational,systems of

sponsored mobility (Turner, 1960).1''

'The third factor in the stratification'of educational oppo.3unities as a result

of curricular tracking is the differential socializing power of study tracks which

stems from the various degrees of articulation between the curriculum and the future

status. Kamens (1971), following Meyer (1970 b), distinguishes between "chartived"

institutions - those with an agreed and clear social definition of educational purposes

and institutions without such definition. An important component of the definition"

is the nature of the economic and occupational targets of graduates of the institution.

The more the institution is capable of ensuring access to preferred mobility tr:acks,

the greater its influence on students'And its ability to gain their commitment,to
-

its educational goals. In a study of an American comprehensive school, Stinchombe

U9641 showed.ithat rebellion against and alienation from school are mediated'by the

perceived link between the scholastic system and future status. Thus, students on

non-academ c tracks, both of middle and working-class origin, were found to be more
4

rebellious'and alienated (p. 83). The future pay-off may explain wide-spread.feelings

of alienation and rebellion in "low" tracks that were ascr)bed by various researchers

to stigmatic:labelling and low status in the school (Hargreaves, 1267; Schafer and

Polk, 1967; Polk, 1969i Schafer and Olexa, 1971).

Himmelweit and Swift (1969) used the concept of,system "intensity" as an

* Yuchtman (Yaar) and Samuel (1975) showed that in Israel, whose educational system

they categorized as a system of sponsored mobility, possessing a matriculation
certificate had a strong influence on the educational and occupational aspirations

of Israeli youth, This influence reduces the influences of the individual's
bacKground and ot his "significant others" more than in a contest mobility system

such as in the United States.
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expression of the school's power to influence its studentjtemming fi2om Schools'
.

goals and the degrge of their artjculation with students' goals. Using the "intensity" (

1.
concept they differentiated in the Emlish educational system between the selective

. grammar school and-the non-selective new-modern school: the first is aimed at

preparation'and certification for'higher studies; the "general" stUdies in the .

latter provide neitherspecific preparation nor a diploma of value for the

'odcupationaj marVet. The strong association between the educational system and Ae

student's role-image and.status aspiratioA- makes the selective academic school a .

more intensive socializing system., which is more successful in inducingothe "student" ,

behavioral model and anticipatory socialization (Mgrton, 1957, ch. 8) towards future

occupational and educational roles, The former type of school\is likely'to be more

successfirl in reducidg the significance of.the student's inputs and in advancing

him beyond their level.* In contrast, the association between knowledge impaired

in school and future status, and iis irrelevance to mobility aspirations of the

students and their parents make the non-selkive school a "weak". system which has

difficulty 'in mobilizing students commitment to its edUcational goals and in

.diverting them from the "teenager" model. (See also Elder,-1965.)

The problem of weak association between the.scholastic experience in the Ilow"

tracks and future-role also appears in the egalitarian educational context as

, revealed by es,says ofkilAutzstudents learning in homerooms according to ability

levels (Dar, 1974 0.**

The perceived association between educational system and, future status may

therefore affeCtscholastic behavior and motivation which in turn affect scholastic

achievements (Turner, 1964)- In comparison with heterogeneous frameworks; the

strong art4cu1ation between studies and future status in "high" tracks may enhance

* Nisaa (1980) states that the disadvantaged student is particularly sensitive to
the connection between bis studies and his future status because of the high
degree of anxiety about his future which stems from his family short-hand in

contributing to his status-security,

** Here is, for example, what three twelfth-grade students in the "low" track wrote:
all_weak students were put together and nobody tried to encourage them to

learn anything, because they had no challenge such as the matriculation exams".
,"I want students in the 1P-level to graduate from school with a feeling that,.
they have something in their head and in their hand 1 have a feeling that I
,don't have snything in my hand ..." "It turns out that the student has no'reason

te strive and so.he makes no effort to learn,. Because he won't get irito the 'a'-

level.anyway, he won't have to take matriculation aamst and so he concludes that
there is no point in making an effort. He maiks the time somehow till the end r

,of the year".
LT:
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scholastic achievements*, while the lack of such association in the "low" tracks,

may.impede them. vd
4

3.1.1 ConcluSions .

-

1

, .1 *.,
., ,

The overall conch/Sion that.dah be drawn from the'distussion of the dimensions

of.SLE quality'as procese's mediating6ducational outputs .(primarily7 sCholastic

achievements).isthat impr6epent bf the.intelleol'ive and'social composition corre-.

lated components) of the learning framewOrk as a result of homogenization, or mixing,
.. . .

.
-

may, positively influence educational outtputs; on the other hand,, impoverishment of
..'.

the composjtion, because of separation or mixing, may have a negative influence.

.

This conclusion obtained Airectly from the examinsPion of four of the six SLE

qUality dimensions; quality of scholastic interaction, the normative dimension,4

symbolic message aulkfuture pay-off: As for the comparatiye 'dimension, the
,

Z

improvement of the composition may possiblp.result in a negativ .reative deprivatiOn*
...,

. -

effect.on variables determihed by way ofsomparison witffin the class, such as self-
..

.

i

. .

image, expectations and teachem,\grades; hvever, there is no aVidence of a
? .

.

/
negative influence on objective scholastic achievementsand locus of control'. It

is possible that improvement of SLE arouses relative deprivation from "internal°

.
comparison, while from "external" comparisontit arouses 0 feeling.of_relative.
,

.,

gratification WIlich may positivelY iufluende educational outpu s.

ThuS it is shown that homogeniiation enhanceS th ievements of high-

resourced students, who are generally placed in "hi homogeneo4 classes,

and impede the achievements .of low-resourced stvde ts, who are generally placed

in "low" classes. This,'of course, is in comparlso with the achievements of the

two typesnof students in heterogeneous classes. Mixing, on the contrary, improves

the achievements of the poor-resourced students who come maknly from "loW" environment

and reduces the achievement& of high-resodrced students who come from "high"

environments. This conclusion tallies with the trends that emergea in the survey

of rsearch on idulational.separation and integration (section 2.8 adve).

Separation and integration may°thus have a differential effect on both high- 8

resourced and low-resOurced students. Again, the question posed previously in the' .

sdmmary of research arises: Do changes in SLE quality, due to separation or integration,

have a symmetrical influence on high-resourced and poor-resourced students;.,do both

groups profit from enrichment of their SLE and loose from its impoverishment equally,

or do they reveal different'al sensitivity to environmental' influences?.

4),N

4.
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3.2 DIFFERENTIAL SENSITIVITY.
7

The analytical paradigm Whi.ch we proposed combined with the survey 6f previous

research, lead to the conclusion that research must focus on the interactions between

SLE quality and the le.vel of personal and educational 'resources as they influence

educational outputs. This, conclusion is coniistent with the claim that investi,gation

educational effects should not concentrate on the main effects of student characteristics

and treatment mbdes, but rather on the interactions between the treatment and the

personal characteristics studied (Harp and Richer, 1569; Averch et al., 1972; Campbelli

1975; Richer, 1975; Cruntach\and Snow, 1977; B;.onfenbrenner, 1979; Chapman, 1979).

The claim expresses the possibility that educational outputs are likely ,to be influenced

not only.* the individual$' resource ievel and SLE.quality, but also that those. of
.

different resource levels may be differantially sensitive to the SLE quality. Different

intensities'of the bLE effect may be reNealed for the strong and for/the weak stadents.

Coleman ei al. (a965) found'Aat the social environment of the-school, as expressed

in the student-body composition, exp1aine6 a greater rate of variation in verbal ability,

which was used as a criterion for achievement, among blacks than among whites. The

revarchers concluded that the environment constituted by the student-b9dy composition

has an assymetric influence, its strongest effect is on those dining frOm educationally

poor backgroune(p. 304). This is the basis for the "differential sensitivity".

hypothesis (Smith, 1972), which can be put this way:,the sensitivityof students to

the SLE influence Will be inversely related to the level of their 'personal resOurces:

I.

poor-resourced students will be more influenced than high-resourced ones. This

hypothesis has intuitive ity: if two factors in a.system operate in the same

direction, a lower level of facto 'a' will make room,for a greater influence of factor

'ID'. When personal resources, d'ich is the strong'est of the two factors in the-System,

'is at a loW level, the SLE influence,becomes stronger. TO put it differently, lack oF

personal resources increasesenvironmental dependency, while rich resources diminishes.i .

4 %

Spady (1973, pp. 143-144) noted that the findings,of differential ensitivitg was
4,

sustained by most of the secondary analysis"bf Coleman's report data, and it had also

rece,i'ved support from other source. For example, Katz (1967) showed with respect to
.

.

achiievement in small groups, that students from a-lower social class and from ethnic '
., ,

minorities ar95more sensitive to external rewardS from the peer group and less
,

dependent on internalized standards than students from middle-class and from Majority

10,8
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ethnic groups. In a large Canadian sample of post-elementary schools, it was found

that academic plans of those of low intelligence were more influenced by the socio-

economic composition of the school:than the plans of those of hibh intelligence (in Harp

and Richer, 1969). Accordingly, Orenstein (1978) found the low S.E.S. students being

More sensitive to achool and peer-group influences than middle-class students. Thorntgn

and Ackland (1980. reported that black students profit educationally more than their

4 white peers when learning in higher status sChools and sare less'sensitive to the depressing .

influence of the-school selectivity (Comparative influerice) on their educational
,

expectations. The hypothesis of differential sensitivity s Oso indirectly supported

by studies which found :that low-achievers tend to identifY mve with the peer-group and

are more influenced 1)5 it than high-achieve'rs (McGuire et al., 1961; Taylor:1964;

Ringness, 1967). Some suppOrt_of this hYpothesis appeared also in the research on

grovings in the United 5tates, on streaming to England and in the study by Klein and

Eshel in Israel (2.8. above).

It can be assumed that the differential sensitivity of the SLE qiafity will be

amplified at the middle of the.resource distribution range in any.given group of students

who are homogeneously separated or who are integrated. The m)st srAsitive will be thern
Alr

average students, those who belong to the distribution range which generally serves as

the resource of allocation to both "high" and "loetracks under hOmogeneous separation,

and those who in educational integration usually fall in the top part of the "low" group

or in the low part of Xhe "high" group. Very little research has been directed at

this point. However, an indirect support is provided by Mcportland's (1969) finding

that the effect of racial composition on scholastic achievement in a system with'

homogeneous tracking on three levels was greatest in the middle track, He also found

a greater effect in the "general" track (average in terms of scholastic aptitude) than

in the college-preparatory (high) or the vocational (low) tracks.,

There are several possible explanations for_the_increased differential sensitivity
_

in the middle range of the personal resources_distribution whiCh are associated with

the var,ous dimensions of SLE quality. It can be assumed that those among the low-

resourced who will benefit the mmt from improved curriculum and richer educational

interactions, are.at a level of personal resources that enables tham to make use of the

higher environmental,factors; this group, the stronger part of the "lows", Wilt suffer:

o-the same degree from SLE impoverishment. Similarly, those among the high-resourced

who will suffer most from an,impoverished SLE, are more dependent on SLE quality, that

1 09
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is, belong to theyeakeo part of the "highs"; these students will benefit to the same

degree from StE enrichment. It might be possible that there exist's a threshold tO the

effects of the interaction between personal and environmental resources on educational

outputs. A minimum level of personal resources may serve as a pre-requisite for "lows"
1

to benefit from a higher educational environment; below this level enrichment of

environment does not improve output: A certain level of personal resources among the

hi9h-resourced may serve as a ceiling beyond /hich,enrichment of environmental quality

is notcexpressed by improved educatiOnal output. The.thresholds may thus explain the

amplified sensitivity at the middle of the resource distribution range: the minimum

threshold may cause the top part of the "lows" to.benefit more from integration and

to suffer more from separatton,than the lower part of this group; the maximum threshold

may cause the lower part'of the4"highs" to benefit more Trom separation and suffer

more from integration than the upper of this group.

The amplified sensitivity at the middle of the personal resources distributioh,

especially in relation with the normative dimension of the SLE, is also explained in

terms of reference groups. Reference groups models-can be used to'test the possible

-influence of homogeneous seParation on various sub-groups of the personal resources

distributiOn. Assuming separation into two levels, and the cut-off point between levels

.falling between the second and the third quarters of personal resources distribution,

and assuming also that each quarter uses the quarter above it as a positive normative-
.

reference group and the quarter below it as a negative reference group,* the sitilation

before and after separation will be as follows (illustration 3.2,):

Illustration 3.2.: Changes of normative reference in transition
from integration to separation

(Heterogeneous)
Integration

Influenced grou

top quarter

second quarter

third quarter

low quarter

(Homogeneous)
Separation

Pos Ref Grp Neg Ref Grp Pos Ref Grp Neg Ref Grp

top quarter

2nd quarter

3rd quarter

2nd quarter

3rd quarter

low quarter

2nd quarter

top quarter

low quarter

3rd quarter

* The assumption is based on the claim that reference processes occur only when there

is a certain similarity, objective or attributed, between the individual and the

reference groun (Festinger, 1954; Merton, 1957, ch. 8; Marlowe and Gergdn-, 1969;

Hargreaves., 1972, ch. 8).
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It can be seen that homogenization does not change the pattern.of reference of the

quarters at either end: the top quarter has the second quarter as a negative normative .

reference_group and the low quarter has the third quarter as a POsitive reference group.

On the other hand, a change occurs in the middle quarters: the second lost a negative

reference group (the third quarter) and the third lost a positive reference group (the

second quarter). It can, thus, be concluded that homogeneous separation raises the

value of scholastic variabld,in the high track (top and second quarters of the personal

resource distribution) and lowers them in the low track (third and low quarters). The

most influenced, however, are the middle quarters, the second for the better and the
.

third for the worse. The inverse is likely to occur in transition from separation to

integration.

Another explanation for the increased sensitivity to the SLE quality at the middle

Of the personal resources distribution is provided by the labelling model and the concept

of status-consi3tency (Lenski, 1954). It is reasonable to assume that in any aggregate,

the students at either end of the personal resources distribution will have a more

defined academic status and those in the middle, will have a less defined status, The

status of "good students" and "weak students" are more defined than the status of

"average students". If the claim we made in section 3.2.5., that homogenization sharpens

the defiaitions of role and status, forms expectation sets and reduces behavioral

variation, is true, then homogenization will have more influence on those with less-

defined status, that is, on the "average" students.

3,3 HYPOTHESES

Illustration 3.3. summarizes schematically the interaction pattern of the effects

°of the SLE quality and personal resource level according to the various dimensions

discussed. This was done on a model of separation into two levels and on the assumption

that the cut-off point falls between the second and third quarters of the personal

resources distribution. The direction of the,arrdws denotes the influence that "raises"

or "lowers" educational outputs, their number expresses the relative intensity of the

influence in each dimension separately, with no pretension to evaluate the relaiive

imPortance of each dimension. An inverse pattern is obtained in a model of educational

integration of a "weak" and "strong" population.
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Illustration 3,3,: Effects of HoMogeneous Separation According to Dimension of
the SLE and According to Quarters of the Distribution of
Personal Resources in a Model of Separation into Two Levels

Level of, Level of Level of The
The Comparative The Dimens

personal Didactic Scholastic Normative -r;
Dinternal

"F"externamension

of the
llr Symbolici

resources Fit fpteraction Dimension
comparison comparison_ Message

top

quarter t

second

guarter

third

quarter

low

quarter

t
t t

.13 1 4.14

14

ion
The Dimension
of Future
Pay-off

t
4t Vt t t if

1411

49

The class The wide
context 7

-
context

-

Based upon the theoretical discussion and in accordance with the trends revealed in

the survey of previous research, the following hypotheses are made:

(1) Homogeneous separation and heterogeneous mixing create a differential NO-

directional effect. Under conditions of homogeneity the achievements of

students with high personal resources who learn in an enriched SLE.("high"

learning tracks) will increase, while the achievements of the low-resourced

learning in an impoverished SLE will decrease, Under heterogeneity the

achievements of the "lows" will increase (due to enriched SLE),, while those

of the "highs" will decrease (due to impoverished SLE).

(2) The differential effect wili`be asymmetrical: it will be siron9er among the

"lows".(increase under' conditions of integration, decreasing with segregation) .

and weaker among the "highs" (dropping under integration, increase with

segregation),

(3) The differential asymmetric effect will be amified in the middle range of

the personal distribution, that is among the "average" students.

If we make two assumptions: (a) that heterogeneity is the "natural" )riginal situation

while homogeneous separation is the manipulative situation; ard (b) that separation is

carried out so that the,two lower quarters of the scholastic ability distribution study

in "low" homogeneous classes and the two top quarters study in "high" homogeneous classes,

the three hypotheses can be expressed schematically as follows:
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Illustration_3.4-4.__Hypothesis of Asymmetrical Two-Directional Effect,
Amplified in the Middle "Range

academic
achilevements'

Heterogeneous

Separation

scholastic

low third second top ability

quarter quarter quarter quarter

0
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CHAPTER 4: THE RESEARCH DESIGNS

-

The research paradigm outlined at the conclusion of Chapter 2, and the hypotheses

presented in Chapter 3, were applied and examined in two separate inquiries. The first,

in a.relatively small sample of 10th ta 12th graders in a number of kibbutz high schools,

fairly homogeneous.in terms of its studentssocioeconomic and ethnic background *(Dar,

1980). The second study examined a large and representative Isragli-wide sample of 8th

and*9th graders, reanalysing data gathered in the study of the Israeli educational

reform - The 'Middle School Research (Chen, Levy and_Adler, 1978)..

The two studies diffey not only in samples, but als esigns. In the kibbutz

, sample a quasi-experimEntal comparison was made between two treatments: learning in

heterogeneous homeroom classes,as against learning in homogeneous classes at two ability

levels. In theiniddle-school sample the effect of a continuous treatment ya-Hable was

examined - the intellective composition of the class, measured by, the class mean

academic achievement.

Apart.from this difference, there were basic similarities between the tv3 studies

in the latent treatment variable, the dependent variable, the analysis model and the

way applied to explore i.ceraction between the treatment and the personal resources

level,. The latent treatment variable in both studies was the'socio-learning environment'

- the SLE - as determined primarily by the class intellective composition. In both3

it was possible to evaluate this effect in terms of hypothesized transition from a

richer (or "enriching") SLE to a poorer (or "impoverishing") SLE, and vice-versa.

The analysis model in both studies includes average achievement in a number of

standard tests as a dependent variable, and the treatment va-riable, class grade, sex,

and pre-treatment aupity/achievement as independent variables, the last three as

controls. The interaction between the personal ability and the SLE quality was examined

by Separate regressions for each of the personal ability levels obtained through the

sample stratification inta halves and quarters of the pre-treatment ability/achievement

distribution. -

The analysis was carried out in two stages, The first (Chapter 5), used the-above-

mentioned regression mode.L The second (Chapter 6), used an extended model which

included a motivational variable, mainly in order to check if the pattern of differences

found without.motixation continug to exist with its inclusion. The connection between

9 11 4
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the balance of profit and loss in tile cognitive sphere and that in ihe emotional sphere

is also explored through-the extended model.

4.i THE 'SAMPLES'

4.1.1 The Kibbutz SamOle

The population of the kibbutz movement is by no means a representative crossrse4ion

of the Jewish population of Israel. 8y every possible socio-economic yardstick, it is

higher than average. Ethnically., it displays a ma,lority of people from western origin.*

It certainly includes no "disadvantaged" according,to the official Israeli definition

of that term.
1

The kibbutz ducation System is part of Israel's public school system though it

serves mainly kibbutz children,enjoysa consigerable degree'of internal autonomy and

preserves its ideological uniqueness. As a rule, all kibbutz children receive a full

twelve years of schooling (recently, and increasingly, fifteen years) and there is a

c, Very low drop-out rate. Because of the relatively.small number of students in each

kibbutz, regional high schools-were-organized.

- Most kibbutz high schools practice ability grouping in English and mathematics,

and sometime?*also in science and Hebrew language, but a majo 'part of the curriculum,

including almost all the humanities and social studies, are le rned in heterogeneous

homeroom classes.
1

1

From its beginnings in the 1920's and until the middle offthe 1950's, the' kibbutz

schools hardly moved from the educational premise of uniform and sYnthetic education for

all youth. It is synthetic in two meanings: first, in the synthesis of humanistic and

scientific siudies with vocational training (prim:rily in agriculture); and seCond, in
,

alloting equal value to intellective achjevement, vocational training, moral and social

qualities, and creative expression. The uniformity of education also has two aspects:

first, the rejection of selection and the assurance of,equal educational contents and

standards for all; second, preservation of the cohesiveness of the peer-group as a,

social unit in various situations, cncluding the learning one (Golan, 1961; Messinger,

-1973).

* Accteding to mother's origin the sample breaks down as follows: "Westerns"

'(Europe/America), 69%; "Orientals* (Asia/Africa), 13%; Israel, 18%. It is safe to

assume that most mothers in the last category have themselves mothers,of western

origin. 115 \
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This attitude was drawn from the values emphasized by an idealistic and egalitarian

movement and fitted the role-?image of the "ki6butz member" and the pattern of delayed

placement intapermanent occupational roles, which suited a relatively simple socio-

economic structure'(Talmon-Garber, 1957). Social and economic differentiation in the

kibbutz,diminu6on of its collecti've orientation, and the lessning of ideological

intensity (Cohen, 1966), gave rise to a grdwirig criticism of the kibbutz education

synthetic nature and its uniformity, a criticism which also stemmed from internal

developments within the school itself and from its adaptation to changes in the Israeli,

school yistem (Dar, 1968, ) This criticism helped to justify a horizontal differentiation

into tracks and trends., It also gave some legitimization to a vertical differentiation -

in the form of grouping in mathematics and English in high schoal (Golan, 1961).

Parallelly, 'the kibbutz school concentrated more on achievement of specific academic

-goais'while making certain compromises regarding wider educational and social aims (Dar

1974 b). The school became more anxious about the level of scholastic achievement,

comparing itself-to the urban academic high schoof. Part of this was due to a growing

meritocratic orientation within kibbutz society, as well as concern with the more

talented pdpils, natural candidates for matriculation examinat!ons and for university

studie (Arnon,.1972)0

These developments strengthened the partisans of homogeneous separation; the practice

of grouping spread during:the 19601s in the higher grades of elementary school and

especially in high'school. Still, the practice of homogeneous homeroom classes remains

unpopular in kibbutz'education and, when we carried out our study, was found in only

four kibbutz schools. These were among the first to have been arganized as larger

regional high schools, shared by some of the oldest kibbutzim. It seems that being

regional rather than local schools allowed them a certain isolation of internal pedagogic,

considerations from the wider social values and eased the acceptance of an educational

arrangement whiCh negatdd the kibbutz egalitarian ideology. These schools adopted

homogenization primarily as an attempt to cope with problems of a fairly heterogeneous

student population,* in a non-selective system which strives to provide a fundamental

twdlve-year academic education, with the pretension of not falling behind the best

selective schools in the country.

* Due to the relative socio-economic and cultural homogeneity of the kibbutz in israel,
a certain intellective homogeneity of the kibbutz student population is expected. Our
examination reveals only partial support for this view: a standard deviation of-15 in
the Milta Aptitude Test (Ortar and Murieli, 1966) was found for the general high school
population in Israel, while a standard devitation of 12,9 was found 'in the kibbutz
sample. That is, the variance in the kibbutz schools, represented by our, sample,
equals 86% of the variance in the general ft4dent population.

10
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The study population.included the 10th to 12th graders of six kibbutz schools in

noéthern srael, during the academic year 1971-72. Each school _included students from

6 to 13 kibbutzim and between 50 and 90 pupils in each grade level, with at least two

.parallel classes in each grade. The schools' affiliation to an educational center.of one

of the kibbutz federations* determines a high degree of uniformity in aims, educational

approach, curriculum, teaching methods, organization and in the resources avai.lable.

Formation of homogeneous homerooms at two ability leVels** was practiced in four

schools, bringing together in 30 classes students from 30 kibbutzim, whereas in two schools,,

accepting,Oupils from 22 kibbutzim in 18 classes, there were heterogeneous homerooms.

Both'groups of schools practice grouping in English, mathematics, physics and sometimes

also biology, chemistry and Hebrew language, but the homeroom class remains the basic

educational and social framework. It constitute the student's principal affiliation

unit and largely determines his school identity. He learns an average of between 46%

(in heterogeneous 12th grade) to 76% (in homogeneous 10th grade) of the curriculum in

this framework.

In order to obtain comparable groups, the "outside children" (attached to the

kibbutz scbools but not kibbutz children),and those kibbutz children who had only studiecr

one year at these schools, were excluded from the sample. Thus, a sample of 691

students, 72% of the student.population, remained, and educational achievement data

were collected from 97% of them. 286.(41.4%) studied in heterogeneous classes, and

405 (58.6%) studied in homogeneous classes. Of this latter group, 225 (55%) learned

in high-level homogeneous classes and 180 (45%) in low-level classes.

The study groups were checked and found equivalent on the following factors: rate

of study outside the region and the drop-out rate;'-the sex ratio; parents' educational'

level and their ethnic origin; the pre-treatment 'level of academic ability/achievement;

the curricula and type of teache'rs' training and length of their. explrience (see Dar,

1980, ch. 4).

4.1.2 The Midd School Sample

In contrast to the kibbutz sample, the middle school sample was a representative

* There are fOur kibbuzNfederatións in Israel, which differ in their political

affiliation.

** Various criteria were used in allocation: teachers' grades and reports from the

elementary school; selective tests in certain subjects (generally English, mathematics

and Hebrew language), and somettmps also psycho-technic tests. However, often the

general impression of the student's\ability, rather than test results, determined

placement.
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Israeli-wide sample of about 4,000 students, in 1972-74, studying in 135 classes in 38

schoolSthroughout the country. This sample was originally used in a comprehensive

study evaluating the educational reform of Israeli schools (Chen, Levy and Adler, 1978).

The reform established middle schools (7th to 9th grades) which aimed at integrating

a stronger school population, generally from a Western background, with a weaker one,

generally of,Oriental background. The reform's goals were defined as: (a) raising the

level of academic achievement of all pupils; (b) closing the gap between children of

various ethnic origins (on.ihis gap, see 2.7 above); ,and (c) integrating socially

children of different ethnic and class origins. The principal organizational change

was a shift from a system of 8-year neighborhood elementary schools and a variety of

high schools (academic, vocational, etc.) to a system of 6-year neighborhood elementary

schools,.an integrated 3-year middle school serving several neighborhoods, and a 3-year

high school (Ha'Knesset Rimalt Report, 1971; Ministry of Education, 1971).

After an initial rapid pace, the implementation of the reform slowed down because

of budgetary problems and opposition of certain-public circles. Today, about 45% of

the 12-15 year age cohort study in middle schools. The middle school students are a

more 'heterogeneous group, ethniCally, socio-economically and intellectively than.that

found in the non-reformed schools (Chen, Levy and Adler, 1978). Chen, Levy and Adler's

study was aimed, ag'stated above, at examining the educational outcomes of the new

middle schools, compared to parallel non-reformed schools (7th and 8th grades in

elemenfary schools and 9th grades in high schools). In a sample of 19 middle schools

(3,000 students) and 19 non-reformed eleMentary.schools (1,000 students), students were

followed from 7th grade until the end of 9th grade through a set of stdndardized

achievement tests and questionnaires.*

A detailed examination of both the middle schools and the control schools shows A

variety in class composition from high homogeneous classes (high mean achievement, high

SES, low percentage of students of Oriental origin) through heteregeneous compositions

to low-homogeneous classes. Therefore, for the purposes of the analysis we decided not

to differentiate between middle schools and regular schools, assuming that from all the

classes in thesample we would obtain a continuous range of socio-educational environ-

ments, from the poorest to the richest.

* The schools sample was a stratified Israeli-wide saMple, representing the Whole range
of achievement levels, student compositions, types of settlement, and the two types
of public schools in Israel - regular public schools and religious public schools.
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In this sample we.have also focused On the homeroom classes in which the student

does most of his studying and which constitutes for him the most significant educational

and social framework.*

4.2 THE TREATMENT VARIABLE
0

The latent treatment variable, in both inquiries, is the SLE quality, as determined

by the intellective composition of the class. Its empirical definition is different in

the two studies.

4.2.1 The treatment variable in the kibbutz sample

The."treatment" in the kibbutz sample, in the narrow, specific sense, is the home-
_

room class structure, Oich is Other homogeneous or heterogeneous in terms bf student

learning ability. In this definition, distinction must be made betweem two aspects of

the variable: variation and quality. Homogenization is supposed to narrow the range of

learning ability and.reduce its variation in the learning frameWorks. Parallelly, it

produces either "enriched" learning_environments (high-level hombgeneous classes) or '

"impoverishee ones (low-level'homogeneous classes) in terms of the aggregate learning-

'relevant characteristics, particularly learning ability.

More widely defined, the treatment refers to 'homogenization, in contrast to

'heterogenization or random formation of homeroom classes,,and to the entirety of

curricular activities and,outcomes accompanying,their formation. This includes the

.school's manipulation of the cohort in its division into learning units - classes,

groupings and trends or tracks - which may reduce th variation Within the unit of any

learning-relevant characteristic, with the claimed purpose of facilitating learning and

instruction.

1

The validity of the independent.variable in the narrow sense was examined by

comparing the class variation on the Milta Aptitude Test in the two research groups.

* 2/3 of the curriculum is learned in the,homeroom clgs and the remaining 1/3, in

ability groupings in mathematics, English.and Hebrew language.
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Table 4.1.: Difference in Clasg.Variation on Milta, by class structure

N'

Subjects
'N ,Mean Sum of

.Classes Squares
F, P

Heterogeneous classes . 350 18 177.30

1 1.6 .001

Homogeneous classes 464 30 109.16

High-level homogeneous classes 242 16 105.71

1.07 N.S.
Low-level homogeneous claeses 222 14 112.92'

Table 4.1. reveals that the average variation within the homogeneous classes is

distinctly less than within the heterogeneous classes. In contrast, the difference in

clasi variation between the two types of homogeneous classes, high and low-level, is

gmall and not significant:

The effect of homogenization is also displayed at the level of the two research

aggregates.

Table 4.2.: Differences in Variation on Milta, by the two research aggregates

F ratio
Subjects

Mean S.D.
(relative to het.)

.

Heterogeneous

Homogeneous "

Homogeneous high-level,

Homogeneous low-level.

350
1

464

24;.

222

89.10

94.94

101.93

v87.04

13.00

12.87

10.41

10.76

1.02

1.56

..1.46

N.S.

.01

.01

_

Table 4.2, indicates no differenCe fn Milta variance in the two research groups alp

aggregates, although in the heterogeneous aggregate the variance is clearly ghater

than wftnin each of the two homogeneous sub-groups. This comparison ,demonstrates6that

homOgenization reduces learning-ability range,in both high and low-level homogeneous

classes as compared to the abilitysrange in the aggregates; it also reveals a

considerable difference (greater than a full standard deviation) between learning-

ability levels of the high and low-level homogeneous classes.

The validity of the.independent variable in the wider definition is more complex.

We sought quantitatilie expression of variation,in the treatment variable, which would

express differences between sChools in terms of the diTensions of homogenization
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V.
defined in Section 2.8 above, relating to not only homeroom, but to all learning

Wameworks,existing in schools. This.. is important, because all the schools in the

sample practice grouping in some subjects and divide part of the curriculum into trends

and a degree of homogenization is found in all the schools discussed. Therefore', the

reseirch groups, distinguished.,in terms df homogeneous or heterogeneous homerooms;

might not remain distinct when considering the enrirety of their learning frameworks."

Four basic tYpes of learning frameworks were found in the sample:'homeroom classes,v
groupings, trends,*, and extra-curricular elective subjects. Table 4.3. describes the

distribution of studies according to the learwing frameworks in the to=reselsch groups.

Table 4.3.: -Percentage,of studies,.by )earning frameworks, by grade level

and the class structure

10th-12th
'Het Hom

10th

Het Hom

11th

Het Hom

12th

Het Hom

homerooms 50.1 58.5 54.6 76.3 49.3 50.8 44.7 g4.0

groppings

tracks

32.6

12.6

20.2

20.0

39.8

3.7

23,7

-

26,8 .

18.3

19.2'

28 3.

27:6,

197

19.8

24,6

extra-curricular electives 4.7 1.3 1.9 5.6 1.7 8.0 .'. 1.6

T OTAL 100.0 .100-.0 100.0 100.0

AMW

100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0

-

(a) In the homeroom c.ith the student learns an average of between 45% (12th grade

heterogeneous homerooms), and 76% (10th grade homogeneous homerooms) of his studies, the

jority of which are in social studies and humanities, with some science. The type of

homeroom class defines thus the school as either "heterogeneous" or "homogeneous".

(b) Groupings according to ability are found in English, mathematics arid physics,

and sometimes in biology, chemistry and Hebrew language. 'They,appear in two forms.

(1) including students from several heterogeneous homerooms, or several homogeneous

homerooms of different leyels, that is, homogeneous grouping of an originally heterogeneous

population; or (2) grouping within homogeneous homerooms, that is,.additional homo-

gienization of a population which has already been homogenized, .

The portion of studies learned in groupings is associated with the'homeroom class

structure:. it is greater where the homeroom class is heterogeneous It seems that

homogenization of homeroom classes rildmes the tendency to practice grouping, The

* The trends in the schools under study, are a form of partial tracking enabling .

students to concentrate on specific fields of interest, like mathematics-phystps,

biology-chemistry, htimanities, kcial studies 6nd vocatione training,
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relative part of groupings is reduced after 10th grade, due to the increase in the part

.played by' trends beginning,in 11th grade:

(c) Trends - mathematics, biology, humanities, social studies, and vocational

studies - also appear like the grouping in two forms: (1) from within a heterogeneous

population; (2) within homogeneous homeroom classes. Trends are usually practiced

beginning in the 11th grade; they inclutle 19% of the curricucum wherse homerooms are'

heterogeneous.and 24% to 28% with homogeneous homeroom classes.

While the primary yardstick fpr,selection in the.various voupings is the student'S

ability, his preference is important in ssignment to thb various trends, although

-abiTity is also considered.

(.cl) Extra-curricular electives- this framework is less formal than the others,

although mandatory, where it exists. The school generally offers 5-10 electives to
\

ohoosefrdm.

In sum,,then, 7 types-of learning frameworks were identified. These,types are

arranged on a scale accord:Ing to level of Komogenization:

.heterogeneous homerooms;

(2) elective sdbjects;

(3) trends formed out of a heterogeneous population;

(4) groupings formed out of a heterogeneous Topulation;

(5) homogeneous homeroom classes; .

(6) trendtiwithin a homogeneous flopu4ation;

(7) groupings of a homogeneous.population.

Whatjustifies this order?

(1) When homerooms are heterogeneous, the separated curriculum is reduced to,about

50% of the.totial curriculum.- In this case the homeroom has the most random composition

of all the frameworks and is therefore probably the most heterogeneous.
7

(2) Allocation of students to extra-curricular electives is a horizontal division,
,

coopletely elective,J The wide variety Of electives, the informality of-ihe framework.

and the lack of association' with other frameworks preclude application of any image of

-stratification.
-

' (3) T.e image of stratificatioa does, however, apply to'the system of trends; even

though division into trends is also basically horizontal. Thus, for instance, the
.

1 22 L.-



Imathfmatical trendS is rebognized as requiring a more scarce cognitive skill than a

humaniStic trend and is therefore perceived as "higKer". Furthermore, the genehl

I.

awareness that certain trends demand specific skills produces a relatively high degree

of homogerieity within the trend,,even though allocation to trends is basically elective,
,
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4 (4) The degree of homogenization associated with grouping is greater than that

associated with trends, because grouping is definitely a selective vertical differen-

tiation. It,also involves a greater degree.of sttudent homogeneity, because the assignment

to the various groupings is done aocorOing to specific skills related to one subject.

(5) The creation' of homogeneous homerooms extends separation to the entire

curriculum, thereby greatly increasing ihe proportion of the selectivesverttcal division.

It also increases its rigidity, insomuch as it increases the overlapping of learning

groups in the various sectors of the curriculum. In addition to the complete oyerlap

of study according to abil4y in the curriculum studied in the homeroom class, the

overlap of stucty according to ability in trends and g4roup1ngs also increases-.

(6) When division into trends is practiced within'homOgeneous-homerooms, the

homogeneity of the learning group increases. .The student's choices are reduced;

nobility lietween levels is minimized because thenumber of trends will usually be

'smaller; and the rigidity of the separation intensifiesi

. (7) When grouping is carried out within homogeneous homerooms, selectivity and

homogeneity reach the highest degree. There is`-'almost no mobility between levels and
. ,

the overlapping between the learning 'grogps in various subjects at the same level is

The position on this scale (1-4) was used as a weight in setting-up an index of

homogenization. If the weight of homogenization of'the framework is m, the number of

weekly hours studied in the framework is n, and the number of frameworks varies from 1

to k, 'then the grading in the homogenization index H will be:.

Using this index, we examined the degree to which the studerits associated with

heterogeneous home..00ms as compared with those in homogeneous homerooms, actually belong

to two distinct groups. The results are presented in Table 4:4.-

123 .
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Table 4.4.: Meanlbore on Homogenization Indei, by school and by grade level

Homogeneous Homerooms

Grade School 1 School 2 School 3
level Academic Vocational

Heterogeneous Homerooms
School 4* -School 5 School 6

Track Track --

10 5.22 5.37 5.68 5.32 2.27 2.50 2.i1

11 5.47 5,37 5.54 5,27 4.17 2.34 2.11

12 '5.46 5,11 5,66 5.33 4.33 2.36 2.25

* In this school, homogeneous separation of homerooms was practiced in 11th and 12th

grades only.

Table 44, shows the degree of homogenization in the group of homogeneous homerooms

being.more than twice (5.00) than that in the heterogeneous homerooms (2.25). This

indicates that homogenization of homerooms does in fact determine two distinct groups.

4.2:2 hie tiTatment variable in the middle school sam le

In the kibbutz sample an organizational manipulation was applied which produced

actual different typed of classes, enabling a quasi-expertmental examination within a

dichotomy (homogeneous/heterogeneous classes) or a trichotomy (high-level homogeneous/

heterogeneous/low-lcvel nomogeneous classes). These types are differentiated not only

by the class intellective variance and level, but also by additional characteristics

which are elements of the class identity. The "treatment" in the middle schools, in

contrast, is a post-factum research definition which relates explicitly only to the

dimension of class composition as a continuous variable.

The intellective composition of the class remains the central treatment variable

here as well; however, the wide socio-economic and ethnic variety in the middle school

sample provides for a detailed investigation into the relative effects of these three

compositional dimensions. As in the kibbutz sample, the homeroom class is the focus

of the analysis.

* Intellective composition is defined as the mean class achievement level.*

* Socio-economic composition is defined as the class mean SES.**

* Class mean score on a battery of,achievement tests given at the end of each school

year and including tests, in reading comprehension, mathematics, English, Bible and

a genehl test (social studies and science).

** The measure of SES is comprised of student's father's education, number of siblings,

and number of books at home. It ranges from 3 to 20(
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0

* Ethnic composition is defined as thepercentage of students of Asian-African.

. (Oriental) origin* in the class.

The joint distribution of intellective, socio-economic and'ethnic composition of

the class is presented in Table 4.5., which demonstrates the monotonic"relationshiP

,between the tnree dimensions. The inter-correlation between the. 3 variables is presented

in Table: 4.6.

Table 4.5.: Means and S.D. of SES and Ethntc Composition by Class Intellective
Composition

Intellective

composition level*
SES composition
mean S.D.

Ethnic composition
mean S.D.

N

Classes

, -30 9.65 1.62 5.04 :99 U.

- 30 - 40 c' 9.02 .89 '5.26 .76 6 17

41 - 50 9.65 .94 5.27 .80 25

51 - 60 11.73 1.41 4..07 1.10 25

61 - 70 14.08 1.32 2.38 .87 36

71 - 80 14.86 .98 2.39* .72 20

81 - 90 16/.86 .45 1.51 .50 '2

11111,

T OTAL 12.25 2.55 3.52 1.55 136 ,

* Measured as % of correct answers on the battery of achievement tests.

Table 4.6.: Inter-correlation Matrix of the three compositional variables

1

2

3

Intellective

SES

Ethnic

1 2 3

1.00

.8,7

- .79

1.00o

- .90 1.00

4.3 THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

1

Ihe dependent variable in both inquiries is the mean scholastic achievement,

measured through.a battery of standard tests in a number of subjects...,, The decision.to

rely on standard tests, and not on teachers' grades, resulted from the need to compare

achievements in different SLE's. Standard tests are likelY to be less directed to

specific learning contents and tasks (Dallhof, 1971; Brimer et al., 1978; MadauS et al.,

* Class ethnic comp,sititin is defined on a 6-categories scale: up to 20% Oriental

, origin; 6 - more than 95% Orientals.
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. 1979). Moreover, theyare less prone to possible diversion of teacher evaluations, which

could result in underestimation in high intellective compositions and overestimation in

--the -low compositions.*

4.3.1 TeSts administered in the kibbutz sample

'To attain an achievement average, 4 tests were used: in reading comprehension,

.social studies, history and biology. Tile\ first three are directed to curriculum studies

in homerooms, where, unlike groupings, there is a distinct difference between the two

treatments. This group.of tests.can be seen as a valid indicator of the student's

tntellective achievement in the post-elementary kibbutz school,, also in line with the

school's educational emphasises.

We decidedito forego examination of specific knowledge, for fear that in using

uniform tests administered cross-sectionally at the saMe time, the,differences between

cUrrieula and progresS of various classes:could not be controlle'd. We therefore

employed tests focusing on.general knowledge, concepts, comprehension and'Cieductive

abiTity. This decision suits the emphasis on "high" mental skills rather than memory

and knowledge of facts, which-is, to the best of our knowledge, characteristic of

kibbutz'e4cation.

Fol1oWtn6 is a short description of the tests:**
-

(a) Lading comprehension. The test was adapted by A. Levy (1971) on the basis

of tests prepared for an international comparative study of I.E.A. (Thorndike, 1973).

(b) Social studies. Also an adapted version of I.E.A. tests by A. Levy, The

test examines concepts of democracy, government, international politics, economics and

social rese rch.

(c) History. This test was constructed in eollaboration with history teache'rs in

the schoolsAnder study. In contrast -6 all the other tests, it was directed at the

spetific sc4ols' curriculum.

(d) Biology. This test was prepared by P. Tamir for the Israel Center for Science

Education. It is intended to test general comprehension of the processes of scientific

research. 1

* In the kibbutz sample, it was found that the correlation between teachers' grades in
literature and Milta Aptitude Test scores in heterogeneous classes is double (r = .36)
than thatin homogeneous clas8-es (r = .18).

** For a detatJed description, see Dar, 1980, sec. 6.1.2.
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,

Following are a number of statistica) characteristics of the tests:

4. Table 4%7.: Statistical Ch'aracteristics'of pe Tests Administered in the

Kibbutz Sample

Number of Mean % of Reliability
Test Raw Mean S . D.

items correct answers (alpha)

readingsomTrehension 33 18.59 5.51 ,56.7 79

social studies 47 30.70 6.92 65.6 ,..84

histany - 10th grade 30 12.23 4.06 40.1 .62

history - 11th-12th grade' 30 12.83 4.77 43.7 .72 .

biology 40 21.01,
,

5.82 55.2 .77=1.1.
A

4.3.2 Teits administered In themiddle school sample

At-the end of each school year (7th, 8th and 9th grades) the students were «dminis-
.

-itered a set of standard achievement tests in reading comprehension, mathematics, Engilish

(as a foreign language)', Bible, science and social studies.

The tests were developed by experts in each*field under the guidance of A. Levy.

Except for the reading comprehension test, all the tests were curriculum-bound. For,

the subjects in which curricula differed between schools, tests were comprised of two

equal parts: a part of common items and a part of curricula specific items. The tests

were intended to evaluate a variety of cognitive operations on a broad range of

abstruction levels. Statistical characteristics of the tests are presented in Table

4.8. Tests reliabilities range from .72 to .95.
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Table 4.8.: S:tatistical Characteristics of Achievement Tes4

in the Middle School Study

X n

.7th'grade

reading comprehenSion 63.12 2734 5053

mathematics 50.43 24.17 4971

English 52.17 29.23 5053

social.studies 51.53 24.31 5054 S
scierice 45.27 22.74 5051

8th grade

4..51 .1.76 3654 .reading comprehension*

mathematics 58.84 "20.91 3495

English* 5.03 2.54 3654

general tes.t 61.14 21.83 3654

Bible 54.49 21.08 3427

9th graae

72.45 18.93 2749reading comprehension

mathematics 64.85 20.43 2363

English 67.12 26.93 2718

* Anchor items' only, included in the 8th grade general

-tests,--:IM-grade-is4-number-of: correct-answers47-items
in reading and 8 items in English).

4.4 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The model for analysis in both inquiries is analogous to the schematic model

suggested.by Astin (1970) for studying the effects of educational institutions.

personal resources

-LE

[scholastic achievement]

The analysis focuses on the effect of the learning environment on student achievement,

taking into consideration that scholastic outcomes in an educational system are likely
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to be pre:conditioned by the personal learning-relevant resources that the student

brings to the school, as well as by the aggregated personal inputs in the effective

study _units (classes) which is likely to affect the quality of the leirning environiiient.

In addition, the possible interaction between personal resource level and learning

environient quality must be taken into account, assuming that at different levels of

persona resources there is likely to be differential sensitivity to a given learning

environment quality, and that students of a given resource level are likely to react

difterently to different learning environments. The model was tested using an equation

of linear regression:

Y' = a + b1x1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4

where:

Y' = mean scholastic ablievement of the student in the tests outlined in seCtion 4.3,

in 10th-12th grade in the kibbutz sample, and in 8th and 9th grades in the middle

school sample.

. class level. This variable appears in thekibbutz sample only, since in the middle

school sample each class level was analyied separately. 2(1 codes 10th grade = 1;

11th grade - 2; 12th grade = 3.

x
2

= sex. Coded, boy = 1; girl = 2.

x3 = pre-treatment ability/achievement. In the kibbutz sample this variable is presented

by the score on the "8th grade survey" (Seker), a government test generally adminis-

tered in Israel for'the allocation of students to post-elementary studies. It is

more-similar to an aptitudetest_than to an achievement test. However, it may be

considered as a general test of the student's erbal and mathematical achievements

after 7 years of elementary school (Ortar, 196.7).* In the middle.school sample x3

is the student's mean achievements in 7th grade tests, which are similar to those

given in the 8th and 9th grades.

x
4
= the treatment variable. In the kibbutz sample - class structure, with heterogeneous

= 0, and homogeneous = 1; in the middle school sample - class composition, expressed
,

1 by the class mean achievement.

The interaction between the personal resouraes and SLE. quality will be tested by

separate regressions in the various personal resource levels'. For this puepose, the two

samples were divided into halves and quarters of the pre-treatment ability/achievement

* In the kibbuii sampTe the score On the Seker had a correlation of .74 with the Milta

Aptitude Test and a correlation Of .64 with the achievement tests given in 10th-12th

grade
1

s. Average score on the Seker is 78.77 and the standard deviation is 9.81. 1
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distribution and regression analyses were carried out in 7 categories0a) "all";

(2) upper half; (3) lower half; (4) top quarter; (5) second quarter; (6) third quarter;

(7) lowest quarter'.

Thus the metric regression coefficients may be seen as the estimated effect of

each variable at a certain level.* Differences in the treatment variable coefficient

at the various levels of pre-treatment ability/achievement, indicate interaction between

personal resources level and SLE quality,(see Schoenberg, 1972; Kronbach and Snow, 1977).

This stra.egy does involve division of the sample, which reduces its statistical strength,

but it is preferable to the use of dummy variables of interaction because of its

conceptual clarity (see Kendall, Margolis and Davis, 1978).

Since our interest here is to explore causal processes and interactions by estimating

treatment.effects on relative different sub-groups, more than to assess the predictive

power,Of a certain variable in the same population, we preferred, following many

methodAlogists (Blalock, 1967; Blalock and Blalock, 1971; Schoenberg, 1972; Smith, 1974

Kim and Kohout, 1975; Pedhatzur, 1975; Wiley, 1976; Kronbach and Snow, 1977), to focus

on metric rather than standardized coefficients of regression.** In order to provide

the reader a sense of the relative effects in a given equation, standard coefficients (B)

are also presentegi.

A similar technique will be employed in the second stage of the apalysis, when

extending the model.by the addition of motivation related variables.

* 1)1, can be interpreted as the expected change in sCholastic achievements due.to the

addition of one school year; b2 - as the expected difference between boys and girls;
b3 - as the expected change in achievement associated with 1-point increment in the
"Seker" score (in the kibbutz sample), or with 1 point increment in the pupil's 7th
grade achievement (in the middle school sample); and b4 - as the expected change in
achievement associated with the hypothetical transition from heterogeneous claetes
to homogeneous classes (in the kibbutz sample), or with the improvement of the class
intellective composition by 1 point of the class 8th grade mean achievement (In the

. middle school sample).

** This is because the standardization of the coefficient, intended to facilitate
significant comparison of variableg measured on various scales, is derived by multi-

plication of the metric coefficient by the independent and dependent variables

standard deviatiOns ratio. This makes it, therefore, affected not only by the
structural association between the variables, but also by the diffelences in variances.
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CHAPTER 5: THE FINBINGS: CLASS STRUCTURE

AND_COMMIINNAND_MMEMICACULEYEMENI

This chapter presents the analysis intended to test the main hypotheses elaborated

at the conclusion of Chapter 3. Briefly recapitulatA: (a) class SLE quality affects

positively the student's academic achievement; (b) an interaction exists between SLE

and students' personal resource level: the lower the student's resources, the more
. .

,

sensitive he is to.SLE quality; (c) sensitivity to the SLE impact is amplified in-the

middle range of the ability distribution, that is, among "averages".

5.1 IN THE KIBBUTZ SAMPLE'

The regression Analysis was carried out within nine categories in three groups:

(1) the entire,aggregate (a); (2) within groups of personal resburces: halves of the

ability distribution (b,c), quarters of the ability distribution (d-g); (3) within the,

research groups, when the treatment variable (x,) =

In the entire ability range, the model accounts for about 50% of the variance in

achievements; the explanation drops to 20%-40% in the analyses by halves; and to 15%-30%

in those by quarters of the distribution. The overall analysis shows: (a) a positive

effect of the grade level on achievements: addition of one school year is associated

with increment of almost 5 points in achievement; (b),female students have a clear

deficit (some 3.5 points) in achievements; (c) pre-treatment ability/achievement, as

expected, is the strongest variable in the model: increment of 1 point in the Seker

grade draws a change of .85 in achievement (79% of the variance explained is accounted

* In the heterogeneous classes the hypothetical levels were determtned according to

the Seker grades, optimally dividing between high and low homogeneous classes.
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Table 5.1.: Metric (b) and Standardized (B) Coefficients and percent of Variance Explained of
Academic Achievements on Grade Level, Sex, Ability (Seker) and Class Structure (Het/Hom

in the Various AbiTity Categories*

,

Ability Category

X
1

Grade Level

b B

X
2

Sex

B

.

X
3

"Seker"

b 'B

X
4

,Class Structure

b B

\

R
2

a. All students 4.85* .31 -3.45* -.13 .85* .65 -1.75+ -.07 .53*

(597)

b. Upper Half 4.69* .39 -3.24x -.16 .80* .35 -.76 -.04 .28*

(294) 1

c. Lower'Half 4.94* .36 -3.95* -.18 .68* -2.85x -.13 .35*

303

,.39

d. .Upper Quarter

(135)

5.04* 44 71.16 -.06 .63* .20 -1.87 -.09 .18*
1

e. Second Quarter 4.15, .36 -5.04 -.25 .92x .19 .04 .00 .24*

(159)

f. Third Quarter 5.65* .43 -4.01x -.19 .52 .12 -3.80 -.18 .28*

(143)

g. Lowest Quai!ter 433* 34. -3.99x -.19 .64* .30 -2.13 -.10 .25*

(160)
x =nigh/low,level

,

h. Heterogeneous 3.60* .26 -3.42x -.15 . .78* .65 -.44 -.02 .51*

(?38)

f. Homogeneous 554* .32 -3.53* --.13
73* .53 -4.11x -.15 55*

359

+ - p < .05 x - p < .01 * - p < .001

= 56.03 = 12:89)

X = 2 01 (e= .83); 1.47 (4= .50); x3 = 78.21 (6 = 9.85); 5 = 1.60 (6 = .49)
, 1

* Negative coefficients of x2 point to advantage for males, and of x - to heterogeneity.

.1.32\\

\
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I

for by this variable); (d) homogeneous hotherOom classes do not provide any advantage in

academic achievements: to the contrary, an advantage is indicated in heterogeneity.

However, the treatment effect is weak and adds very little to the explained variance

of achievements already provided by the Seker, sex and grade level.

5.1.1 Class composition: differential, asymmetric effect

The overall analysis (Table 5.1., a.) indicates an advantage, though a weak one, in

heterogeneity,. In order to detect the interaction between kE quality and personal

resources level in their influence on academic achievements, we turn to the analysis ,

I.

by halves .and quarters of the ability distribution. 1

Comparison of equations (b) and,(c) in Table 5.1. indeed indicates the,expected

interaction. The effect of class structure in the lower half of the ability distribution

2.85) is significantly greafer than that in the upper half (b = .70. The diffcren-

tial sensillivity hypothesis is affirmed: those with low resources level ("lows") are

more sensitive to the SLE effect. Explanation of the class structut4e effectin terms

, of the SLE quality,is, however, problematic. Explanation in these terms is valid for

the "lows", for which a hypothetical tranition from a low-homogeneous,class toga

heterogeneous class implies improvement in SLE. On the other hand, transition from a

high-homogeneous class to a heterogeneous one implies impoverishment of the SLE for the

"highs", and this does-not tally.with the slight advantage in heterogeneity in this,

half as well. This tendency may reflect a pre-treatment adyantage in heterogeneous

claSses inadequately controlled.

Further examination of the interaction between the SLE and personal resources is

provided by regression within homogeneoUs classes only (Table 5.1., 1.), when the

treatment (x
4
) entered equation as a dichotomous Variable (1 - high-hom class;

2 - low-hom class). This analysis reveals that a hypothetical transition from a low

to a high homogeneous class, personal resources level controlled, ii'associated with

a 4 points advantage in achievement. The finding endures in a mord rigorous test, a

parallel regression within the heterogeneous classes (Table 5.1., h.), where x4 represents

the hypothetical "level". The real homogeneous levels do have alsignificant effect on

achievement, when personal resources cOntrolled, while the hypothetical "levels"'have not.

The interaction between personal resources level and SLE quality is demonstrated

in Illustration 5.1. The ''ffect of SLE quality is-presented In terms of a hypothetical

transition from one environmental level to another within levels of personal resources,

1 :3 3
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and the effect of personal'resources is presented in termspf a hypcOetical transition

between,abilityolevel within environmental levels.
,

Illustration 5.1.: Effects of Ability and Environment on Achievement in
Adjusted* and Raw Grades (in parentheses)

Personal

Resources
Level

1

High
(Upper Half)

Low
(Lower Half)

Rich

SLE

Poor

N x 171 N=123

Hl-Hom Hi-Het

63.10 , 63.96
A (61.55) .86 A (63.34)

111' 12.42 (12:84) 16.04 (15.44) ,

Lo-Het

- 50.65

(50.71)

= 116

.76

P.81)
.

Lo-Hom

47.92
A (47.90)

N = 191

The analysis rests on the assumption that a homogeneous 4vironment righ-homogeneous

classei) is richet fol. the qlfghs" (the top half of the ability distribution) and a

heterogeneous environment isricher for the "lows" (the.lower half). It also assumes

(a) an identical number of cases in each of the four cells;
l

and (b) identical Oriance

,in each cell. The effects are differences in mean achievements in "transition" from a

low to a high level of environmentor ability.

.

The effects are summarized 0 followsf

Effecrof Ability, Effect of Environment

raw adjusted raw adjusted

in rich env 12.84 12.42 for high abil .21 -.86

in poor env 15.44 16.04 for lOw abil 2.81 2.76

The abi.lity effect in both environments is stronger than the environmental effect

* The adjusted grades were derived from a co-variance analysis with grade level, sex
and Seker grade controlled (DiXon, 1970).
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'..
,

in both alicility groups, but the.ability factor is strohger, in a poorer environment, and

the environment factor is more important to those of low_ability. Both learning

resources, personal ability and SLE quality, operate in the saMe direction, although in

different intensities, but sensitivity to one factor. is greater under scarcity of the

gther. Abundance of personal resources reduces sensitivity to the SLE quality, while
,

a low level of resources increases it. Improvement of SLE will have a stronger effect

on the poorly resourced student's while those of high resources will be less affected

; by the environment impoverishment. 'The operational implication of this contention is

i that "lows" transferred from an impoverished SLE (low-homogeneous classes) 'to a richer

Ione (heterogeneous classes) Will profit more than. "highs" will lose when transferred

from an enriched environment (high-homogeneous classes) td a poorer one (heter6geneous
s

i claSses).

i

1
5.1.2 el ass com' osition: the "middle range effect"

For a more precise detection of the interat:tion betweeh SLE quality And personal

resource's level, and in order to examine the hypothesis that the asymmetrical effect

will be iamplified in the middle range of the ability distribution, analyses by quarters

of,the distribution (Table 5.1., d-g) were carried out

The comparison of effects in the second and thlrd quarters reveals the asymmetrical

contrast. A weak effect, advantage to the richer SLE of a high homogeneous class,,in

the, second quarter, and a stronger effect in the third quarter: advantage for the

heterogeneous class whith-b6h-§titutes a irtch-e-r 'SU- fart hts- -quarter. The-difference-I

the magnitude of the SLE effects between second ,and third quarters is greater than

between the top and lowest halves and, its contraSt is also' distinct. The'amplification

of the effect in the middle range of the distribution is evident, Meaning a greater

.
sensitivity to SLE quality among the "averages".*

The relative effects, of SLE and ability- as well as the claim bf differential

sensitivity in the middle range can be simply detected by cOmparing hypothetical tran-

sitions between environmental levels within the ability levels, with the effects of

transition between ability levels within the environmental levels. This may be viewed

as a replication of the analysis presented in Illustration 5.1., while the SLE's here

are represented by the two, types" of homogeneous cl,asses

* 80% of those included in the second quarter learn, in an enriched SLE (high-homogeneous

classes), and-57% of those in the third quarter learn in an impoverished SLE (low-

homogeneous classes).
i
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Illustration 5.2.: Effectis of Ability and Environment Achievement in the Middle

ange in Adjusted and Classes only Raw Grades (in parentheses

High
' (2nd qbarterl

Personll
Resources
Level

Rich
C.

Poor .

(Hiqh-Hom classes) , (Low-Hom classes

Low

t (3rd quartei.)!

o

N=75

7,

=

L:

61.27 .68

.

*

N.= 16

60.59
(58.74) ,

'4

49.58
(49.20)

(61.67) 44';

6.79
. (6.72)

I54.48 At

(2.93)

. \

4.90

11.01
(9.c4)

(54.95) 't., (5.75)

N = 40 N = 49

The analysis presented in Illustration 5.2. assumed an identical number of caseg'

in each of the four,cells formed by intersection of two ability levels (secohd'and

third quarters) with two envii.onmental levels (high and low homogeneous classes). The

effects are the differences in mean achievements in "transition!,,from,a low to a high

level of environment or ability: .

-A summary of the effects is:

in rich env

in poor env

Effect of Ability

'for high abil

for low abil

Effect Of Environmenil.

raw

_

6.72

9.54

adjusied

6.79

11.01

raw

2.93

5.75

adjusted

.68

490

It emerges, as in the previous,analysis, that the ability effect in both environ-

ments is stronger than the SLE effect in the two,ability groups, although the ability,

.factor is stronger in a poorer environment, and the environMental factor is more

important to,those of low-middle ability than tothose of high-middlehbilitY. This

implies that improvement.of SLE.has a grefter effect on the "lows" than its imPoverish-

ment ills on the "highs". In &her Words, the "low-averages" who learn in homogeneous **,.

(low) classes are likely to profit from transition to heterogeneous classes,.an imkoved

environment for them, more than the "htgh-averages" learning in homogeneous (high)
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classes, will los; VoM transition to heterogeieous classes, for them an impoverished

environment.

Yet, it should be recalled that, beyond the contribution of the Seker, grade level

and sex, class structure adds very little to the explained variance of achievement.

The marginal contribution of class structure to the explained varlance in achievement

is presented in Table 5.2.

Tab.le 5.2.: Unique Contribution of Class Structure to the Explained Variance

of Achievement Tests, by various ability categories

J. .

all top half low half top qtr - second qtr third qtr lowest qtr

2.4 1.4 .0 4.4 1.8

The SLE is, therefore, a very weak factor in achievement in comparison with personal

resources. If there is interest in the SLE effect, it lies in its interaction with

personal resources.

5.2 IN THE.MIDULE SCHOOL SAMPLE
;

The heterogeneity of the Middle School sample, provides for the analS?sis 'Of the

relative influences, on academic achievement, of the three dimensions: intellective,

socio-economic and ethnic, both on personal and compositional levels. This will precAde

*the Main, analysis with the intellectile factor only.

5.2.1 Three dimenSions ethnic, socio=economic-and intellective
/ -

/

Table 5.3, presents the analyses for the entire reparch population, as well as

for Westerners and.Orientals separately, in three cateOries of academic ability: all

students, upper half; and lower half,

b

A similaritlittemerges in the regression equation, of the two ethnic groups. Although

Westerners are over-represented in the upper half of the ability 'distribution and

Orientals in the liower half,* it seems that the processes operating ob both groups, in

terihs of the relationship of background and,SLE to achievements are similar.

Westerners
N %'

Orlentals
N %

all students 1683 100 2016 100

upper half 1213 72 575 28

lower half 470 28 1441 72
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Table 5.3.: Metric (b) and Standardized (B) Regression coefficients of 8th grade achievements
on Personal and Composttional resources - the Middle School sample

Per'sonal Resources

7th grade ,

achievements
SES Ethnic origin

I

b B b B b B

all students :72* .61

upperlIall .88* .55

.lower half .52* .37

all students .78* .64

upper,half .87* .57
04 .

lower half .56* .35

-/

138

all stu'dents .66* .56

uPpet. half .88* .48

lower half .50* .37

.42*

.40*

.08

;09

.38* .09

.44* .07

.41x .07

414x
.10

.36* .06

37x
.09

33x
.07

.60

.53 .03

Compositional (class) dimensions

Intellective
SES_comp. Fthriic_comp

b B b

.61* .45 -.15*

.50* .39 7.11*

.66* .62,,. 1.15*

western a d Israeli* origin

.60* .40 ...13*

Ilia MO .51* .37 -.06

.64* .59 -.17x

Ori ntal origin

.61* .47 -.16*

MO .47* .40 -.16x

.66* .60 -.14*

* p < .001 x - p .01

* Israeli origin - second generation Israeli born.

13 b JB R
2

-.19- ,00 .00 .766*

-.15 .12' .01 .528*

-.24 x07 .01 .525*

-.13 .43 .03 .738*

-.07 .61 .05 .542*

-.25 -.65 -.05 .509*.

-.21 -.20 -.02 .689*

-.26 -.68 -.07 .410*,

-.20 .40 .04 .513*

4'1

1. 39
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At the personal level, the intellective dimension, pre-treatment ability/achievements,

has the decisive effect on academic achievements; socio-economic background has a

significant, butpuch weaker, effect; the effect of ethnic origin is minimal, approaching

zero.

An analogous pattern emerges at the compositional level. The intellectiye dimension

of the composition has the strongest effect, while ethnic composition of the class has

no effect. The effect of the socio-edonomic composition is weak and its unexpected

direction may be explained by suppression due to the high colinearity between variables.

In order to inveitigate more thoroughly the relative effects, step-wise regression

analyses were carried out in forced orders (Table 5.4.)., In both orders, personal

resources preceded-the compositional yesources.

Table 5.4.: The increment in explained variance of achievement by personal and
compositional resources, in two forced step-wise regression orders

Personal-Resourees Compos-i-tional-Resources

'^
SES comp,

4

Apt./Achiev. SES Ethnic origin
intellective

comp.
Ethnic comp.

Order*

R
2

1

.702

2

.007

3

,000

4

,049

5

.008

6

.000

Order

R2

3

.340

2

- .197 178

6

'046

.5

.003

4

.008

* The order of variables in the step-wise regression.

The analysis confirms the predominance of the IntellectIve dimension both as a

personal and as a class resource:
-

- Entered the regression first, the pre-treatment ability/achievement explains

about 10% of iheariance in_Academic achievements. Moreover, when entered third,

following student's ethnic origin and socio-economy status, it remains the strongest

variable, even though its weight is reduced by 50%.

- The socio-economic background of khe student, entered after the ability variable,

adds less than 1% to the explained variance. Ethnic origjn as the third variable has

no effect. When first in the analysis, ethnic origin contributes about 18% to the

explanation, while socio-economic background', second in the analysis, adds about 20%.

- First among the compositional variab1es,5ihe intellective compositionsadds some
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5% to the explanation; entered last, after ethnic and socio-economic composition, its

explaining Power is not significantly reduced. The contribution of the two other

cOmpositional-dimensiuns,_sociolmeconomic_and Pthnic_backgroundapproach_zerowhether

they appear after or before intellective composition.

The first conclusion arising from the analysis is that ethnic origin per se, in

comparison with-personal academic ability, and to a lesser extent with socio-economic

background as well, is a weak, if nOt insignificant'iactor, with regard to educational

outcomes measured by standard tests. It is worthwhile -to note that this conclusion
,

emerges in a research design which includes a tight control on the powerful variable

of pre-treatment ability/achievement, whose measurement preceded only one year the

measurement of the.dependent-variable. Such,control reduces chances of indellendent

expression of backgroundyariables,.ypth because the short interval betWeen the two

measurements and, more important, because background effects are likely to be imbeded.

in the pre-treatment-ability/achievement-as an accumulated influence. Clarification of

this point-deserves a research de-gign allowing Several years to lapse between two

measurements. Nevertheless, the conclusion regarding the relativ weakness of the

ethnic factor in explaining achievements corresponds with an increasing number of

recent Israeli studies, which indicate the greater role of socio-economic background,

yarticularly parents' education, in explanation of achievement (Eshel, 1980).

The second conclusion involves the effect of SLE quality r class composition - on

academic _achievements__Again,_the_res ear_ch _des' the_chances of a strong

__effectt6f_enyironmental resources:_personal_resources_are tightly controlled, and the

main personal resource control is based on achievements at the end of the 7th grade.

Moreover, previous achievements are likely to reflect an accumulated, combined effect

of personal resources and'SLE quality, and the research design does not provide for

decomposition of these effects. The effect of class composition is relatively weak,

but it must be evaluated in light of the tight control on personal resources and the

short period in which it could operate.

The relative weakness of the ethnic factor per se has important implications, both

for the ways of implementing educational integration in Israel and for the investigation -

of its educational outcomes. Because of the great sensitivity to ethnic cleavages tn

Israel, and because of the high correlation between ethnic origin, socio-economic

background, and academic ability, educational integration has been conceived primarily

in terms of ethnicity. Our findings imply that integration shodld be carried out
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/
primarily with regard to intellective .composition of the educational frameworks created.

If a proxy for the intellective dimension is desired; socio-economic coMpositio4 is

preferrible_ta_ethnic_composition_c__At any rate, if the princifial aim of integration

is defined as educational advancement of the "weak" students in'the encounter.* This

.
conclusion is strengthened in light of the growing amount of evidence indicating an

increasing social differentiation among Orientals in Israel (Peres, 1970; Mattras an-d

Noam,-1976; Adler, 1980).

The present findtngs also corroborate our claim against the conclusion reaChed by

many students of the educational integration in Israel that ethnic integration has but

a minimal effect on academic achievement (see section 2.7,2 above). Noneof the studies

of integration in Israel fully explicated the'three coMPositional dimensions, the

eth-nic, the socio-economic and the intellective, and none of them analyzed the overall

effect of the integrated SLE in terms of the three dimensions Combined. Some of the

studies examined the combined effect of socio-economic and ethnic composition, some

dealt with the ethnic dimension -only,--ard:some eveg attempted-to isolate the "pure"

ethnic dimension, controlling the socio-economic composition_ It emerges from these

siudies that the strongest effect of the composition on academic achievements is found

when conceptualized in terms ofsocio-ec9nomic and ethnic composition (Litwin, 1971;

Smilanski and Shfatia, 1977). When conceptualized as ethnic composition only (Levy and

Chen; 1974; Chen et al., 1978), the effects were much weaker; when Minkowitz-et al.

(1977) controlled five components of socio-economic'composition in order to derive'the
_

pure ethnic effect, it was indeed proven that the latter has no signifiC-ahte in predic-

tion of academic achievements: It seems, therefore, that-when investtgating-the outcomes--

of integration, it is preferable to focus on the intellective composition, or to choose

as its proxy socio-economic rather than ethnic composition.

5.2.2 The intellective com osition and academic achievements

Both on the level of personal resources and on the level of environmental resources,

the intellective dimensions were found to have ihe strongest effects. Therefore, we

shall restrict ourselves below in a model which elaborates these dimensions only and

is analogous to the model applied in the pbbutz study. Table 5,5, presents the out-
.

comes of the analysis in 8th and 9th grade-classes.

* It should be remembered that there may be other goals of integration, such as removing

ethnic and social barriers, fostering inter-cultural contact, and reducing prejudices;

for such aims it is required to consider the ethnic:comp6sition.
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Table 5.5.: Metric (b) & Standardized (B) Regression Coefficients of Achievement on
Sex, Pre-treatment Apt./Achiev. and Class Composition - the Middle
School saMple

Sex ,

b p

all. students ,..67 -.02

upper half .45 .02

lower half -.81 -.03

top quarter .26 .01

second quarter .91 .04

third quarter -48 -.03

_lowest quarter -.49 -.02

all Students ,1.99* .06

upper h'alf 2.78* .11

lower half 2.17x- .08

top quarter 1.48+ .08

second quarter 3.98* .16

Oird quarter 2.33+ .09

lowest quarter 1.79 .07

Pre-treatment

b

8th Grade

Class domposition

41, B R2

Apt./Achiev.

B

.73* .62 43* .32 .757*

.91* .57 .37* .28 .520*

.52* .37 ,48* .45 .502*

.93* 47 .32* .28 355*
.

.82*. .25 .40* .36 ..232*

.80* .27 45* .43 .310*

.29* .17 49* .52 .,253*
,

9th Grade

.63* .60 .3i*: .26 .637*

.63* .44 .23* .20 .313*

.52* .36 37*, .34 .382*

. .46* .27 :18* .18 :127*

.84* .23 .26* .22
..

.164*

.81* .26 33* .31 .219*.

.38* .19 .41* .39. .243*

* - p .001 ; x - p ,! .01 ; + - p .05

Previous findings were confirmed. Student's personal intellective resources.

(achievements in 7th grade),'as expeCted, have a decisive role in prediction of his

academic achievements. When personal resources are controlled, Uass composition has

a distinct contrjbution to.prediction of thi student's achievements, in the 8th grade

(after one year) and the 9th grade (after two years)Pas well. The richer the SLE, the

greater the student's chances for a higher scholastic achievement. Examination of the

interaction between personal resources level and environmental resources by halves and

quarters of the ability distribution, shows that the effect of class composition increases
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as the level of previous achievements decreases. That is, the weaker the student's

personal resources, the more sensitive he is to the quality of the educational

environment_

-

Table 5.6.: The Marginal Contribution .of Class Composition\to the Explained Variance

in Achievements, by various abillty categories

all students top half lower half top qtr 2nd qtr 3rd qtr lowest qtr

8th grade 5.5 7.0 '15.7 7.3 12.6 17.3 25.0

9th grade 3,6 3.4 8:8- 3.0, 4.6 9.0 . 13.8

These findings.fit those derived in the Kibbutz sample in all matters regarding

the SLE's effect and its assymetry in various ability categories. They do-not confirm

the hypothesis of the amplified effect in the middle range: the findings in this sample

indicate that the effect of class composition gets stronger as the ability level gets

lower.- The importance of analysis in the Middle School sample lies in the fadt that

two of our main hypotheses concerning tlie'intellective quality of the learning environ-

ment were also affirmed in a socio-ethnic heterogeneous samPle. The scholastic advantage

in intellective heterogeneity for the low-resourced students is demonstrated under

conditions of a true socio-economic.and ethnic mix, overbalancing the disadvantage for

the high-resourced.
f

SUMMARY AND-CONCLUSIONS-

The Kibbutz sample revealed a gerleral,'meak; advantage in heterogeneity. This

advantage may reflect a pre-treatment difference, inadequately controlled. More *Portant

is the finding that the advantage to heterogeneity is concentrated in the tower half of

the learning ability distribution. "Lows" in heterogeneous classes have a significant

scholas'tic advantage over those of similar ability in (tow) homogeneous classes. On

the other hand, there is no real advantage to heterogeneity for Thighs". If our

-assumption regarding the pre-treatment advantage in heterogeneous classes is correct,

it seems that "highs" even benefit somewhat from high-level homogeneity.

thus the hypothesis that homogenization differentiates SLE qualities and causes an

,assymet'rical effect is confirmed. In comparison to heterogeneous classes, "lowering"

effect for the "lows" is indicated in the impoverished SLE of-low homogeneous classes',

where "lows" are usually placed. On the otherhand, a much weaker "elevating".effect

is indicated in the enriched SLE of high-homogeneous classes for the "highs", mainly
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allocated in these classes. The findings corroborate the hypothesis regarding interAction

'between SLE quality and personal resources level. The posittve influence of,the enriclitd

SLE on_thase of_ higLpersonal_resources_is_I_ess_than_the_negative_effect aLthe
impoverished LE on the low-resourced. In other words, the loss.to the "lows" involved

in impoverishment of the SLE is greater than the profit for the "highs" acCompanying

SLE enrichment.

. Analysis by quarters of the ability distribution shows the greatest advantage to

h-e-g-e-neity in the third qua ter% the higher part of the lower half and no advantage,

even slight advantage to homogeneity, in the second quarter, the lower part of the top

half.. In the eitreme quarters, a moderate adyantage for heterogeneity is revealed;

as mentioned, the advantage in the top quarter may be due to uncontrolled pre-treatment
4

diyérence.
,

It se0S, that in the mfddle range of the ability distributjon, the clearest inter-
, .

act pp..with the class structure/SLE quality in their influence on achievement, is indi-
, -
gated. The dividing line between high and low homogeneous classes is also found in this

range; it\seems,'therefore, that the strongest effect is among the "averages", found

on either Side of this line. In comparison to their equivalepts in heterogeneous

Classes, a 'significant disadvantage is indicated among the "averages" learning in low-
.

4 level classes, while a Slight advantage emerges among the "averages" in high-level

. classes. The analysis by quarters therefore corroborates the hypothesis of the amplified

effect in the rilidglie range. The more comprehensive hypothesis, regarding the two-

directional, asSly trical effect, which was partially confirmed in the analysis by halves

of the ability di tribution, is further and more fully affirmed here. The differential

sensitivity to SLE quality is underscored in the middle range. It is apparent that

heterogeneous classes are likely to benefit those of middle-low ability more than they

damage those of middle,high ability. '

The amplified effect in the middle range, revealed in a model of two homogeneous
0

levels, can be generalized. It may be claimed that it is associated with each "middle

range", the division area between adjacent homogeneous levels in a multi-level model,

,too, Such a range is likely to serve as potential reservoir of allocation for the

adjacent higher or lower levels. In terms of the differential sensitivity hypothesis:

the most sensitive to SLE quality are students who in the educational selection process

are placed in a poorer SLE while their ability potential may be realized in a richer

SLE.
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In the Middle School sample, the intellective dimension of the class composition

emerged as a major determinant of the SLE quality, while the ethrfic an
'cit

socio-economic

:___Alffens4ons,emerged_avelatively weak. The SLE quality, ds defined by the class

iaeliective composition:has, in this sample also, a clear positive, though quite

moderate, effect on objective academic achievements, Here too, ikeraciton between
..

,

UE and personal resources.in their effect on 'achievements was found: the less endowed
A . .

students are more sensitive to the SLE quality. This point afso emerged in the analysis

by quarters of the ability distribution: the size of the SLE effect is inversely related

to the ability level.
;

Thus in this sample; considerably more heterogeneous than the Kibbutz sample, twoP
of the three research hypotheses were confirmed: the hypothesis of the positive effect

of SLE quality on achievements and the hypothesis of differential sensitivity to SLE

quality, greater among the "lows". The thirehypothesis' concerning the amplified effect

in the'middle range was not confirmed. Thispay be explained, though speculatively, by

the di-flerences in the 'research destgns of the two samples. In the-Kibbutz sample,

comparison was made between three distinct SLE qualities, deliberately manipulated.

These qualities represent concrete types of classes, with a distinct educational and

social identitistratified in the confine of one school, In the Middle School sample,

on the other hand, there are usually no distinct types of classes coexisting in one

school. The SLE quality is a/continuous variable, not a result of an institutional act;

its social and educational identity is therefore likely to be more ambiguous, The

- differences are likely to cause a weaker activation:of the threshold effect, of normative
,

and comparative references, and of the symbolic pessage of the SLE, the processes on

which the hypothesis of the middle range effect rests (see section 3, above).
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CHAPTER 6: THE EXTENDED MODEL:-CLASS COMPOSITION,

NIIHINEBELEELYABIAILEa kalCUIEYEMEU

s6.1 REASONS FOR INCLUSION OF MOTIVATION-RELATED VARIABLES IN THE ANALYSIS

Until now, a simple model was applied, in which the relation between' the treatment

variable and achievemeniwas investigated. This, with control onjorie "hard" variable,'

sex (in the-Kibbutz study, grade level as will), and on one cognitive variable, pre-

treatment ability/achievement, also a conceptually and empiridally clear variable,

In order to remain with-a simple and parsimonious model, comprising a small number of
. ,

structural and objective variables, the motivational variable was not included injhe .

analysis. This, in.spite'of the relevance of variables such as anxiety, control, self-
.

i age, adjustment, alienation; school attitudes and aspirations to the discussion and.

res arch about educational separation and integration (Yates, 1966; NEW, 1968;.Findley

and ryan, 1971; St. John, 1975). , 4>

Indeed, even in a restricted model, a treatment effect on scholastic achievement

was.identified in interaction between the SLE nd personal resources. However, the .

weakness of,the effeCt and its interactive natUre may arouse doubt as to its endurance'in

an extended, model, including motivational dimension. There is evidence, though not

unequivocal, that this dimension is a factor in scholastic behavior and achievemen't.*

It was decided,'therefore, to extend the model and to include the motivational dimension.

Ln the Kibbutz sam0e, this dimension is represented by a variaLle which can be viewed

as an index of scholastic motiVation: In the Middle School study, three variables were

chosen: locus of contrel, asplrations, and.academic self-image.

In terms of the conceptual model applied to this work, motivational dimension must

be seen as possible resoume in learning and in scholastic achievement, similar to the

ability resource, from two points of view: as a personal resource brought by the student

to the learning situation, and as an environmental resource - a factor in the qu-ality

of the SLE. From both points of view, the affective variables require treatment (a) as

a control, meant to counterbalance inequality between treatment groups in order to

correctly evaluate the treatment effect on achievement; (b) as an effect, the size of
\ .

which, directly and in interaction with the treatment factor, is to be evaluated in

order to understand the pattern of differences of achievement.

* General surveys can be found in Lavin,(1965), Backman and Sekord (1968), Morrison and
McIntyre (1.96-9),-8ower,Boyei_angt_LI97_0A, Boocock (1972 ), Bloom (1976).
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.

To this point, the motivational-affective dimension was regarded as independent

variable. The motivation as a dependent variable deserves investigation for its own

sake: does the cnss composition, whether enriched or impoveriShed, affect the level of

motivation, and if so, to what-degree? This question, rather than the more compl0( one

of interaction betweem motivation and the treatment in influencing achievements, has

been the subject of many studies of education'al homogenization and integration, for a

number of reasons. First, scholastic motivation car6be seen as somewhat associated to

--the student's "welfare" in the school and to his emotional and social adjustment as

values in themse)ves. More erectly, motivation is likely to reflect the mental health

of the student in terms of his ability to cope with tasks and challenges. Second, moti-

vation is also likely to reflect the student's attitude toward studtes and school, the

degree he is open not bnly to studies but to the diffuse socialization process ("education")

that the schbol is supposed to carry out. 'And, third, motivation can be seen as a

%reflection:of a wider range of scholastic beha.vior and predisposition to scholastic

,achievement, only part of which are likely to be derived by,the indeces of specific

achievements. These points are related to the issue of the "psychological price" which

the student, especially the weak one, pays for the scholastic advantages of the hetero-

geneous and integrated framework (Bronfenbrenner,,1967; St. John, 1975; Arazi and Amir,

1976; Klein and Eshel, 1980; Bashi, 1977; Chen, Levy and Kfir, 1977) ,_

Before proceeding to treat motivation in this study, an examination of motivatidnal

affective variables-In-other studies is worthwhile.

6.2 MOTIVATIONAL VARIABLES IN STUDItS OF EDUCATIONAL SEPARATION AND INTEGRATION

Surveying the treatment of motivation in studies of separation and integration'

through research surveys already ddne* one finds: (a) the treatmentof motivation is

minimal in comparison to theexterisive attention given to the cognitive domain**; (b) when

research does deal with motivational variables, the treatment is usually unrelated to

* This refers to the surveys of tkstrom (1961), Borg (1965), Golkiberg, Passow and

Yusiman (1966), Franseth and Kourg (1966), NEA (1968), Barker-Lunn (1970), Findley

and Bryan (1971) and St. John (1975).
f ,

** Of 33 studies surveyed by Ekstrom (1961), only one touched on the affective domain;

in the NEA (1968) survey of research done from 1960-1968, of 50 studies inclUded only

15 deal with the affective domain, while 42 deal ;,,ith scholastic achievement only:

Findley and Bryan (1971) note that this realm was dealt with seriously only-during

the 1960's, while the study of the effec'' of homogenizationon scholastic achievements

began ast.early as the 1920s and 1930's. They also point out the scanty contribution

on this issye in the relevant entries of the Encyclopedia for Educational Research

in 1941 (Otto), 1950 (Otto), 1960 (Goodlad) and 1969 (Heathers) editions. St. John

(1975, p. 45) points to the same phenomenon in the area of school integration in the

U.S. as well.
.1
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scholastic achi,evement; (c) many studies were carried out in,inappropriate designs:

various homogeneous levels were compared with no comparison to equivalent heterogeneous

grodps, or homogeneous'groups were compared with heterogeneous'ofes, b.u) without control

on scholastic ability; (d) usually, the surveyers avoid conclusions other than to note

that the findings are not consistent.

Tables 6.1., 6.2'. and 6.3. schematically sumiiiirfte the advantages of separation or
...... .

integration in a number of motivation related variables, as i/Adicated,in the research

which we surieyed. The first table summarizes studies of grouping and streaming,/parti-

calarly in the 4rade and junior higil sChools. The second deals wiih studies of desegre-
.

gation in the U,S. and integration in Israelt mainly in grade and middle schools. The

third table sümmarizes studies of curricular tracking, in secondary schools in the U.S.

and Israel. The summaries are schematic because, there is no uniformity of variables in

the varioui studies, and because they rely on weak tendencies.
. .

Table Schematic Summary of Advantages of Homogeneiiy (s) or tieterogeneity (1)
in School Attitudes and Self-Image by Ability level in Studies of Grouping
and Streaming

,

Ability Level
average

. WpCox (1964)

Drews (1963)

Goldberg et al.

(1966)

Borg (1966)

Sjostrand (1967)

Barker-Lunn (1970)

, Guttman etal,

S = advantage to hom
advantage to het

Variable high' low \

attitude towards school I

self-image
0

participation

self-image

attitudetowa-rd school _ 0

and studies
self-image and expectations I

attitude toward teacher
attitude toward school

self-image

attitude toward school

interest ip studies

self-image

attitude.toward school'

and studies
self-image 0

self-image

= no difference
/ = no compatisovl
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What'could be concluded from th\studies of grouping and s4eaming%

' I

No consi4ent pattern is shown with regard to attitudes toward studies and school
1

in the average 4nd high-sability groups. In the-low-ability group, a.more positive

.attitude is indicated in the more homogeneous fraiiedlorkS, at least in the American

studies of Wilcox: Drews and ibrg, and in\the Swedish study of SjostrandL. An oppo'site

tendency was found in Barker-Lunn's English siudy: the low-ability group shows more

pot4tive attitudes in schools which do not ,practice streaming, that is, in more hetero-
\

geneous frameworks. This is apparently 'explained by the dfffei-ence in the intensity bf

homogenization in American and English syttems. While the American and Swedish studies

deal with flexible groupings,,mainly elective, involving only part of the cUrriculum,

. sometimes separate for each sUbject, the English study deals with rilfd selective

ttreams, involving learning most of the curriculuw-in parmanent groups. In such a

t
situation, separation and the stigmatic labels evidently associated with various

,

."streams" a re emphasized (Barkgr-Lunn, 1970, pp. 147-148; Hargreaves, 1967, chapter 4).

.The profit which,the weak stkident 4s likely to gain from the release of 'tension and

"liberatioe-from frustrations in the low* stream is likely to be counterbalanced by the

psychological price associated witih the stigmatic label attached to this stream.

Almott all the studies surveyed indicate'a clear association between ability and

attitudes toward the schOol.and studies, independent of the organizational type.*

Concentration in rigidly separated fraMeworks of those of higfi ability on the one hand,

and those of low ability-on,he other,.is likely to prodUce normative environm4nts which

reinforge personal predispositions, initially more positive aMong the "highs" and more

negative among the "lows". As Hargreaves (1967) put it, two sub-cultures are likely to
,

be created, each with different value,system and response plItern. The more negative

norm among the "lows" is also likely to reflect perception of the institutional catego-

rization as discriminatory and reaction to the social stigma associated with low streams.

In contrast, in the "weak" homogenization of the American grade school, *grouping is

indeed likely to assist in the release of tension and anxiety and liberation from frus- '

trations for the weak student. Here the price involved in a'stigmatid label is attenuated,

thus'improying his attitudes toward the schOol,and studies.

. .. With regard to the scholastic self-image, a more consistent pattern is indicated.

The self-image of students of above average ability tends to improve in heterogedeous

* Bloom (1976, p. 92) goes further, claiming that attitudes toward the school and studies

' may account for about.20% of the VariatiOn in achievements. .
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frameworks and to deteriorate in homogeneous fra eworks. An opposite tendency is

indicated among those of lower-than-average abibty. This pattern appears in all the

studies surveyed, except the Israeli study in which no differences between treatment

was found.
. ;

Studies of integration,in the LLS. and Israel, although focusing on scholastic

outcomes, have also investigated the effect on various. mptivational variables (Table 6.2.).

.\

Table 6.2..: Schematic Summainy of Advantages of Separation (S) oc Integration (I) in

Motivation-related Variables in studies of ethnic integration in the U.S.

and in Israel 1

Study Nariable Ethnic Group .

.
-

U.S. Stubies white black

Coleman etal. (1966) academic self-image I S

locus of control S I

St. John (1971) academic gelf-image I .

locus of control S'

St. John* (1975) general self-image / S

academic self-image / S

locus of control / I

educational and / S
,

occupational aspirations

Simmons, Brown and Bush general self-image 0 0

(1978) self-evaluation of students / S

from broken homes

Drury (1980) self-image

Israeli Studies

1 Levy and Chen (1974) academic self-image

Bashi (1977) academic self-image
locus of control

Klein and Eshel (1980) academic self-image 0

Chen, Levy and Adler (1978) academic self-image
locus of control
educational and

occupational aspirations

S = advantage to segregation 0 = no/difference

I = advantage to integration / = nt) comparison

Western Eastern

* The table summarizes the central tendency, with regard to blacks only, as derived

from the studies surveyed by St. John,
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The findings regarding self-image'of blacks and whites in the U.S. and of students of

western and eastern origin in Israel, are analogous to those of the ability-grouping

research. In an,integrated framework, the self-image of the weaker groups tends to drop,

while for the stronger group i;t 'tends t6 rise.

St. John (1975), who analyzed more than twenty of the most important studies of

desegregation in the U.S. betWeen 1966-1972, found that the effect of integration on

academic and general self-image and on educational expectations of black students tends

to be more negative than positive (pp. 51-59). Drury (1980) reaches a similar conclusion

with regard to self.rimage of blacks. Levy and Chen (1974, chapter 8) yeport a tendency

of 4th to 6th graders in Isrgeli middle-Class schools to evaluate themselves lower than

students in disadvantaged schools. In their study of integration of middle school in

Israel, Chen, Levy and Adler (1978) concluded that the higher the percentage of western

and Israeli origin students in the class, the lower is the student's social and academic

self-image. ,Bashi (1977)t in an Israel-wide sample of 4th-6th grades also found under

integration a lowering of'scholastic self-image among the weak group and an increase among

the strong group, In contrast, Klein and Eshel (1980), in their study of planned integ-

ratiOn in Israel, defining integration soCially rather than ethnically, found no difference

in level of seff-image in grades 1-6, between integrated and segregated schoolS,*

These findIngs show that the self-image derived from responses to direct questions

presented in thA effective class, is likely to be context bound. Students evaluate
,

themselves'and their" performance relative to their classmates, The self-image of a weak

student will be lower in a heterogeneous framework than in a (low) homogeneous one, while

the self-image of the strong student in the (high) homogeneous class will be lower than

in a heterogeneous (Oass.**

The findings Pegarding the effect of the class composition on lOCbs,of control and

* These findings do,.not contradict those of many studies, which indicated a, positive,

generally weak, 'Pelationship between the homogeneous level and the general end

academic self-image. See, for example: Barker-Lunn (1970), Sjostrand (1976), Guttman /

et al. (1972), Nar,greaves (1967), Kelly (1975), Alexaf.Jer and McDill (1976), Nachmias /

(1977). This relationship reflects mainly a weak positive correlation between ebjlity,

achievement level and self-image. The relationship between the two findings can be /

formulated as follows: the self-image of those of low ability and achievements will\.,

be lower than that of those of high ability and acnievements, although that of the ,\

weaker ones in heterogeneous frameworks will be lower than in homogeneous frameworks: \\

** The grades Which a student receives in a class may mediate the formation of self-

image; The chances of the weak student for better grades are greater in a homogeneous

(low) class,
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aspirations provide some evidence that various attitudinal variables are affected

differentlybythe SLE. In most of the studies reviewed, it seems that enriching the

SLE affects pdsitively the students' sense.of controlling their environment (a more
i -

internal locus of control), while the academic self-image is affected negatively. The

findings regarding expectations, educational expectations in particular, are not unequivocal.

In St. John's survey (1975) a slight negative effect of desegregation On the expectationS

Of blacks is shown, particularly at the grade school level. This tendency tallies with

a number of American studies at the high school and college level, in vhich,aveak,

direct positive effect of the school intellective composition on students' expectations

was found, This effect.is counterbalanced by an indirect, negative effect, operating

through teachers' grades (see section 3.1.4 above).. An opposite tendency was found in

the Middle School study in Israel (Chen, Levy and Adler, 1978), in which an increase in

educational and occupational aspirations was associated with an increase in the percentage

of western origin students in the class, ability and SES being controlled.

Table 6,3.: Schematic Summary of Advantages in Motivation-related Variables to the

Academic vs. non-Academic track in American and Israeli Studies

\ Advantage of Advantage of non-
Study Variable

Academic track Academic track

Alexander and McDill (1976) academic self-image +

academic orientation +

educationataspirations +

\
Alexander, Cook and McDill (1978) educational aSirations +

Nachmias (1980) academic self-im e +

attitudes toward the +

school
,

\ educational aspirations +
\

\
.

In the case of intense homogenization, under conditions\ofNcurricular tracking in

high schools both in the U.S. and in Israel, it appears that the'academic track has a

positive effect ou the motivation-related varibles, even when persona1 resources are

controlled. It can, thus, be concluded that curricular tracking is likely to increase

the motivation in the college-preparatory tracks, and to lower it in the non-academic,

terminal tracks.

The differences in the SLE effect on motivational variables, by type of homogenization,

sharpen in the schematic summary presented as follows.
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Table 6.4.: Effects of SLE Quality on Various Mottvition-related Variables:
Schematic Summary/ of Studies by Type of Homogenization

Type of Homogenization Attitude toward School Self-image Locus f Control AsEirations
- .

ethnic segregation / ,, + + --

grouping - / I.

sfreamtng + / /

-durricular tracking : + + / +

(+) = positive effect of SLE enrichment
(-) = negative effect of SLE enrichment
(/) = no test .

The age factor and intensity of separation probably account for the differences,

between types of homogenization in their effect on motivational variables,. The'studies

dealing with weak separation, at the grade school level in particular, indicate.a negative

effect of the SLE quality on academic self-image, and, to some extent4 on educational

aspirations; in studies dealing with rigid separation at the high school level, the

effect of SLE quality on these variables is positive,. The negative effect of SLE quality

in the first research group is explained in terms of internal comparative reference,

avidently characteristic of the younger ages, when the student's references are more

confined to his specific learning framework. .This is reflected in the academic self-

image, The positive effect of SLE quality in the second research group is explained in

terms of other dimensions of the SLE. As the grade level rises, the network of social

relations of the student wi4ens, the wider school and community social ties become more

salient and his comparisons More external (see section 3.1,4 above), The more rigid

separation involved in curricular tracking is also li:ely to strengthen the normative

effect of the SLE, both through scholastic climate and through the network of inter-

personal effects (see section 3.1,3 above). it'seems that the normative influence is

expressed primarily in the increase of educational aspirations. The rig:iity of separation

also sharpens the symbolit message of the SLE and its labelling effect (see section

3.1.5 above), expressed apparently in the effect on self-image and on attitude toward

the school- Rigid separation, which occurs in later stages of education, also intensi-

fies the SLE's dimension of future pay-off (see section 3.1,6 above), an increase which

is likely to bE expressed in attitudes towards the school and in educational aspirations.

The most interesting finding from the studies surveyed is that the effect patterns

in the variourotivational domains do not match Moreover, the pattern of effects in
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the affective realm does not necessarily match diat in the cognitive realm. This is

particularly outstanding in the differences between treatments in self-image as compared

to the differences jn scholastic achieyements, especia)ly in grouping.

Table 6.5.: Schematic Summary of Advantages of Separation (S) or Integration (I)
in Self-image and Scholastic Achievement by Ability Level in Studies

of Grouping

High Ability Average Ability Low Ability

self-image chievements self-image achievements self-image achievements

Wilcox I 0 S 0 S

Drews I 0 0 0 S

Goldberg et al, I I I I S

Borg I. S I 0 0 :

Sjdstrand I S / / S

Barker-Lunn 0 _0 I S S

Guttman et al. 0 S 0 I 0

S = advantage to homogenization I = advantage to heterogenization

0 = no difference / = no comparison Made

0

0

I

\
, 0

Table 6.5, shows that high-ability students studying in homogeneous (high) frame-

works tend to have a lower self-image .Ind somewhat higher achievements than in hetero-

geneous frameworks, while those of low-ability, learning in homogeneous (.6) frameworks,

tend to have a higher self-image and lower, achievements than in heterogeneous frameworks.

An identical pattern of effects, at least as.a tendency, is also indicated by-the

'desegregation studies surveyed both,in Israel and in the U.S. (see also Drury, 1980).

Generalizing these findings one can conclude that the interaction between SLE quality

and personal reSources in their effect on achievements, tends to be opposite to their

effect on academic self-image: enrichment of the SE lowers the self-image and increases

achievements; the converse with regard to impoverishment of the SLE. The finding that

self-image lowers in 'low tracks under,curricular separation in the high school is an

exception to this generalization, the possible reasons for which were discussed above.

The logical conclusion of these findings would be that different psychosocial

mechanisms apparently have a differential effect on achievements and on certain motivation-

related variables on the one hand, and on the other motivation-related variables.

In terms of Kelley's (1952) classic distinction, in the realm of achievements - the
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norniative reference is more dominant; that is, the group of students operates more as,

a group deterdning a norm of scholastic achievement. Similarly, this system of refef'ente

(or the system of Jternal comparison in wider social contexts) also operates in the

domains of locus of control and aspirations. In contrast, regarding self-image the

comparative reference is more Aominant; that is, the group of students acts more as a

frakof reference for self-evaluation, as a yardstick tor locating oneself ifithin the

group. The richer the SLE (heterogeneous for the "lows", nomogeneous-high for the

"highs"), the 'greater the pressures for scholastic achievement; yet at the same time'

the probability of achieving high grades relative to the group of comparison - is reduced.

/

At any rate, even if the transition to a richer SLE involves a certain psychollogical

price in terms of academic self-image, it seems that this price does not necessarilly

involve similar prices in other motivational realms.nor a reduction in scholastic/

achievements. Moreover, the richer SLE increases achievements and increases/the

sense of control of the environment at least foi- the "lows", despite lowering self-image.

6.3 THE MEASURES OF,MOTIVATION

6.3.1 In the Kibbutz sample

The concept of motivation has been extensively treated by educators and psycholo-
.

gists, but it still creates many problems of conceptual and empirical validity (Lavin,

1965, ch. 5; Bower, Boyer and Schiver, 1970; Bloom, 1976, ch, 4). The research treatment

of scholastic motivation and its solirces can be placed on a continuum: at the "deep

and generalized extreme, lies the treatment of drives, or basic needs, such as ihe need

to achieve, curiosity, need of affiliation and obligation feeling (Adar, 1969). At the

opposite and specific extreme, lie treatment of direct attitudes expressing concrete

behavior and sentiments in real'learning environments and situations (Finger and

Schlesser, 1965; Entwistle, 1968; Bachman, 1970; Williams, 1972). Between these extremes

one can locate motivation-relevant traits and response-sets, such as locus of control,

self-jmage and aspirations (Coleman et al 1966; Handel, 1975; Chen, Levy and Adler,

1978).* Almost patiallel to this scale is a conti uum of research techniques, or

* A more "sociological" treatment of motivation uses value orientations or basic dilemmas,

such as activity versus passivity, future versus the present orientation, individualism

verSus familism (Swift, 1966; Sugarman, 1966), emphasizing social climates and inter-

personal relationships in various social contexts (Coleman, 1960; Kohn, 1963;

Alexander and Campbell, 1964; Hargreaves, 1967; McDill, Riglby and Meyers, 1969).
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instruments, whiCh serve to measure motiVation: projective techniques, on the one hand,

and direct self-report about the subject's behavior, attitudes and emotion, on the other

hand.

There is evidence that concrete attitudes and self-report, derived through direct

questionning, aremore effective in prediction of scholastic achievements than a-re needs,

motives and traits generally derived,through projective tests (Lavin, 1965, p. 7);

Secord and Bachman, 1968, p. 34; Morrison amd McIntyre, 1969, p. 128; Nunnally, 1975,

pp. 106-107), appavently because of the explicit reference to the real behavior.*

The above-mentioned arguments gave rise to the preference of consaucting a motiva-

tional dimension which is (a) self-reported and (b) directly related to real learning

behavior, ass.uming that it summarizes, or includes, a complex set of more inherent

affective factors. Following Adar (1969), six items were used in constructing the

variable: (1) student's ambition to succeed; (2) amount of interest and curiosity in

studies; (3) amount of responsibility and perseverance in the student's school work; (4)

amount of investment in the student's work and, his readiness to do more than demanded; (5)

amount of attention and concentration in.class and in learning activities in general; (6)

amount, of participatioh in learning interaction in the class.

A five-point scale ranging from 1 - very low, to 5 - very high, was attached to

each item. The sLdle 5ernd for the student's self-evaluation of his motivation, and

Ap the evaluation of his molivation by four of his teachers. The reliability (4) of the

student's self-evaluation was .74 and that of the teachers' evaluation was .94.

Table 6,6.: Inter-correlations between Motivption and'Scholastic Achievements

in the Kibbutz Sample

Teacher's evaluation of Student's self-evaluation
Measure

student's motivation of motivation

Seker 35 .15

Achievement tests :36 13

'Teachers' grades 64 ,29

* Especially disappointing to date is the use of the "need of achievement" (nAch) and

theoretically similar measures of motivation. Shaw (1965, p. 334) finds that thi's

concept does not distinguish between achieving and underachieving studentS. Lavin,

(1965, p 78) notes that the need to achieve is less connected to scholastic achieve-

ments than one might expect.from its semantic meaning. Kreitler, Nahari and Kreitler

(1972), in the Israeli sample of ages 12-16, found no relationship between the need

to achieve and scholastic behavior. Gerard and Miller (1975) reportthat among five
achievement measures only.the measure of control was found significantly associated
with achievements and they conclude that it is difficult to assume the existence

of a distinguished and generalized trait of "achievement motivation",
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\

,

Table 6.6. shows that (a) both measures of motivation are more strongly associated

with teachers' grades than with objective tests; (b) the asiociation of teachers'

evaluations' of motivation with hoth types of achievement meas res is stronger than the

association with students' self-evaluations. The first findi g shows that the measures

of motivation are more strongly associated with evaluation of achievements reflecting

the relative-position of the student in the class (teachers'\ grades) than with gradeS

reflecting the student's position in the entire sample (objective tests). This indicates

that both measures of motthtion, similar.to teachers' grades,_are affected by the specific

social context in which the evaluation is made. From the second finding it is evident

A
that teachers' evaluations of motivation are more valid than Students' evaluationsin

\

explaining scholastic achievements, "both relative and objective. The analyses were

carried out parallely on both measures and the findings were eSsentially similar. Here,

only the findings based on teachers' evaluations of motivation, dre presented.

6.3.2 In the Middle School sample

.- Three motivation-related variables were selected from the middle school research data.

-1, Locus.of control. A six-item index, adopted from Coleman et al. (1966)-,

Ttter (1966) and Gurin et al. (1969), ranging from 6 (external Control) to 12 (internal

Atroq. Reliability (4) = .50.

2- Aspirations. A four-item index which explores both the students educational

aspirations (type of high school track aspired to, dnd whether he aspires to take and

believe he will succeed in the matriculation exams) and his occupational aspirations.

The index ranged from 4 (low aspirations) to 17 (high.aspirations). Reliability (4) = .57.

c

3. Academic self-image. One question intended to tap the student's self-evaluation

as learner on a six-point scale, ranging from 1 (a very weak student) to 6 (an excellent

student)

A number of findings arise from Table 6,7.:

a, The correlation between aspirations and locus'of control is\ positive and consi-

derable, while the correlation between academic self-image'and these .14o variables is

much weaker; especially weak is the correlation between academic self-image and locus*

of control.

b. The correlation between aspiration and locus of control and Objective scholastic

achievements is relatively strong and positive, while the correlation Oetween academic

self-image and achievements is weaker.
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Table 6.7.: Intercorrelations, Means and Standard Deviations of Motivation-related
Variables, Achievements and Class Composition, in the Middle School sample.
8th grade in the upper part of the matrix, 9th grade in the lower part.

1 2 3 4 5 X

1. locus of control .31 - .13 cilil ,36 9.44

2, aspirations .36 - 35 53 39 13.61

3. academic self-image .09 1.26 .29 -.05 3.73

-4:--achievements .40 .59 .15 , 074 58.40

5. intellective composition .33 .44 -..,.03 ' .66 57.41-

X 9.75 13.54' 3.66 57.48 57.41

_1.43 2.60 .74 -17.83 14.43

cr

1.45

2.60

..83

1954.

14.43

c. -The coerelation of aspirations and iocuS of control with class intellectiVe

composition is positive and relatively strong, while that between'academic self-image

and class'composition is negative and very weak. .

It seems, therefore, that academic self-image "behaves" differently than the other

, two motivation-related variables. Evidently, it is less associated than the others with
,

/
the student's schelastic ability and its role in mediating achievement is smaller. It

,

is also more context=bound than t e other vartables, as indicated by its negative corre-

lation with intellective compositi m. The negative correlation implies a comparative

offect-(see 3r1.4 above), based on internai comparison within-the class. ,..

Thereafter, a more,detailed investigation is presented, first in a model in which

motivation is anoutcome variable likely to be affected by the composition, and then in
. .

a model in which motivatiOn is an intervening variable mediating the relationship between

composition and achievement.
.-%

6.4 THE MOTIVATION AS AN OUTCOME

The analysis of the motivation-related variables as an outcome variable, will focus

on several related questions: Is there a relationship between the structure and intellective

composition of the class and motivation, and-does this relationship endure when personal

aptitude is controlled? Is this relationship structural, or caused mainly by motivational

preselection?* To what extent is this association mediated by either normative or compa-

rative processes? Does an interaction exist between class composition and personal ability

* Thi§ point can be examined in the Kibbutz sample only.
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in their effect on motivation? These questions will be investigated with regard to the

various dimensions of,motivation: evaluation of the student's motivation by his teachers
1

(in the Kibbutz sample), his academic self-image, locus of control, and aspirations (in

the Middle School sample).

6.4.1 In the Kibbutz sample

Homogeneous separation carried out primarily according to teachers' evaluation is

likely to produce selection not only according to scholastic abilityl but also according

to the scholastic motivation. Most highlY-motivated students are likely to be placed

.in "high" homogeneous classes, and those with low motivation are likely to reach "low"

,
homogeneous classes, while a normal distribution of motivation will remain in the hetero-

geneous classes. If selection according to motivation accompanies selection according

to ability, motivational hom4genization will be addedto intellective homogenizatta,

roducing anSLE either richer or poorer in both motivation and ability than that of the

heterogeneous classes.

Table .6.8.: Level and Distribution of Motivation, by type of class
of the scholastic ability distribution, in the Kibbutz

ability category class type N Mean S.D. -F

and by.halves-

sample

t

all students

.1.

heter:ogeneoils 286 3.21 .80

homogeneouS. 402' 3:20 .76

.high - hom

low - hom

222 3.28 .78

180 3.10 .74

1.11 -.17 2.22

1.11 -2.33* 9.14*

upper half

lower half

heterogeneous 151 3.52 .71

homogeneous 183 .3.35 : .79

heterogeneous 135

homogeneous . 219

2.86 .76

3.08 .72

1.24 -2.12*.

12.11 2.67**

* P < .05 ** p < .01 4

Table 6.8. shows that there is no overall difference between the two research groups

in the mean level of motivation (t test), in the distribution of grades around the mean
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(F test) and in the distribution of grades on the index scale (le test). In contrast,

a motivational advantage is indicated for the high homogeneous classes overthe low ones,

as highly-motivated students tend to be concentrated in high-level classes and those of

lower motivation tend to be found in the low-level classes. Insofar as the measured

level of motivation can be viewed as a dimdnsion of the SLE quality, there is a siight

indication of environmental enrichment in the high-level classes and some impoverishment

in the low-level classes.

Do these tendencies only reflect the correlation found between Ability and motivation

(.35), or do they also reflect preselection of motivation acc3rding to class level leading

to overrepresentation of more highly-motivated students in the "highH classes, and of

those with lower Motivation in the "low" classes? The answer to this question can be

found in a comparison within the ability categories stratified according_to,ptg=treatment

measurement (Seker). The gap in motivation between the s"highs" (upper half)" and the

"lows" (lower half) does appear in the two research groups, but, contrary to expectations,

it is greater in the heterogeneous classes. It is therefore difficult to relate the

differences in motivation between high and low homogeneous classes to preselection

according to motivation separate from the selection according to ability. It shOuld

rather be viewed as a by-product of the educational selection, due to the correlation

between motivation and scholastic ability, the principal yardstick in homogeneous

separation. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the gap in motivation between the

two homogeneous levels exists in spite of the tendency toward normai distribution of

evaluations in each class, regardlocc nf ctructure and level, and in spite of the

"contextual bias" which apparentlylowers evaluation in high homogeneous classes and

uplifts it in low classes. Considering the effect of the Contextual bias, it can be

claimed that the actual gap in motivation between the two homogeneous levels is greater

than the observed. If the contextual bias narrows the gap in motivation between the

"highs" and the "lows" in the homogeneous group, it wideni it in the heterogeneous group.

"High" students in the hecterogeneous class receive highP evaluations than the "highs" s,

in the (high) homogeneous class; the converse is true for the "lows".
..

ie

Assuming no initial differences in motivation, is the homeroom structure; whether

homogeneous or heterogeneous, related to differences in level of motivation? We have

already seen that there are no differences in motivation on the aggregate level, but

perhaps, ass in scholastic achievements, there is interaction between class structure

-and scholasti ability, and the absence of di:fference on the aggregate level conceals

opposite gaps in different portions of the ability distribution, counterbalancing one

another? 1 61
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Analogous to the pattern 9f achievement differences, one miA expect a motivational

\advanpge to heterogeneity 'in the lower half of the ability distribution, alongside with

no difference, or;even some_advantage to homogeneity in the upper half. This Txpectation

is primarily based on the consideration that the level of motivation is likel/to determine

and/or to be affected by the ltvel of achievement. This expectation may also be su6orted

by the normative reference model.(Kelly, 1952). and by the "environmental preasure"

(Wefts and Wattly, 1969; Drew. and Astin, 1972), which are likely to increase in a richer

environment and reduce it in a ',poorer one. However, the alternative explanation, that
a

motivation behaves according to' the models of comparative ref6rence (kelly, 1952) and

of relative deprivation (Merton and Kitt, 1950; Davs, 1959; Davis, 1966), likely to

reduce motivation in a richer environment and increase it in a poorer one, should not

be ruled out. Table 6.8. shows, an advantage to heterogeneity in the upper half of the

ability distribution, while in the lower half an advantage to homogeneity appears.

Does Ahe pattern seen in the comparison of the raw means also endure when fine

control onlbility, sex'and grade level is applied? The following regression analysis

was used to answer this question.

Table 6.9.: Metric A, Standardized (B) Regression Coefficients and Percent of Variance

Explained (R2) of Motivation on Grade Level, Sex, Pre-treatment Apt./Ach.

and Class Structure (Het/Hom) - the Kibbutz Sample

Student's xi x2 / x3 x5

Ability grade level . sex ability class structure

Cate or b B b '13 `tc, B b B
R2

a. All students .047 :50 .124 1079 .028*: .340 -,004 .114*

562

b. Upper half ..1*51x .169 .154 ..101 .036* .216 -.241 "\-.157 .08§*

(294)

c. Lower half -.042 -:045 .131 .087 .034* .274 - ,204x 133 .091*

(281)-

d. Upper.quarter. .079 .,088 .279x ,177

(128)

e. Second quarter )179x .2a3 .064 ..044

(153)

f. Third quarter -.027 -.028 .009- .006

(135)

g. Lowest quarter -.059 -.068 .200 .141

+ - p et, .05

.001 .001 -.242 4155 ,051

.050 -.1416 -.257x.z.,176. 076x

.041 .131 -.014. -.009 .018

..020 A130 ,460* .278 .117*
'9

x-- p 4 .01 * - p < .001

R = 1.98 (C7= .83); R
2
= 1.48 (6= .50); 5

3
= 78.46 (6 = 9,63);

2

Rs = 1.59 (6 = .49); ,j/' = 3.22 (6= ,78)

Negative coefficients of x2 indicate an advantage for males and of x5 - to heterogeneity.

1 62
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V
The model explains only about 11% of the variance in the aggregate, and much less

,in the sub-aggregate categories. Nevertheless, the,finding of the previous analy'sis

appears hbre as well. With control on the grade level, sex and pre-treatmentancitude/.

achievement the treatment variable has no'effect on mativation in the aggregat2. fn

contrast, interaction is indicated between class structureand personal abflity, expressed

in contradictory effects, according to "highs" and "lows"., A hypothetical transferrence

from one type of class to another involves a change.of .20 to .30 in motivation (Tabie

indicating an advantage to'lleterogeneity for the "highs" and an advantage to iiiomogeneity

for the "lows". The,dnalysis according to ciQflters of the_distribution provides a more

detailed picture: advantage to heterogeneity in the top and second quarters, no difference

in the third, and advantage to homogeneity in the lowest quarter.

So far as homogenization increases motivation (as measured by teachers evaluation),,

this is so for the "lows" and not for the "highs"; ff it reduces motivation, it is for

the "highs" and not far the "lows". "Lows" in the homogeneous (lbw) classes show a

higher level of motivation than their parallels in heterogeneous classes, while "highs"'

in homogeneous (higO classei show lower motivation than their parallels in heterogeneous

.classes..
1.

6.4.2 In the Mtddle School sahiple

While only one motivation-rOated variable waS applied in the Kibbutz sample, an

analysis on the differential effects f class composition on three dimensions of motivation

was carr. ied out in the Middle School sample. The'findings in Tables 6.10. (8th.grade) .

and 6,11. (9th grade), basically similar, are of interest from three points of view:

magnitude of the composition effect on each of the motivational variables; direction

o t1e effect; and its differential in the various categories of personal resources.
. .

All the effects are weak, and the addition of class Composition to the variance

explained in the three dimensions of motivation is minimal, However, when sex and

achievements in the 7th grade are controlled, the quality of the composition still has

a somewhat 4egative eflect on -ac-ademic self-imlage and a 'somewhat positive effect on locus

of control and aspirations. The latter two are apparently more related ta personal

resource-level and less affected by the class context. If the context does have an

effect, it is positive, in contrast to the negative effect on academic self-image There

is no.indication of significant interaction hetween class composition and level of

. personal resources in their effect on the motivational dimensions examined.
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,Table 6,10.: Metric (b), Standardized (B) Regression Coefficients and Percent of
.Variance Explained (R2) of Three Motivational Variables, 8th grade -

Middle School Sample

pre4reatment
sex class composition

apt./ach..

tel

R
2

b Er b ; B
0

b B

A. Locus of Control

all'students

upper half

-.22* -.08

-.13 -.05

.03*

.03*

.35

,22

.01*

,02

.12

01
.202*

.052*

half -.26x -.09 .03* .21 .02* ,18_lower .
0

,

117*

B. Aspirations

.56* .11 .,08* .53 ,01 .04all students

upper half ' ..26+ .07 .07* .30 .01 .04 ,105x

lowers. half 1.07* .20 .08* .32 ,00 .02 .146*

C. Academic Self-Image

all 'students .08x ,.60 -.03* -,45 ,198*

upper half .17*,.10 .05* -,34 .224*

lower half .02 ,.017' -.02* .24 .127*

- p 04,05 x 7 1141- P 4 .001

1.6 4
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Table 6.11.: Metric (b), Standardized (B) Regression Coeffictynts and Percent of
. Variance Explained (R2) of Three Motivational Variables, 9th grade -

Middle School Sample

sex

b B

pre-treatment
apt./ach.

b B

class composition

b B

R
2

A. Locus of Control

all students -.13+ -.05 .03* .35 .01* ,10

upper half -,11 =.04 .03* .19 .00 .02 .036*

lower half -.15 -.05 .04* .24 .02* .16 .124*
\
\

B, Aspirations

.14 .08* .53 .01* .08 .360*all students .74*

upper half .42* .11 .06* .30 -.01 -.03 093*

lower half 1.22* .22 .08* .29 .03* .13 .196*

; C, Academic Self-Image
%

all students .04 .03 .02k .46 -.02* .35 .113*

upper half .11x .07 .03* .35 -.02* -.25 .120*

lower half -.33 -.02 .01* .19 -.02* -.30 .071*

4. - p< X15 x-- p 4: .01 * p < .001

6.5 CLASS COMPOSITION, MOTIVATION 4's AN INTERVENING VARIABLE AND SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT

To this point, motivation was studied as a dependent variable. The relationship

of class composition and motivation, whether due to covariation of motivation and

/

. scholastic ability, or' because of psycho-social processes apparently activated by

enriChment or impoverishment of SLE quality, was investigated. We now Ulm to the

central questlons. What is the role of motivation as an intervening or mediating variable

in the association between class composition and scholastic achievements? Which dimen-

sions of motivation are likely to contribute to the prediction of scholastic achievements?

To what extent do the pa:terns of association betWeen class composition and scholastic

achievements, as found without including motivation in the analysis, end.. e with its
-

inclusion?
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6.5.1 In the Kibbutz sample

From Table 6.12. it is apparent that when class level, sex and pre-treatment scho-

.
lastic achievements (Seker), as well as class structure (het/hom) ar e. controlled,

motivation ii significantly associated with scholdstic achievements. A hypothetical

change of one point on.the scale of motivation involves a change off tw6 to three points

in achievement tests, though the inclust-of motivation in'the model increases only by

1% the variance explained of the achievement tests.* Table 6,12; indicates interaction

between motivation and ability. The effiect of motivation on achievements of "highs" is

greater than on achievements of the "los". This may be due to the fact that motivation
,

operates in connection with scholastic,aptitude, particularly with regard to objective

1

measures of achievement, strongly associated with ability. A low level of ability is
I

. likely to imply a threshold of achievement beyond which the contribution of motivation

will be minimal. lAnother possible eXplanation is that teachers evaluate the motivation

of "highs" more effectively. We will return to this point later,

The most interesting finding a ises from comparison ofithe treatment effect (x5)

when motivation is, included in the 'egression with the same effect when it is not

included. The general pattern of difference in achievements between treatments found

without motivation ,i . the model, ap ears more clearly witn its inclusion. This is true

both for the general advantage to he erogeneity and the interaction between treatment

and ability level. With motivation ontrolled, the overall, though small, advantage to

heterogeneity, remains. Likewise, th interaction between treatment and ability level

is sharpened: there is a stronger cont ast in the effect between "high" and "low" cate-

gories. The minimal advantage to hete egeneity which appeared among thP "highs" when

ipotivation was not ;included turns into A, minimal advantage for homogeneity when it is

Parallel analysisi, not presented here,\shows that the contribution of motivation to

explanation of teachers' grades is significantly greater, -as shown in the following

table:

The Unique Contriliution of Motivation to the Explained Variance

of Achievement T4ts and Teachers' Grade

all upper haf lower half

1 2tests 1.7 5.9

teachers' grades ; 19.0 38,2 '21,9

The stronger association of motivation to t achers grades is eXplained not only by

the fact that both levaluations are teachers evaluations, but also by the fact that

teachers' grades reflect dimensions of non-c gnitive behavor, similar in content to

the evaluations of inotIvation
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Ta e 6,12.: Metric (b) and Standardized (B) Regression coefficients and Percent of Variance

Explained (R2) of Achievement Tests on Grade level, Sex, Ability (Seker),
Motivation and Class Structure (Het/Hom)*

Grade level Sex

xl x
2

I b B

a, all students 4,79*' .31 -3.75* -.14

b. upper half

. c. lower half

4.22* .35 -3.78* -.18

5.06* .37 -4.19* -.19

d. top quarter 474* .41 -2.06 -.10

e, second quarter 3.65* .32 -5.25* -,26

f. third quarter 5.73* ,44 -4.05x -i.19

g. lowest qudrter 4.48* .35 -4.33x -.21

- p< .05

Ability

X
3

b B

Motivation

X
4

b B

Class

structure
X
5

R
2

Without motivation
in the equation

x
5

R
2

.78* .60 2,32* .14 -1.73+ -.07 .54* -1.15+

.67* .29 3.45* 25 .08 .01 .33* -.76 .28*

.62* .36 1.69x .18 -3.18x -.14 .36* .3.5*

,61* .19 3,42* .27 -1.04 .05 .52* L1.87 .18*

35+ ,16 3.33* .24 90 .04 .29* .04 .24*

.47 .19 1.66 .12 -3.73+ -.18 .30* -3.80+ .28*

.59* ..28 1.60 .11 -2.76 -.13 .26* -2.13 .25*

x - p A: .01 * p A; .001

= 56.03 ( 6 =12.89); Ri = 2.01 (C = .83); R2 = 1.47 (6 = .50); R3 = 78.21 (4 = 9.85);

= 3.21 (6 = .78); R5 = 1.60 (6= .49)

* Negative coefficients of x2 mean advantage for boys and of xs - advantage to heterogeneity.

16 g
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included; in contrast, the adyantage to heterogeneity increases for th2 "1ows" kn the

anolysis,by quarters of the ability distribution, the unexplained advantage to hetero-

geneity in the upper quarter remains. However, the analysis emphasizes the pattern found

without motivation in the model. In the middle range of the distribution, the strongest

intraction is found mith class structure, i.e. those of average ability are the most

affected. For the -"lom-averages" (third quarter), 57% of whom study in low-level homo-
,

Aeneous classes, a loss of 3.7 points in achievements is indicated, while for the "high-

averages" (second quarter), 82% of whom learn in high-level classes, a minimal advantage

of 0.9 points is indicated.

6.5.2 In the Middle School sample

The analysis in Tables 6.13. (8th grade) and 6.14. (9th grade) show that the three

motivational variables, academic self-image, locus of control, and educational and

occupational aspirations, as expected, have a positive, though weak, effect on scholastic

achievements. The variables differ in magnitude of the effect and in its differentiality

in the various ability categories. In the 8th grade, the order of effects is: academic

self-iMage > aspirations > locus of control; in the 9th grade, the order changes:-

aspirations > locus of control > academic self-image, Interaction between motivation

and_ability in their influence on achievements is also indicated, but the interactive

effects are slight and their pattern is-inconsistent, A weaker effect of motivation is

indicated in the lower quarter, apparently explained, as in the Kibbutz saffple, by the

fact that a low level of ability represents a threshold of achievements beyond which

the contribution of motivation is likely to be minimal.

Comparison of the regression which includes the motivation-related variables with

the previous ones, in which\motivation was not'included, shows some increase in the

percentage of explained variance of scholastic achievements The enduring effect of

flass composition, even when motivation is controlled, is the most important finding

arising from the comparison of the two analyses Likewise, the pattern of differential

effects of the class composition, as appeared without motivation-related variables,

remains, that is, the lower the level of personal ability, the greater the effect of

intellective composition,
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Table 6.13.:Metric (b) and Standardized (B) Regression Coefficients and.Percent
of Variance Explained (R2) of Academic Achievements - 8th grade

7th grade Motivation ,Class
Sex

achievements variable Composition

B b B b B b B1
R

2

A. Locus' of Control

all ?dents -.45 -.01
_ .

upper half .59 .02

lower half -,54-.02

.70*

.87*

.49*

top quarter .37 .02 .89*

seCond quarter 1.08 .05 .80*

third quarter -,36 -.01 .76*

lowest quarter : -.31 -.01 .26*

B. Aspirations

all students

upper half

lower half

top quarter

second quarter

third quarter

lowest quarter

C. Academic Self-Image

all students

upper half

lower half

top quarter

second quarter

third quarter

lowpst quarter

-1.074.-.03 .67*

.18 .01 .84*

-1.45+-.05 .47*

.05 .00 .87*

.62 .03 ..73*

-1.41 -.06 73*

-1.03 -.05 .25*

.62*
,

-.95+-:02

-.11 -.00 75*

-.85 -.03 .46*

-.31 -.01- 75*

.14 .01 ,..72*

-:97 -.04 .69*,

-.29 -,,01 .24*,

.60 1.00*

.54 1.99*

.35 1.00*

.46 1.09*

.24 1.09x

.25 1.07*

.16 .91*

.57 .72*

.52 1.04*

.34 .61*

.45 1.38*

.22 .87*

.24 .68*

.1.5
47x

.53 3.60*

.47 3.41*,

.33 3,15*

.39 - 3.10*

,21 3.91*

.23 3.44*

.14 2.60*

+ - p .05 x - p < .01 * - p 4..001

Means hnd Standard deviations are presented in Table 6,7,

(

170

:07 .42*, .31 -.762*

.10 37* .28 %530*

.10 .46* .43. .512*

.13 33* .28 .370*

.12 1 .39* .35 .247*

.11 43* .41 \ .323*

.12 47* .50 .367*

.10 43* .31 .765*

.15 .36* .28 539*

.12 .48* .45 .515*,,-

.20 .30* .26 395b,

.16 .40* .36 .257*

.14 45* .43 .329*

.11 .48* .52 .365*

.15 .52* .39 .777*

.21 .46* .36 554*

.18 .56* .52 .530*

.25 .38* .33 .407*

.25 .52* .47 .285*

.21 .54* .51 .350*

.19 .55* .59 .384*

---,

t
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Table 6.14.: Metric (b) and Standardized (B) Regression Coefficients and Percent
of Variance Explained (R2) of Academic Achievements - 9th grade

.Sex

b

A. Locus of Control

all students 2.15*

upper half 2.88*

lower half 2.37+

'top quarter 1.50*

second quarter 4.17*

third quarter 2.52*

lowest quarter 2.01*

B. Aspirations

, all students .99+

upper half 2.08*

lower half .91

top quarter .97

second quarter 2.95*

third quarter .89

lowest quarter .79

C. Academic Self-Image

all students 1.97*

mpper half 2.70*

lower half 2.20x

t p quarter 1.43*

second quarter 3.70*

third quarter 2.34*
I

ldwest quarter 1.80

+-p < .05 x - p

B

7th grade Motivation
achievements variable

b B b B

Class

Composition

b B

R
2

.06

.12

.08

.08

.16

.10

.08

.59* .56 1.18*

.61* .42 .87*

.47* .33 1.36*

.46* ,27 .27

.82* .23 1.43*

.71*, ,23 1.66*

34* .17' 1.02*

.10

.09

.14

.04

.15

.18

.12

, 30*

.24*

34*

.18*

.26*

.30*

39*

.25

.20

:32

.18.

.21

.28

.37 .'

.645*.

J320*

399*

.128*

.185*

.248*

.256*

.03 .52* .49 - 1.36* .20 .29* .24 .663*

.08 .53* .37 1.68* -.25 ,24* .21 .370*

.03 .44* .30 1.04* .20 34* .32 .413*

.05 .41* .24 1.59* .27 .16* .16 .195*

.12
75* .21 1.72* .27 .29* .24 .235*

.04 .70* .23 1.23* .25 .31* .29 ' .275*

.03 .31* .16 77* .16 .38* .36 .264*

.06 .62* .58 .68* .03 .32* .27 .638*

.11 .61* .43 .68 .04 .25* .21 .314*

.08 .51* .35 .79 .04 .38* .35 .383*

.08 .44* .26 ,37 ,03 .18* .18 .128*

.15 .85* .24 1,58* .09 .30* .25 .170*

.09 .79* .26 1,41 ,07 .35* .33 .224*

.07 .38* .19 ,19 .01 .41* .39 .243*

.01 * - p < <001
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,6.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the Kibbutz sample motivation was examined with one index; the existence of

three motivation-related variables in the Middle School sample enabled a more detailed

investigation of the class composition effect on'the student's motivational system as a

multi-dimensional phenomenon. The differential effects of the composition on various

motivation-related variables leads to the hypothesis that different processes may mediate .

this effect in,different affective rearms.

The analysis shows that SLE quality is similarly associated with teachers' evaluations

of student motivation one the one hand, and with academic self-image on the other hand.

The effect of class composition on both motivation (in the Kibbutz sample) and academic

self-image (in the Middle School sample)-is weak, but definitely,negative. Improvement

of the composition lowers the teacher's evaluation of student's motivation (as well as

his motivation self-evaluation), and also lowers the student's academic self-image. The

converse js true for:'impoverishment of the SLE.

Apparently, the contextual bias is reflected here: a weak student in'a weak class

is evaluated aS more motivated than his equal in a heterogeneous class, and a strong

student in a strong .class, is evaluated as less motivated than his equal in a heterogeneous

_class. A similar diversion operates when the students evaluate their own ability and.; .

scholasticachievements in the context of their actual classes. The "contextual bias"

may provide a parsimonious, and perhaps sufficient explanation of the interaction between

class composition and personal ability in their influence on motivation in these dimensions.

Still, the possibility that a more complex comparative process operates here (see section

3.1.4 above) should not be outruled. It may be that comparative reference activates a

psycho-social response of relative deprivation which may arise among the "rows° inhete-

rogeneous classei during their competition with'stronger classmates. The frustration

arising from recurring lack of success, is likely to have a negative effect on motivation.

A similar process is likely to occur among some of the "highs" in the competitive milieu

of the high-homogeneous class.

As stated, the effect of class composition on locus of control and on aspiration

is weaker, but positive. Improvement of composition is associated with a more internal

locus of control and with higher educational and occupational aspirations. These'dimen-

sions of motivation respond similarly to that.bf scholastic achievement: they increase

with improvement of the SLE and decrease with its impoverishment. One may assume that

normative processes (see section 3.1.3 above) mediate the effects in these dimensions.
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The examination of motivation as a mediating variable in the association between

-class structure and composition and achievement shows that motivation, in the four diMen-

sions examined, is indeed positively associated with achievements. Addition of motivation-

related variables to the model inceeases somewhat the percentage of explained vaeiance

of achievement. Interaction between motivation and scholastic ability, stronger in the

Kibbutz sample and weaker in the Middle School sample, is also indicated, The effect of

motivation is greater among the "highs"; apparently because a low level of abilry repre-

sents.a threshold of achievement beyond which the contribution of motivation is veni weak.

The most important findifig in this stage of analysis is that inclusion of motivation

not only does not change the pattern of differences of achievements found without moti-

vation in the model, but emphasizes this pattern and reinforces previous findings. In

the Kibbutz sample, the general advantage in achievement in heterogeneity remains, and

the interaction between treatment and ability level in their influence on achievement is

reinforced. Thus, the contrasting and assymetrical effect is sharpened. The weak
-

"uplifting" effect of the richer SLE in homogeneous-high classes is strengthened; and

the more significant "lowering" effect of the poorer'SLE in homogeneous-low classes is

strengthened even more. Parallely, the two-directional and assymetrical effect on those

-in the middle range of the ability distribution, depending on their placement in high

or low homogeneous classes, is aho accented. 'In the Middle School sample, the effect

of class composition also endures with inclusion of motivation, as does the differential

'sensitivity; the lower the personal ability level, the greater the positive effect of

SLE quality. Thus, the Addition of motivation to the model corroborates the central

conclusions drawn in the summary of the previous chapter.

As stated, the effect of class composition on evaluation of the student's motivation,

in the Kibbutz sample, and on academic self-image, in the Middle School sample, is

negative, while the effect of composition on scholastic achievement, especially among

the "lows", is positive, in both samples. The advantage in achievement afforded "lows"

in a richer composition appears along with some loss, in both these dimensions of his

motivational system. It can be hypothesized here, based on Kelly's (1952) distinction, that

the matanism of mymative reference has more effect on achievement, while motivation, inasmuch

as it is context-bound, is more influenced by comparative reference. In a SLE in which

the level of scholastic ability and motivation are high, and the information pool is

rich, the level of scholastic interaction is also higher° In such an environment, richer

curriculum is applied and the level of instruction and teachers' demands are higher.

All this is likely to increase the expectations and norms of effort and scholastic
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.achievement and to improve the socio-educational climate which encourages them. A high

norm orachievement, accompanied by a rich pool of information and edycatiOnal 'give-and-

take, is likely to operate as an environmental pressure on the student,to increase his

achievement. In contrast, in an environment Mich is poorer in ability and mottvation,

and has a poorer information pool, the scholastic interaction and curriculum used are

duller, and the level of instructiOn and teachers' demands are lower. Consequently, the

expectations of the students and those which serve as their role complementaries (peers,

teachers, parents and others) are lowered, and lower norms of effort and achievement

and a social Climate which does not encourage them is created.

Motivation, at least as measured in this study using serf-reporf and teachers'

evaluation.within the real learning groups, is evidently influenced by the
5c
lass as a

frame of reference for evaluation and relative placement of the ttudent within the group.

The richer the SLE, and thus the higher its level of motivatiob, the less the chance that

a student with a "real" motivation level X will receive a grade of motivation higher than

X; the poorer the environment, the greater this probability. This refers, of course, to

the dimensions of the motivation system that are explicitly context-bound, and not to

such dimensions as,locus of control and asloirations which ,are., it seems, less influenced

---by-the-soci-a-,1- context of- the-ttastand; vely.

Until more valid, objective, tools for measuring motivation, less bound to the

specific context of measurement, will be structured it iS impossible to determine to

what extent the pattern of effects revealed expresses "real" objective values of moti-

vation. On, can only state that subjective evaluation of motivation, whether by the

student himself, very similar to academic self-image, or by the teacher, significantly

correlated to school grades, tends to rise in a poorer enyironment and fall in a richer

one, and that these tendencies do not match the.tendencies of-scholastic achievements

to increase in a richer environment anti decrease :n a poorer one. At any, rate, eyen if

enrichment of the environment involves a psychological price of a lower self-image and

perhaps even reduces motivation for the "lows", it does not involve reduction Of their

achievements, but rather an increase in them. Even if environmental pressures of the

richer environment, operated by comparative processes, produce lower evaluations of

motivation and academic self-image, the same environment operates, through normative

processes, to raise scholastic achievements, and, to a lesser extent, toward a higher

level of occupational and educational aspirations and internalization of the locus of

control.
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CHARTER 7: SUMMABY, CONCLUSIONMND EDUCATIQNAL IMPLICATIQNS

As the point of departure for this study served the idea that the problem of

ability giouping is only
I

one case in the complex of edUcational problems associated'
- .

with-the diversity of ins,titutional manipulations affecting student-body compositions.

These manipulations were expressed either in,separation (homogenization, segregation)

or mixing (heterogenizatiop, integration) of students of different levels of personal

learning-relevant,resources, "lows" on'the one hand, the "highs" on the other. On the

assumption that thesocial,, and especially the intellective composition of the learning

.
group (in itself and in reference to other learning and social groups with which the

student has contact), affects the quality of the student's learning environment, these

0 maniklations should be seen mainly as changes in the social quality of learning environ-

ments (SLE).

They occur on three different levels of the educational systeM: between schools,

within the single school and at the class level;'including phenomena such as maintaining

dual-or tripartite school systems as 'against fwoviding for a comprehensive one; keeping

segregation along ethnic or social class-lines,as opposed to socio-educational integ-

ration; and forming inter-class or intra-class abilitigroups, streaMing and curriculum

tracking, as against maintaining and fOrming heterogeneouframeworks.

.The vast amoung of research on this subject, mainly in the United States; Sweden,

Great Britain and Israel did not'yield clear-cut conclusions. This, in our opinion,

is due,primarily,to the absence of adequate conceptualization of the treatment variable

(homogeneity - heterogeneity), a lack of any appropriate analytical paradigm, and

unsatisfactory control of massive intervening variables, forst and foremost, soci6-

economic background.

This conclusion has been reached through a substantive and methodological analysis

of the most important research projects in the field. From it an analytical paradigm

has been derived which seems appropriate for analyzing the full range of educational

separation and mixing phenomena. Stated briefly it is:

* The independent variable (homogeneity - heterodeneity) should be conceptualized

as the quality (level) of the schoOl's socio-learning environment (SLE), which

results from either separating students with different l6els of personal

learning resources, especially learning aptitude and motivation, into "high"
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and "low" homogeneous classes, or from mixing them in heterogeneous classes.

* The treatment intensity is determined mainly by the degree of overlap between

curricular differentiation by ability level (vertical differentiation) and

itsdifferentiation according to content, and purpose (horizontal differen-

tiation), as well ai the degree of the overlap between the personal composition

of.the various groups in which the,student's learning (and social activity)

occurs and the degree to Which these groups are institutionally and socially

delineated.

Homogeneous differentiation in a given student aggregate should be seen as

, enriching the SLE for students with rich personal learning relevant resources

(who will find the way into "high" - homogeneous frameworks), and impoverishing

\it for the poor-resourced students (wholi be allocated to the "lme - level

classes). Accordingly, integration means enriching the SLE for the low-
\

resourced (who generally,come from "low" SLE), and impoverishing it for the

high-resourced (coming from "high" SLE).

* Ae treatment effects should be examined in terms of the transference from an

imrverished SLE into an enriched one, and vice versa, of,low and high-resourced

students. The research focus is thus on the interaction between the quality

of SLE and the level of personal learning resources in their influence on

edulational output, assuming that 5tudents with different resource levels

will react differentially to the SLE quality.

,In determining the quality of SLE, siX diMensions have been distinguished; these
--

dimensions may be seen as'processes mediating educational outputs, especially scholastic

achievements.
S.

1. The dimensions of the didactic fit, i.e the relationship between the number of

instructional foci and the range of scholastic aptitude in a given student

aggregate. This dimension reflectsIthe suitability of curriculum,, method and

pace to the differential learning capabilities in the class. An analysis of,'

this dimension reveals that segregation may be advantageous for students at the

highest and the lowest ends of the personal learning resources distribution.

2. The quality of the scholastic interaction in the class, including the quality of,

the information pool available in it, the curriculum content in terms of level

and motivational value, the quaTity of verbal interaction between teachers and
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students among themselves, and the availability of models for the learning of

intellective operations. All of these,ffgure in determining the quality of

intellective stimulation and learning'opportunitie's provided.by the class.

3. The normative dimension. The class as it sets norms of achievement, delineates

perspectives, develops peer-group culture and educational climate, provide/s

behavioral role,models and constitutes a framework for interpersonal tielkhich

may connect norms and role-models on the one hand and the individual behavior

on the other.

4. The comparative diMensions. The class as a frame of reference within and ihrough

which the student locates himself on the class, school and communit9-wide status

scales,.developing feelings of relative deprivation,or gratification that may

well affect his educational okput. The analysis indicated that the selectivity

of the student body composition may have a negative effect vis-a-vis intra-class

comparison (more so on affective and attitudinal variables, less on the aignitive

and behavioral); on the other hand it may have a positive effect with respect to

"external" comparisons, i.e. comparisons within the wider social contexts beyond

the_specific_class-

5. -The dimension of symbolic message. This relates to homogenization as a phocess

of institutional labelling which sets status of "high" and "low" in the'wider

social contexts of the school, the peer group and the,commupity. This labelling,

with the mediation of the student'sxexpectation-set, may act as ,a self-fulfilling

prophecy. The analysis indicated tt4t,it is likely to have a stigMatizing effect

on the "lows" and alienate them from the schdol.-

6. The dimension of future pay-off of learning. Given the stratification of knowledge,

differentiation in type of diploma, and differentiation in the Socializing,power

of the various learning tracks, thi5 dimension deals with the learning relevance

for student's future social status and 4:1ife chances'''.

The overall conclusion drawn from the discussion of the SLE dimensions is that

enriching the social and intellective.composition of.learning groups, as a result of

eith00,separation (with respect to the "highs") or mixing (with respect to the "lows)

may haye a positive influence on educational output, while impoverishing it, :through

separation (with respect to the "lows") or mixing (with respect to the "highs") is

likely to have a negative influence. To put it differently: the segregated class may
'
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improve the achievements of the high-resoUrced student and reduce achievements of the
/

low-resourced; by contrast, integration is likely to improve the chievements of the

low-resourced and impede the achievements of the high-resourced. This conclusion tallies

odith the trends that emerged in the exploration of previous research.

The analysis also'supported the "differential Sensitivity" hypothesis, according

6 to which the low-resourced students arp more dependent op SLE quality than are the high-

, resourced. Thii hypothesis is based,on the claim that if two factors, affect one ope-

rational system in the same direction, a lower level of factor A will yield the field

to the stronger effedt of faCtor B; a lower level Of.personal resources makes room

for a greater influence of the SLE; lack of Prsonal resoUrces increases dependence

on the environment, and abundance intreases independence,

The theoretical discussion supported also the contention,that the differential

sensitivity will be amplified in the middle'range pf,the resource distribution (amon

average" students in the heterogeneous frameworks, or among the "lows" in "high"
,

homogeneous and the "highs" in 'low" homogeneous.frameworks). Thts may be due to
.

several factors: (a) a minimum level of personal resourceseay be pre-requisitepin order

to profit from environmentaVenrichment, while above a cert'ain:level enriching environ:-

ment makes no contribution towards improging ed.icataonal output; (b) both mixing and

separation will affect more Ognificantly the reference seis'(bOth normative and compa-

ve) of the "average"'students 76an,eitherf de "highs" or of the "lows";
-0

(c) learning status will be less early established.at:the,ceder of'the personal

resource distribution thant its e ds, hente the labelling will be more effective

at the center.

Through theSe thloretical discussion's, and also.based on findings and trends

revealed in the analysis of previous research, we'arrived at the following,hypotheses:,

* Homogeneous separation and heterogeneous mixing create.a differential ,two-

directional effect. Under conditions of homogeneify'the"aChievements of

students with'high personal resources_who learn-in an 6 riched $LE:("high"

learning tracks) will increase, while,.the achievements o^ the low-resburced
.

.,,.. .

learning in an impoverihed SLE will decrease. Under heterogeneity the
,

achievements of fhe "lows" will increase.(due to.enriched SLE), while those

of the "highs" will decrease .(due.to.impOientshed SLE).
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,

* The differential effect will be.asymmetrical: it will be stronger among the

"lows" (increase under conditions of integration, decreasing with segregation)

and weaker among the "highs" (dropping under integration, increase with
y .

segregation). 1

I

, '
,

* The differential a'Isymmetric effect will be amplifiPd in the middle range of the

personal resources distribution, that is among the "average" students.

These hypotheses were tested in two samples. First, in a sample of some 700 10th,

11th and lath grade students in six regional high schools affiliated with one of the

Kibbutz federations. Four of the school maintained homogeneous homeroom Classes at

two ability levels, the other had heterogeneous homeroom classes. (Both types maintained

ability grouping in English, mathematics and science alongside the homeroom classes.)

The Kibbutz sample was selected because of the rare opportunity it provides for near-

perfect control on the influential sodio-economic variables. (This naturally has its

price in reduced variability within and among the socio-learning environments under

study, though note-should be taken of the fact that the variance in IQ (Milta) in the

sample was found to be 85% of the variability among the geneYal Israeli high school

population.) Further, the hypotheses were examined in an Israel-wide sample, hetero-

geneous in terms of ethnic origin and socio-economic background. The sample, used in

the Middle School study, included some 4,000 7th-9th grade students in 38 schools. In

this sample, the homeroom class also represente:2 the main socio-educational framework,

even though English, mathematics and Hebrew language were studied in groupings.

In both samples,the latent treatment variablewas defined'as the LE, determined

by thesclass intellective composition. In the Kibbutz sample a quasi:uperimental

design was applied comparing two treatments, heterogeneous versus homogeneous classes,

the latter of two levels, high and low: In the Middle School sample, the effect of a

continuous treatment variable, the ci**as intellective composition, expressed by the

class mean of objective academic achievements, was investigated.

Scholastic achievement data in the Kibbutz sample was obtained in a cross-

sectional assessment, and was represented by the mean of foLr standard achievement

tests in biology, reading comprehension, history and social studies The achievement

data in the Middle School sample las collected over three years; achievements are also

represented by the mean of five achievement tests (reading comprehension, mathematics,

Engllsh, Bible and a general test); The data' from both samples was analyzed in a

multiple-regression model which included academic achievement as a dependent variable,
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SLE quality as an independent variable, and grade level c\ri the Kibbutz sample only),

sex and plf:e-treatment aptitude/achievement as controls. Iç order to_detect the inter-

action between the peronal resources level and SL quality separate regressions by

halves and quarters of the ability distribution were perfored.

Although the treatment effect found is weak, qn both sales the first two

hypothese5, that of the poSitive effect of SLE quality and that of differential

sensitivity, were confirmed: The hypothesis of the effect in the middle range was

confirmed in the Kibbutz sample only.

Ih a global comparison, in the Kibbutz sample, no learning advantage was found in

homogeneous homeroom classes; on the contrary, the analysis indiclated some advantage

in heterogeneity. An examination by halves of the learning ability distribution revealed

that he slight advantage in heterogeneity,'as revealed in the glObal comparison, is

concentrated mairity in the lower half of the distribution. This affirms the main

hypothesis that forming hOmogeneous homeroom classes apparently differentiates' the

SLE quality, differentiation which results in a contrasting but asymmetrical effect.

This becomes a real disadvantage for the poor-resourced students in,homogeneous low-

level
classes (impoverished SLE compared io the heterogefleous classes), as against no

_difference or a very slight'advantage for the well-resourced who learn in high-level

homogeneous classes (enriched SLE compared to the heterogeneous classes).

These findings reaffirm the claim about the interaction between the SLE quality

and personal resources. The effect of changes in the SLE (impoverisirent or enrichment),

whether positive or negative, is greater on the low-resourced,than ol those with high-

level personal resources. True,, the personal resource effect in both SLE levels is

stronger than the effect of SLE in both resource levels, but the reso rce factor is

stronger in poor SLE than in a rich one, and the enviromental factor is more important

to the poor-resourced than it is to the high-resourced. Both these 4ctors - personal

resources on the one hand and SLE quality on the other - operate in the same direction,

though with different intensities, but sensitivity to one factor is grteater when the

other is more lacking.

In an elaborated analysis by quarters of the pre-treatment aptitide/achievement

'distribution, it was found that the advantage of heterogeneity, or the homogeneity

deficit, is relatively greater in the third quarter, namely in the upper part of the
,

low half of the distribution, while in the second quarter (the low part of the top
a

'half) some advantage to homogeneity appears In both the extreme quarters a mode-ate
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advantage for heterogeneity apioeared. (The tendency towards an advantage for hetero-

geneity in the top-most quarter contradicts our hypothesis and we can offer no expla-
.

nation for it.) It emerges then that treatment has a differential effect along

different segments of the ability.distribution, while in the middle range the strongest

interaction appears with the homeroom class structure, homogeneous or heterogeneous,

in the influence on seholastiC achievement. In this part of the distribution the

differential sensitivity to the influence of SLE-quality.is the most marked: the

positive influence of separation, or the negative influence of mixing, on the "high-

averages" (second quarter) is weaker than the negative effect of separation, or the

positive effect of mixing on the "lowverages" (third quarter).

In the Middle School sample, the intellective dimension of the class composition

emerged as the central factor in SLE quality, as compared to the relative weakness of

the ethnic and.socio-economic dimensions. Here, as well, the clear, positive, though

moderate effect of the SLE on objective acadeTic aChievements was indicated. The

interaction between SLE quality and personal resources level in their influence on

achievements, was also revealed. The low-resourced students were more sensitive to

SLEquality than the high-resourced. In the analysis by quarters of the academic

ability distrioution, the SLE effect was linearly and inversely related to ability

level. The hypotheais regarding the effect in the middle range was not confirmed in

this sample, appareatly because,the SLE quality was represented by a continuous'

variablt, an outcome of research definition rather than a product of institutional

selection.

This analysis gives rise to two significant educational implications. FirSt,

based on the findings of both samples, the loss of the "lows" under segregation is

greater than the gain of "highs", while the loss of the "highs" under heterogeneity

is smaller than the gain of "lows". Second, based on the Kibbutz sample only, it is ,

the "average" student who may suffer most from homogenization and it is he who stands

to gain most with heterogenization. These "average" students are precisely those who,

. through the process educational selection - 'natural' or intentional - are likely

to find thmselves in an impoverished SLE, although their learning potential would

probably be more fully.rea)ized in a richer SLE. This conclusion emerged in the two-

level tracking model, but it may be safely generalized to encompass all "middle ranges"

of the personal reSource distribution, i.e. this part of the distribution.located on

bcth sides of the intersection between pro*imate homogeneous levels a multi-level
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differentiation, namely, that segment of the distribution from which students are

potentially allocated to both the lower and the higher levels.

Up to the present, a simple model has been used in which the relationship between

the treatment variable and scholastic a6ievement was examined with the contro"of two

objective variables - students' grades and sex and one cognitive wiable - pre-treatment

aptitude/achievement, which is also relatively clear conceptually and empirically. At

the second stage Of the study the model was extended to include also motivatiOn-related

Variables for three purposes: (a) to see whether homeroom class composition influences

the level of motivation as a component of SLE quality; (b) to see whether the pattern

of scholastic achievement differences, which emerged without motivation, endures with

its inclusion; and (c) to examine the relationship between the SLE effect on motivation

and its effect on achievement.

In the Kibbutz sample, a variable of educational motivation,,represented by an

index of teachers' evaluations of the pupils' motivation, was included. In the Middle

School *sample, three Motivation-related variables: locus of control, educational and

occupational aspirations and academic self-image were used, each one separately.

A differential effect of SLE was shown in the different motivational dimensions.
.

A negative, slight, effect, both on teachers: evaluation of pupils' motivation (Kibbutz

sample) and on the academic self-image (Middle School sample) was indicated. In

.contrast, locus of control and aspirations were affected positively. This pattern

leads to the hypothesis that different processes may mediate the SLE effect in different

affective-motivational realms. Apparently, the "contextual bias" is reflected in the

negative effect on teachers' evaluations and self-image as. well, A weak student inia

weak class is evaluated and evaluates himself,, as higher than his equal in a hete:o-

geneous class, The opposite is true in a strong class, The contextual bias may provide

a parsimonious and even sufficient explanation for this phenomenon. Yet, the possibility

that a process of comparative reference activates a response of relative deprhation

and frustration should not be ruled ouc,. Such a response is likely to arise among

"lows" in heterogeneous classes in the course of the competition with their more

talented peers, ds well as among some ot the "highs" in the competitive milieu'of

the ligh-nomogeneous classes. On the contrary, the tendency for a positive effect

of SLE on locus of control and aspirations, gives rise to,the possibility that norma-'

tive processes mediate these motivational dimensions

The examination of motivation as mediating variables between SLE quality and

f
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achievement,shows that, in the four dimensions examined, motivation is positively

associated with achievements. However, the most important finding in this stage of

analysis, is that controlling motivation does not alter the pattern of achievement

differences, found without motivation in the model and even accents it.

As stated, the SLE effect on the evaluation ,of student's motivation and on his

academic self-image, is negative, while thiSieffect is positive on achievement, espe-

cially among the "lows". The pattern of incompatibility between motivatiOn and

achievement fits also the disparity 6etween academic selfrconcept and achievement as

it emerged in ,the analysis of previous research. It seems that different influencing

mechanisms, that is, different d!mensions of the SLE, ar2 likely to mediate achievement

on the one hand and some motivational variables On the other.. Achievement may be

mediated by the quality of the learning interaction, by the pressures exerted by the

SLE as norm-setting environment, by its symbolic, labelling and role defining message

and by its:perceived future pay-off; motivation, as far as it is context-bound, and

apparently any variable that is assessed on the basis of comparison with others, is

likely to be mediated by intra-class comparisons, which may in turn activate the

"frog-pond effect" - a feeling of relative deprivation yhIch is exacerbated as the

SLE is enriched.

°In as much as the measurement of motivation is valid in this study, an additional

conclusion seems to emerge. Though enriching the SLE mayjmply a "psychological price"

in terms of reduced self-concept and other context-bound motivational dimensions, thic,

price is not associated with a decrease but rather yith an increase in achievement end

apparently in other motivational dimensions which are less context-bound and more

prone to normative influences. It should be noted, that tt, latter dimensions are

more strongly associated with objective academic achievement-. Even if the pressures

of a richer (and usually mire competitive) SLE act, apparently through comparative

processes, to heighten anxiety, lower academic self-Concept and even reduce motivation,

the same richer environment, through its other dimensions, primarily the cognitive

factors associated with the ovality of learning interaction, as well as through the

normative influences, acts to increase scholastic achievement. In any event, the

negative effect on some motivational dimensions doei not cut into the direct positive

effect of SLE quality on achievement.

This finding suggests ah additional educational implication particularly with

regard to the luw-resourctd students on whom the SLE quality seems to have a stronger
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impact, It is often claimed that in heterogeneous ind integrated settings these

stUdents are likelj to pay a high social and emotional price and that this would

affect their educational output.. But our findings in no way support the second part

of this claim. To the contrary: it emerged that, in terms of.learning, it was precisely

the "lows" who profited from heterogeneity, and that their objective scholastic achie-J

vements, at least as assessed in this study, were increased. Those who maintain that

academic achievement-is the prime educational outpul so far as the student's adult
[

status is concerned, and tfia1---thiS end Should be accomplished evemat some cost tO his

sense of persbnal comfort in the school, may view these findings as supporting integration.

Along these lines, we may add that not only the psychological ease achieved with

segregation fails to improve the academic performance of the "lows", but that even the

didactic fit which it is said to accomplish does not have the expected effect. Though

homogenization may improve.didactic fit and hence increase achievement, especially at

the ends' of scholastic ability distribution (in the bottom quarter at least there

emerged an advantage for heterogeneity), it seems that the positive effect of didactic

fit is apparently undercut by negativ Jfects.in the rest of the SLE dimensions,

The 'psychological comfort'..and the 'didactic 'fit' claims are the major arguments

in support of: segregation. *Separaticin may in fact have a liberating psychological

influence on the "lows" and this effect per_se, might have a positive influence on

learning behavior and achievements, It seems also that homogenizatiun may improve SLE

in the dimension of didactic fit, at least as defined in this work, and that this too

may have a positive "influence on learning. But the gains of the "lows" in terms of

psychological comfort and didactic fit apparently do not equal their losses in terms

of the reduced quality of learning interaction, reduced normative pressures for academic

achievement, teelings of deprivation that stem from "external" comparisons, the stig-

matic Iabelfing that reduces the level of expectations and determines the role-definition

of "weak" student, and the practically non-existent relationship between 'school-life

and educational and occupational prospects

The findings of this stUdy, may thus be added to the many others that rely

primarily on standard achievement tests and which have failec1 to establish any signi-

ficant advantage for educational separation with respect to academic achievement, and

worse yet, have.in fact found indications of negative impact on the "lows" under such

conditions
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In sPite of this, educational systems persist in their adherence to homogenization

within the school, through ability groupings at the elementary school level, and through

trackings in the secondary schools. These differentialtions are generally maintained

,alongside with tendencies.of heterogeneous mixing in the form of comprehen:,iveness and

ihtegration, and in many instances take the edge off these efforts. This intriguing

phenomenon deserves a special and separate discussion.
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